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Abstract
In this work, I have developed techniques for designing portable MRI scanners and have
applied them to three portable systems for brain imaging. I irst describe the procedue for
designing a portable, low-ield MRI scanner - in particular, how the constraints of compactness and portability afect the design of all system components (magnets, coils, sequences,
RF pulses, and reconstruction schemes). I then describe the design of the principal hardware
components of a portable MRI system: the �0 magnet, the magnet shim array, the gradient
coils, and the RF coils. This work makes novel use of numerical and computational tools
for both sub-system design and physical construction. I next apply this paradigm to the
design of gradient coils and a shim magnet array for portable whole-brain MRI scanner and
demonstrate in vivo adult brain images. Finally, I describe two novel MRI scanners designed
ab ovo using the approach described herein. The former is the "MR Cap", a single-sided
MRI device designed for imaging over a reduced 8 × 8 × 3��3 region of the adult brain;
the latter is the "Helmet MRI", a whole-brain scanner optimized speciically for the head
geometry.
Thesis Supervisor: Lawrence L. Wald
Title: Professor of Radiology, Harvard Medical School
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0.1

Thesis Outline

This section lists the chapters of the thesis and briely states what each one talks about.
Chapter 1: Introduction

I begin by arguing that there exists a clinical need for low-cost, portable, MRI systems. I
then summarize the reasons why MRI scanners are expensive and immobile and propose
how one might design low-cost, compact systems. Next, I summarize the existing literature
on purpose-built, portable, and low-ield MRI devices. Finally, I provide an introduction
to the ield of "Single-Sided NMR", in which low-cost, portable NMR devices have been
developed for a variety of applications.
Chapter 2: System-level Design Considerations

Here I describe the general system-level design process for a portable MRI system. One irst
deines the geometry of both the scanner and of the imaging volume - practical considerations
relating to scanner operation afect both. Next, I describe how one goes from a system
imaging performance goal to speciication for each of the system components. I further look
at how the diferent parts of the scanner can be arranged, with an emphasis on opportunities
and tradeofs that exist in low-ield, portable systems.
Chapter 3: Design and Construction of Permanent Magnet Arrays

I describe my approach to design and construct �0 magnets and shim arrays for portable
MRI scanners. I discuss the advantages and challenges of using permanent magnet material,
methods for designing and simulating permanent magnet arrays, and practical manufacturing considerations. I then show methods for constructing physical prototype permanent
magnet arrays.
Chapter 4: Design and Construction of Gradient and Low-frequency RF
Coils

Here, I introduce the target ield/current stream function approach for designing quasi-static
coils. I present how I design gradient and RF coils with this approach, with an emphasis on
the practical tradeofs involved with short-bore or single-sided coils. I then show methods
14

for constructing the numerically-optimized coil designs using computational manufacturing
methods such as 3D printing.
Chapter 5: Gradient and Shimming Hardware for a Portable Brain Scanner

I present the design and construction of two system components for the "Sparse Halbach",
an existing portable brain MRI system: a pair of gradient coils for two axes of blipped phase
encoding and a permanent magnet shim array for improving the built-in �0 encoding ield.
The system performance is assess, and phantom and in

vivo

images are presented.

Chapter 6: The MR Cap: A Single-sided MRI Device for Point-of-Care
Applications

I introduce the "MR Cap" - a bicycle helmet-sized MRI system for imaging a region of the
brain. I describe the design of this system from the ground up, including: the �0 magnet,
the gradient coils, the RF coil, and the imaging sequences/encoding schemes. Phantom
images are show, demonstrating the volumetric imaging capabilities of s single=sided MRI
device.
Chapter 7:

An Optimized Head-shaped MRI system for Whole-brain

Imaging

I describe the "Head-Optimized MRI", a system optimized for performance over a headshaped ROI and conforming a geometry that optimally its over the human head. Show are
the design and construction of the �0 magnet, gradient coils, RF coil, �0 shim array, and
mechanical apparatus. Phantom images are presented, demonstrating that the system can
image a head-sized object in reasonable time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Abstract

This chapter describes the existing clinical need for portable, low-cost, and point-of-care
MR imaging; and reviews work in this area to date. I irst cover clinical applications that
could beneit from MRI, but for which existing scanners are not adequate because of cost,
siting, or worklow reasons. I then give a brief overview of how conventional MRI scanners
are built and operated, with an emphasis on how they could be made smaller and more
portable. I next summarize prior work in the ield of portable MRI scanners. Finally, I
provide an introduction to the ield of the "single-sided NMR", as that area has much to
teach us about building portable, compact MR devices for unusual applications and settings.

1.2

1.2.1

Other Resources

Literature Reviews

The main motivation of this work is the development of portable, low-cost MRI scanners for
situations ill-served by traditional MRI. Several recent reviews have looked at this problem
from a physics perspective [1]; from a global economic perspective [2]; and from a system
engineering perspective [3]. Taken together, these reviews provide a comprehensive introduction to the state of portable MRI as a ield.
17

1.2.2

Technical Resources

I will not describe the basic physics of electromagnetism or MRI here, as many existing
texts provide useful introductions to both. I have personally found [4] to be useful reference
for EM; and have found [5, 6] to provide a good introduction to MRI. Esoteric or unusual
technical principles (eg the magnetic pole density formalism, current stream functions) will
be described where needed.

1.3

Clinical Need for Low-cost, Portable MRI systems

MRI is widely used for clinical diagnosis and has become a routine part of modern medicine.
It is in particular used for brain imaging, as it enables a variety of soft-tissue contrasts
and can easily image inside the skull. However, many clinical scenarios are poorly-served
by conventional MRI systems and might beneit from a portable, low-cost, or low-ield
MRI scanner. Here, I describe the limitations of conventional MRI scanners and list some
potential uses for a portable brain MRI system.

1.3.1

Detection of Cerebral Hemorrhage

Portable, low-ield MRI systems may be useful for diagnosing cerebral hemorrhage (eg epidural vs. subdural) in cases of trauma [7] and in post-operative settings [8]. These are often
either time-sensitive settings or involve critical patients. As such, they would beneit from
point-of-care scanner or a system with reducing screening requirements. A portable MRI
system could also enable continuous monitoring in these settings, which is not practical with
conventional MRI machines.

1.3.2

Improving Access to MRI

Many developing-world settings sufer from a lack of access to diagnostic MRI [2], and could
beneit from an MRI scanner that was less expensive and easier to site and mantain than
a typical system. For example, inadequate imaging accessibility impedes the diagnosis and
treatment of pediatric hydrocephalus in developing-world settings [9].
18

1.3.3

Acute Stroke Diagnosis

Portable, low-ield MRI scanners could improve the diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke (AIS).
MRI is better than CT for detecting and characterizing the severity of AIS, but routine use
of MRI is not cost-efective at present with conventional scanners [10]. Reducing patient
transport and pre-MRI screening time is also of critical importance during cases of acute
stroke. Portable, easy-to-site, scanners might improve access to MRI and reduce transport
times; an inexpensive scanner might reduce procedure cost; and lower-ield, compact devices
might have reduced pre-scan screening requirements.
1.3.4

Imaging of Critical Patients

A scanner that minimized the transport requirements for critical patients would be of value
[11]. Namely, bringing the scanner to the patient could be both less risky for the patient and
utilize ICU staf for eiciently. This might be possible with a portable scanner that could
be wheeled to the patient’s bedside. An example of such a case could be a post-operative
patient being monitored for a bleed, as described above.
1.4

Building a Smaller MRI Scanner

Here I broach the paired questions: Why are normal MRI scanners so large and expensive?
and: How can we make MRI scanners smaller and cheaper? Scanners’ size and cost ultimately follow from their technical performance requirements. Making MRI systems smaller,
more portable, and less expensive requires rethinking just how sophisticated that technical
performance needs to be. In answering these questions, it is also illustrative to examine
both the historical course of development of the modern "conventional" MRI scanner and
examples of "hand-held", "point-of-care" devices in other imaging modalities.
1.4.1

Technical Perspective: Why are MRI Scanners Large and Expensive?

Scanner cost and size ultimately result from typical MRI systems being whole-body imaging
systems that produce high-resolution images in a variety of contrasts. This follows from the
historical development of clinical MRI: the irst in vivo scans were "body" scans (as opposed
to "head-only" scans) and employed resistive magnets big enough to accommodate a human
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torso. There was not initially interest in targeted-organ (eg head-only) devices. Subsequent
improvements in scanner performance accrued from increasing magnet ield strength via
more-sophisticated resistive magnets and, eventually, superconducting magnet designs. It
was generally found that the installation and operational costs of superconducting magnets
were ofset by their faster acquisition and improved imaging performance in the case of
whole-body imaging [12]. Thus, we are at our present state of afairs, where a typical MRI
scanner contains a superconducting magnet large enough to accommodate a human torso.
Furthermore, conventional MRI scanners can produce images using an immense variety
of pulse sequences. Some sequences require fast scanning (eg fMRI), chemically-selective
saturation pulses, compensation for blood low and fast difusion encoding. These sequences
require strong, fast-switching gradient coils and strong, homogeneous magnetic ields, resulting in expensive, immobile scanners.
1.4.2

Components of a Conventional MRI Scanner

The �0 magnet is the main determinant of system performance in an MRI scanner. Its ield
strength determines available SNR. Its homogeneity determines image distortion, acceptable
encoding schemes, the available SNR/scan time/resolution tradeof, and RF system requirements. These considerations, in turn, further constrain the design of the gradient system,
RF system, and pulse sequences. The resolution (typically ≈ 1��3 ), scan time (typically
≈ 5 min), and variety of contrasts (�2* , �2 , DWI, �1 , perfusion, etc.) and encoding schemes

(spiral, EPI, GRE, etc.) require a strong main ield and high homogeneity over a large ROI.
For example, the commercially-available Siemens Avanto and Prisma systems have �0 ields
of 1.5T and 3T with RMS homogeneities of 0.75ppm and 0.2ppm over a � = 40cm spherical
volume [13, 14]. Attaining these requirements requires a large superconductor-based magnet.
Conventional superconducting magnets require liquid helium to operate, along with all the
cryogenic infrastructure that entails (insulation, cold heads, quench pipe). The Prisma, for
instance, is 1.98m long, weighs 10 tons, and requires 10’s of kW of power during operation
[14].
Other performance considerations inluence the system installation footprint: a large,
high-ield magnet needs a large footprint for a 5-Gauss exclusion area (for patient safety);
RF shielding (to shield both external signal interference from coupling in, and transmit pulse
emissions from radiating out) requires a shielded room large enough to contain the magnet,
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patient table, and scan subject.
The wide variety of imaging contrasts and encoding schemes also requires a large, highpower gradient system. The Prisma gradient coil requires up to 900 Amperes of current and
T
2250 Volts for max single-channel gradient amplitudes of 80 mT
m and slew rate of 200 m·s [14].

In summary, the size, cost, and complexity of MRI scanners follow directly from their
performance capabilites. A smaller, more-portable magnet will need to eschew superconductors and cryogens, in turn requiring it to be smaller, lower-ield, and/or less homogeneous.
Reducing the system power consumption further requires eliminating the high-power gradient coils, reducing the available toolbox of imaging sequences. These are inherent tradeofs
in the design of portable MRI scanners.

1.4.3

Portable, Low-cost Devices in Other Medical Imaging Modalities

The tradeof between system performance and system cost/complexity also exists in other
medical imaging modalities. In each of ultrasound (US), positron emission tomography/singlephoton emission computed tomography (PET/SPECT), and computed tomography (CT),
there exists a range of devices along this tradeof axis. That is, there exist several devices that exploit the same physics, but vary from high-performance, expensive systems to
targeted-use, low-cost devices.

Ultrasound (US)

Review papers have examined the design of portable, low-cost ultrasound systems [15]; its
use in developing-world settings [16]; its use by physicians (as opposed to technicians) [17];
and its use by EMS personnel [18]. These devices have been found to perform generally well
when compared with high-end devices [19]. At present, portable ultrasound devices from
many vendors are available on the market [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
The physics of US result in US probeheads naturally being compact compared with an
MRI magnet, even for high-end systems. However, the size of complete US systems ranges
from something the size of a cart (for high-end systems) to something that its in a handbag
(for point-of-care systems). Figure 1-1a shows the form factor diference among ultrasound
systems.
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PET/SPECT

PET and SPECT imaging work by detecting gamma ray photons that ultimately originate
from a radiotracer injected into the patient. A typical PET/SPECT system is a wholebody imaging device similar in size to a conventional whole-body MRI system. However,
the same principle of gamma photon detection has been exploited in a variety of portable
"gamma camera" devices. There exist several reviews of these devices [26, 27, 28]. Portable
gamma cameras have thus far mainly been developed for intraoperative applications, including testicular cancer sentinel node biopsy [29] and tumor margin assessment in breast cancer
surgery [30, 31, 32, 33]. Figure 1-1b shows a whole-body PET scanner and an intraoperative
gamma camera probe for reference.
Computed Tomography CT

CT utilizes the variation in x-ray photon absorption by human tissues and/or contrast agents
to form images. A series of 2D projection images is acquired, from which a 3D image is then
reconstructed. Several reviews have compared traditional (ie whole-body) and portable CT
scanners [34]; have examined portable head-only CT systems [35, 36]; and have assessed
the value of portable CT in cases of thoracic disease [37]. At present, several portable CT
scanners are commercially available [38, 39, 40]. Figure 1-1c shows a whole-body CT scanner
and a portable, head-only CT scanner for comparison.
Additionally, it is illustrative to compare a projection X-ray radiograph with a 3D CT
scan. Both types of image exploit the same physical principles (namely, that of X-rays
and their interaction with human tissues). However, distinct, purpose-built devices exist
for producing either projection (2D) or 3D radiographs. Each family of devices is tailored
to particular applications, and both types of device are widely used clinically in diferent
settings. This paradigm represents a template for how purpose-built, portable, or low-cost
MRI devices might coexist with established, whole-body scanners.

1.5

Existing Low-cost, Compact, and Portable MRI Systems

There exists a sizable body of work on the development of portable, low-cost, or purposebuilt MR systems for clinical applications. This area continues to expand, with several such
devices having been developed in the past few years.
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Figure 1-1: a. High-end cardiac Doppler US scanner [41]. b. Handheld point-of-care US scanner
[22]. c. Whole-body SPECT scanner [42]. d. Handheld intraoperative “gamma camera” probe [27].
e. Whole-body CT scanner [38]. f. Portable head-only CT scanner [40].

1.5.1

Early interest

There already existed some inklings of awareness of the possiblity of portable, low-cost MRI
devices in the early 1980s. The Los Alamos well-logging NMR group noted that rastering
a "sweet spot" magnet over a patient could potentially produce an in vivo image "in which
the subject/patient need not enter the magnet" (Figure 1-2) [43]. Georges Béné in the late
1970s and early 1980s measured the relaxation times of various human tissues in vivo in the
Earth’s-ield range [44, 45, 46], and argued that a low-ield system "might solve the problems
posed by the realization [of an MRI apparatus] for the use in medium size hospitals under
reasonable technical and inancial conditions" [47]. However, neither line of inquiry resulted
in a practical clinical MRI device.
1.5.2

Open MRI systems

Open MRI systems are often designed for body imaging and are not typically considered
portable or compact devices. However, like with portable MRI devices, these systems incorporate tradeofs between imaging performance and other aspects of scanner operation (eg.
patient comfort, bore access, or scanner siting requirements). Some open MRI systems are
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Figure 1-2: Proposal for in vivo MRI with an “inside-out”, rastered NMR device from 1980 [43].

further designed as targeted-use devices, especially for intraoperative use.
One early example from 1995 is a superconducting magnet-based MRI system for intraoperative MR scanning based on a pair of planar superconducting coils [48]. Resistive
and permanent magnet-based open MRI scanners have also been developed [49]. Open MRI
scanners may improve patient comfort, and were until recently produced by major MRI
vendors at up to 1.0T. However, they were still bulky and diicult to site, and their beneits
in many cases did not ofset the reduction in image quality [12].
Open MRIs have also been used for neurosurgery [50, 51], with the open geometry
providing greater patient access. Relatedly, MR-LINACs have been developed for imageguided radiotherapy. These scanners require more bore access than a typical scanner for the
LINAC elements, and as a result have employed biplanar dipole magnets [52] and gapped
cylindrical magnets [53, 54]. In general, all these systems have increased bore access, but
reduced ield strength when compared with a conventional MRI scanner.
1.5.3

Brain imaging systems

There has recently been signiicant interest in head-only MRI scanners, which has resulted
in the development of a range of devices. At the high-perforamnce end, these include highield, superconducting systems with reduced footprints and cryogen requirements developed
by Siemens (the Allegra system), GE [55] and Synaptiv [56]. Additionally, a research collaboration in the USA has been developing a compact, high-temperature superconductor-based
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brain MRI scanner [57]. These systems are smaller and easier to site than typical MRIs and
have ield strengths of 1.5T to 3T. However, they are too large to be considered "portable"
devices. On the other hand, portable scanners employing permanent magnet designs have
been developed for point-of-care or developing-world use [58, 59, 60, 61]. These devices have
ield strengths between 50mT and 100mT and are true "portable" devices.
1.5.4

Extremity systems

Dedicated extremity MRI systems have also seen development over the years. These applications might seem a natural it for compact MRI designs, as the arms and legs are
signiicantly smaller in diameter than a whole human torso. However, clinical extremity
musculoskeletal MRI often uses images with high in-plane resolution, which can be a challenge. Such devices have included: the MagneVu system [62]; the PoleStar iMRI (also used
intraoperatively) [63]; the GE/ONI Ortho MRI [64]; the Esaote Oscan [65]; and a device
developed at the University of Tsukuba [66, 67].
1.5.5

Prostate

A prostate MRI system has recently been underdevelopment at Promaxo [68]. This device
utilizes a single-sided design optimized for imaging performance over an anatomical region
overlaying the prostate.
1.5.6

Non-imaging systems

There has been further interest in novel non-imaging MR systems for clinical applications.
This has included a single-sided MR device for monitoring tissue hydration state via �2 relaxometry [69, 70] and a single-sided system for assessing the placenta in vivo [71]. There
has also been preclinical use of single-sided NMR devices for intraoperative intestine difusion
assessment [72].
1.5.7

Summary and Observations

There has been a proliferation of portable and low-cost MR devices over the past two decades,
and especially within the past ive years. The range of devices includes systems designed for
the head, extremities, prostate, and placenta; it includes imaging and non-imaging systems;
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and includes both commercially-available and research systems. These systems all make
diferent tradeofs between performance, portability, and cost. For example, the head-only
3T scanner was designed to be "movable in a standard freight elevator" prior to installation
[55]; while other low-ield (50-100 mT) head-only scanners were designed to be wheeled
through a typical doorway [58, 59].
1.6

Single-sided MR Systems

The ield of Single-Sided NMR devices has produced many unusual MR devices for chemical, analytical, industrial, agricultural, and other applications. Many of these devices are
designed for speciic use cases or are portable, compact, or inexpensive. As such, this area
of human endeavor has much to teach the designer of portable MRI scanners. It has developed largely independently of traditional MRI scanners, and thus merits its own expository
section.
In this section, I will attempt to deine "single-sided" in this context and provide a
comparison with conventional MR devices. I will then describe the existing space of "singlesided" MR devices and their use, with an emphasis on existing biomedical applications.

1.6.1

Other Resources

There have been several reviews and an entire book written about single-sided MR. In terms
of comprehensiveness, none can top the 2008 review by Blumich, Perlo, and Casanova with
its 689 references [73]. A 2011 book by the same authors also provides a good introduction
to the ield [74] (this book has fewer references than the aforementioned review paper).

1.6.2

"Single-sided" MR vs. Traditional MR

What distinguishes a "single-sided" device from a conventional MR device? Informally, one
can state that a traditional "enclosed" device surrounds the sample under test, while a singlesided device has an open design and does not physically surround the sample. This geometric
property of "enclosedness" represents a continuum on which we can place any MR system
and relates to many aspects of scanner performance. Figure 1-3 illustrates this concept of
"enclosedness". Scanners range in a continuous manner from long-bore whole-body MRI
machines; through short-bore MRI’s, "open plan" MRI’s, "unilateral" NMR-MOUSE-type
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devices; and ultimately to "inside-out" borehole prospecting devices. I typically think of
"single-sided" as referring to systems where a contiguous half of the space overlaying the
sensitive volume is free from the ield-generating parts of the scanner (highlighted in Figure
1-3).

Figure 1-3: NMR and MRI device geometries difer greatly in terms of how much the ield-generating
components surround the sensitive volume. This can be visualized by plotting MR systems on an
“Enclosed-Open” axis. a. A long-bore MRI scanner nearly completely surrounds the sensitive volume
[75]. b. A truncated “short-bore” head-only MRI may be shorter, surrounding the imaging volume
less [55]. c. Open MRI scanners allow more access to the patient/imaging volume than “closed-bore”
scanners [12]. d. The Surface GARield device only partly surrounds the sensitive volume [76]. e.
The “sensitive point” downbore NMR system developed by Schlumberger has a convex geometry,
and doesn’t surround the sensentive ROI at all [77]. f. “Inside-out” NMR systems have a sensitive
volume that surrounds the NMR probe [43].

There are a couple important points relating to this "space" of magnet/system geometries. First, the term "single-sided" describes not just from the apparatus itself, but the
combined geometry of the apparatus and the sensitive region. For example, a conventional
solenoidal NMR-spectroscopy magnet is not "single-sided" because the sensitive region lies
at the center of the solenoid. However, if the sample is placed at the opening of the solenoid
(for instance, to obtain a higher ield gradient as in [78]), then one might say the same machine is being operated in "single-sided mode" because the sensitive ROI has been moved.
Relatedly, designing an NMR or MRI system requires one to jointly deine both the sensitive
volume and the device volume. This concept is expanded upon in Section 2.3.
Secondly, the degree of "openness" of a system relates to many aspects of its performance,
especially with regard to ield eiciency and uniformity (see also Section 2.3). The more
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"single-sided" a device with given size or weight is, the lower its ield eiciency and/or ield
uniformity will be when compared with a more-enclosed design. Prior work has explored
the geometry vs. ield homogeneity/eiciency tradeof in the design of MRI magnets [79, 80]
and gradient coils [81], whereby a longer (ie "more-enclosed") design is associated with
improved performance. This trend continuous past short-bore cylindrical designs into the
realm of "single-sided" geometries.
1.6.3

Review of Existing Single-Sided NMR Devices

In this section I summarize the existing range of single-sided NMR devices. These systems
vary greatly and represent over 60 years of instrumentation development. Beyond this, the
following book chapter contains a ine overview of single-sided NMR, including a summary
of the historical literature [73].

Geophysical Prospecting
The ancient human lust to strike upon riches in the heart of the earth has not spared the
ield of NMR. The earliest single-sided, remote, and inside-out MR devices were developed
for geophysical prospecting, particularly to look for subsurface water and oil. The earliest
such proposed device is a patent iled in 1956 by Russell Varian [82] who had previously with
Martin Packard demonstrated the irst prepolarization + Earth’s ield NMR measurement
in 1953 [83]. This proposed device consisted entirely of a large Tx/Rx "radio-frequency"
coil (actually at �� ≈ 2000Hz to match the Earth’s magnetic ield) that was placed on the
ground. To operate the device, one would play an RF pulse to excite the proton spins
in underground liquid that had achieved thermal polarization with the Earth’s magnetic
ield. One would then switch the device to "receive mode" and would measure the voltage
induced in the RF coil by the precessing spins. It does not appear that such a device was
ever actually built at the time; the irst instance of such a physical realization seems to have
come at the hand of one A G Semenov in 1982 [84]. I confess that I have personally been
unable to ind this publication and that it apparently only exists in Russian. A slightly
later account of subsurface NMR measurments obtained with a surface device can be found
in the 1996 work of Oleg A Shushakov [85]. Nowadays, there exist commercially available
devices that are conceptually identical to Varian’s 1956 design [86]. The Numis Poly (Iris
Instruments), for example, consists of a 150m × 150m square RF coil that is laid on the
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surface of the ground and can measure water to a speciied depth of 150m (see Figure 1-4a).
Reviews of the use of surface NMR for subsurface geophysical measurement can be found in
Section 4.7 of [87] and in [88].
I will also mention a 1965 patent for an airplane-mounted groundwater prospecting NMR
device [89], but only for its novelty. It strikes me as wholly impractical based on both NMR
and aviation considerations.
Our unquenchable thirst for oil also fueled the development of "downbore" or "insideout" NMR devices. These apparatus are lowered down boreholes regularly drilled during
prospecting, and measure signals from liquids in the rock just outside the hole. Patents for
prepolarization + Earth’s ield downbore systems were iled in 1956 by Varian Associates [90];
in 1960 by Mobil [91]; and in 1965 by Chevron [92]. The irst downbore NMR experiments
were performed in 1960 by Brown and Gamson (of the Chevron patent) and demonstrated
the ability to discern water and oil in

situ

via relaxation curves [93]. Later in 1977, John C

Cook reviewed the state of downbore NMR, looking at technical considerations, oil/water
prospecting applications, and ESR-based mineral prospecting applications [94]. Cook further
proposed a downbore NMR system consisting of a pair of longitudinally-aligned, antiparallel
magnets that produce a toroidal "uniform ield" region outside the borehole and an RF coil
sensitive to that ROI (Figure 1-4b). This design would be adopted and reined by researchers
at Los Alamos a few years later [95, 96, 43] and subsequently Schlumberger [77]. Note
that initial iterations of the Schlumberger design used an axially-symmetric magnet with a
toroidal ROI [43], while further improvements resulted in a design with a more-compact,
simply-connected ROI as used by the NMR-MOUSE and other prototypical single-sided
devices [77].
In recent years, borehole NMR has also been used as a tool in hydrogeology [97]. This has
spurred the development of new downbore NMR devices tailored for the needs of scientiic
hydrology, such as the 2′′ -diameter (51mm-diameter) instrument in [98] (shown in Figure
1-4c).
Finally, I must mention a recent single-sided NMR device designed to detect oil spills
under Arctic sea ice [99] (shown in Figure 1-4d). This is not strictly speaking a "prospecting"
device. However, its intended use is for the oil industry, and the system itself has much in
common with "subsurface NMR" devices. This device consists of two principal components:
a Tx/Rx "RF" coil, and a prepolarization ield coil. These coils (diameter ≈ 6m are placed
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atop sea ice and make NMR measurements to assess whether or not oil lies beneath the ice.
The system was designed to detect oil beneath 2 meters of sea ice.

Figure 1-4: Geophysical and geological NMR systems vary greatly in size, shape, and mode of
operation. a. The Numis-Poly is an Earth’s ield system consisting of an � = 150m square Tx/Rx
coil that’s placed on the ground to detect subsurface water [86]. b. The axially-antisymmetric
downbore magnet design with a toroidal homogeneous-ield ROI was initially described by Cook et
al in 1977 [94]. c. Downbore NMR probes have recently seen use in scientiic hydrology, including
with the � = 51mm probe shown [98]. d. A prepolarization + Earth’s ield system was recently
developed to detect oil spills under Arctic sea ice, and consists of a � = 6m NMR probe that can
be carried by helicopter [99].

Early Single-Sided NMR Systems

Early "single-sided" NMR devices (the irst described as such) were published in the 1980s
for several applications. These included: a device for measuring soil water content with
a tractor-pulled NMR device [100]; a device for determining moisture levels in structural
concrete [101, 102], particularly in bridges; devices for detecting explosives [103] and testing
soild rocket motors [104]; and devices for measuring grain kernel moisture content as it moves
through processing [105, 106]. This work arose from the desire for non-destructive testing
(as with explosive detection); for in-situ testing (as with soil moisture assessment); or both
(as with bridge concrete moisture measurement). These constraints precluded the use of
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conventional NMR instruments and necessitated the development of "single-sided" and/or
portable NMR instruments with unusual geometry. This led to the irst mobile, single-sided
devices. Figure 1-5a illustrates the subsurface water-measuring probe; Figure 1-5b shows
the device for measuring moisture in bridge concrete.

Figure 1-5: a. Tractor-pulled single-sided NMR probe for subsurface soil moisture measurements
[100, 73]. b. Mobile single-sided NMR scanner for detection moisture in bridge deck concrete in
situ [101, 102, 73]. c. The NMR-MOUSE single-sided device, shown being used to proile ancient
Roman frescoes in situ [107]. d. The Surface GARield single-sided NMR probe [108].

A particularly interesting example is the soil hydration system developed in [100]. This
work used the inherently-inhomogeneous �0 ield for depth encoding. The requirement that
it be "mobile" speciically meant that it could be lifted by people and driven to a site in
a vehicle. The manget design used a yoked electromagnet with pole piece extensions [100].
Other systems also used yoked electromagnet designs, and produced �0 ields between 50mT
and 80mT. In these systems, the lat, single-sided shape arose from the geometry of the
problems of interest. For example, ields and road beds are large and lat, requiring an NMR
system with a sensitive ROI ofset from a lat surface: i.e. the archetypal "single-sided NMR"
scanner.
Additional single-sided NMR work used the fringe ields of conventional "enclosing"
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magnet designs to allow for single-sided operation [78]. This emphasizes the point that
"single-sided" describes not just a system, but the operational mode of the system + sample
together.

The NMR-MOUSE and Similar Devices

The NMR-MOUSE (Mobile Universal Surface Explorer) [109] is a single-sided MR device
conceptually similar to the earlier devices depicted in Figure 1-5. However, it represents a
signiicant advance in the ield for several reasons:
 The NMR-MOUSE probe (including �0 magnet and RF coil) are compact and lightweight

(weight = 2.5kg; diameter = 5.5cm). This allows the NMR-MOUSE to be easily positioned by hand, carried to remote sites, and handled in a laboratory. This distinguishes
it from earlier, car- or tractor-toted systems.
 It was successfully commercialized [110], facilitating its use in a wide variety of ap-

plications. It was estimated that 40-50 NMR-MOUSE devices were in use as of 2008
[111], and the NMR-MOUSE continues to see widespread use.
 The NMR-MOUSE was the irst device with its form factor. Since its initial publi-

cation, numerous single-sided NMR devices have been developed that build on and
reine the original NMR-MOUSE design.
 The NMR-MOUSE also represents an early use of an NdFeB rare-earth material-based

�0 magnet. An NdFeB-based human MRI magnet had previously been designed by

Philips [112], but I can ind no indication that it was ever built. However, I am unable
to verify whether or not the NMR-MOUSE was the irst NMR system to use an NdFeB
�0 magnet.

Similar devices have include a system for assessing fruit ripeness [113]; systems for analytical applications with highly-homogeneous [114] and constant-gradient sweet spots [108, 115];
and a recent system for hydration assessment in vivo via �2 relaxometry [116]. Applications
of these devices are described in Section 1.6.4.
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Single-Sided Elements of Conventional Systems

Several "single-sided" hardware components have been developed for use in conventional
cylindrical-bore MRI scanners. These are not "single-sided" imaging devices, but nonetheless
illustrate situations where a single-sided component is advantageous. They also represent
potential opportunities for a complete single-sided imaging scanner. Note that these devices
are often described as "local", rather than "single-sided".
First, the surface receive coil arrays for conventional clinical MRI scanners provide a
precedent for single-sided MR devices [117, 118]. An NMR device requires, at a minimum,
a magnetic ield for polarization/precession, a means of spin excitation, and a way to detect
Larmor precession. These surface coil arrays demonstrate that a single-sided receive coil
can perform Larmor detection for

in vivo

3D imaging; that their inhomogeneous � 1 ields

can be managed; and that such a coil array can achieve greater SNR than a volume receive
coil. In conventional scanner operation, each individual coil in the array is only sensitive to
a small region of the imaging volume - a fact exploited via parallel imaging techniques to
shorter image encoding time. SNR considerations generally preclude such tricks at low ield,
but the fact remains that a single-sided receive coil inherently contains spatial information.
This has recently been exploited for spatial encoding in a nonbijective, low-ield scanner
[119].
Single-sided RF and ield gradient coils have also been used to for spin-labeling brain
angiography by tagging blood lowing in the carotids, which are located supericially in the
neck. In one case, a long saturation pulse is played on a local RF coil placed over a carotid
while the z-axis scanner gradient is played. Blood lowing up the artery (along the gradient
axis) experiences adiabatic inversion and is thus spin-labeled [120]. This same experiment
has been performed using a local gradient coil (as opposed to the scanner gradient coil),
which allows for greater sequence lexibility [121].
"Surface-spoiling" single-sided devices have also been used to eliminate signal from unwanted anatomical regions. This was shown early on in a
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phantom with a surface

sheet containing ferromagnetic material that produces locally-inhomogeneous ields [122].
The same concept has been demonstrated with a switched electromagnetic coil to eliminate
signal from the back during cardiac imaging [123]. Both of these devices exploited the nature of single-sided devices to eiciently produce locally inhomogeneous ields, enabling spin
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dephasing (spoiling) in the anatomy located close to the single-sided coil.
These examples demonstrate a couple of things. First: that people in MRI are aware
of the uses of "single-sided" ield-generating devices; thus, there is precedent to build on
in designing a single-sided MRI system. Second, "ield inhomogeneity" is usually a bad
thing in MRI. However, it can either be managed (as with RF receive ields) or it can be
harnessed (as with spoiling and local spin labeling/saturation). Thus, there may be other
unconventional opportunities with as-yet unbuilt single-sided MR devices.
1.6.4

Applications of Single-Sided MR Systems

Single-sided NMR devices have been utilized in a variety of diferent settings. This section while not a complete literature review - aims to convey the scope of this range of applications.
Non-biomedical Applications of Single-sided MR

A range of industrial and materials analysis applications has been explored with singlesided NMR [124]. This includes: the analysis of polyethylene pipe wall integrity [125];
the detection of UV-degraded rubber [126]; and the analysis of structural cement

in situ

[127]. It has been used for non-destructive testing of objects with cultural or historical
signiicance, as reviewed in [128]. Applications have included: the in situ analysis of ancient
Roman walls and wall paintings [129, 107]; laminar analysis of painting layers [130]; and the
analysis of paper in historical codices [131, 132]. Agricultural and food science applications
are reviewed in [133, 134], and include: analyzing the fat content of foods [135]; measuring
kiwifruit ripeness [136]; detecting spoilage of tomatoes in sealed drums [137]; and detecting
the adulteration of olive oil [138]. Single-sided NMR devices generally have large ield
gradients, enabling difusion encoding. This has been applied to the study of sedimentary
rock porosity [139]. Single-sided NMR is applicable in a wide range of settings, especially
where nondestructive or

in situ

analysis is desired. Both properties are often beneicial

in a clinical diagnostic tool, suggesting that single-sided MR may translate well to clinical
scenarios.
Biomedical Applications of Single-sided MR

Single-sided MR has been used in an increasingly diverse range of settings in biology in
medicine. These use cases range from the analysis of biological samples to the development
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of systems for clinical uses.
The irst in vivo single-sided MR measurements were published by Georges Béné in 1980
[46, 45, 47]. The apparatus consisted of a single solenoid coil which performed both prepolarization and RF Tx/Rx functions. Figure 1-6 illustrates the human experimentation setup.
He performed in

vivo

measurements with the detector placed over the heart, stomach, and

bladder, and reported multiple signal components with diferent �2 values; the long �2 values
were interpreted as the luid (blood, water or urine); short �2 components were interpreted
as arising in anatomical tissues. Also reported was a pre/post-micturation experiment where
signal was measured over the bladder using a spin-echo train sequence. In this case, it was
found that the long-�2 component was reduced in the post-micturation case, suggesting that
it indeed corresponded to urine [47]. This early research does not appear to have inspired
much subsequent work, but it bears similarities to recent attempts to measure hydration
with single-sided NMR via multiexponential �2 relaxometry [70].

Figure 1-6: The irst in vivo single-sided NMR experiments used a single prepolarization + Rx coil
with the Earth’s ield for Larmor precession [47].

Later, a 2013 review [124] found described two biomedical applications of single-sided
NMR: the measurement of difusion and/or relaxation anisotropies in tendon [140] and
cartilage [141]; and the proiling of human skin [76], including for measuring the absorption
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of moisturizer [142]. These studies used either an NMR-MOUSE-type system [109] or a
"Surface GARField"-type system [108].
More-recent studies have used single sided NMR for skin proiling [143, 144] and burn
depth assessment [145]. The NMR-MOUSE has also been used for preclinical (porcine)
intraoperative measurements of intestinal difusion [146, 72]. Relaxometry-based applications of single-sided MR have included: mammographic density assessment via �1 [147]
and �2 [148] measurements; measurement of placenta �2 relaxation

in vivo

[71]; and the

measurement of hydration state in dialysis patients via �2 relaxometry in the calf muscle
[149, 150, 151, 116, 70]. This work relects the growing interest in the potential of single-sided
MR and its potential in clinical cases not normally served by MRI.
Imaging with Single-sided MR systems

Prior work has also looked at imaging with single-sided MR devices. This includes 1D
proiling using the intrinsic �0 ield gradient for readout encoding [152], and 3D imaging
using the built-in �0 gradient in conjunction with single-sided phase-encoding gradient coils
[153, 154]. However, the

in vivo

applications and performance of this work have not been

evaluated, and no single-sided systems have been designed speciically for in vivo volumetric
imaging.
1.7

Main Points and Overview of This Work

Brain imaging with MRI is diagnostically useful in a variety of clinical settings, but its
applicability is presently limited by the cost and operational limitations of conventional
scanners. Portable, low-cost, or low-ield MRI scanners could open up MRI to an array of
currently-underserved settings. Much work has explored possibility, and the ield of portable,
compact MRI is presently growing rapidly. The ield of "single-sided MR" has also produced
portable NMR devices for a wide variety of applications and usage settings. In this thesis,
I build on this work to develop techniques for the design and fabrication of portable MRI
scanners. I then apply this approach to three systems for brain imaging that span the space
of possible MRI scanner designs. Those three systems are: a short-bore cylindrical system
for whole-brain imaging; a "single-sided" device for imaging a reduced volume within the
brain; and a hybrid cylinder+sphere geometry system for brain imaging.
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Chapter 2
System-level Design Considerations

2.1

Abstract

This section deals with the high-level design of a portable MRI scanner. Basically, how
does one go from an idea for an MRI system down to concrete parameters and performance
goals for the essential system components (B0 magnet, gradient coils, and RF coil)? In this
chpater, I irst discuss the design goals for portable MRI scanners and the design tradeofs
that these ential. I next describe my general design approach: First, I decide on a speciic
anatomical region of interest (ROI) and system use case, along with operational constraints
for the system. Next, I create the basic geometries of the system and design ROI: these
system-level geometric designs dictate the geometry of the lower-level system components.
I conclude by describing some of the design choices I made for the systems in this work and
their implications for system performance.

2.2

System Design Objectives

The goal of this work is to design portable MRI systems that can form images of a speciied
region of human anatomy and potentially be used in unconventional settings. Speciically, I
am concerned with neuroimaging and systems that can image all or part of the brain. These
goals entail both desired performance speciications and constraints on system design.
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2.2.1 Imaging Performance Objectives
The most important requirement of any MRI system is that it produce images of diagnostic
quality in a reasonable acquisition time. This means that we want the highest SNR/CNR
possible. The deinition of a "reasonable" acquisition time depends on context. In this work,
I generally use 5-10 minutes as a "reasonable" acquisition length. Images should be "good
enough" for the targeted clinical application, and also be free from artifacts and distortion
to the extent that they afect their diagnostic quality.

2.2.2 System Operation Requirements
Additional system requirements come into play when designing portable MRI scanners.
The system should not require any special electrical power infrastructure, and should run
either on batteries or a standard wall outlet. Portable magnet designs also generally eschew
cryogenics and active liquid cooling. The system should not require a shielded room for EMI
shielding, and should be light and compact enough to be manouvered down hallways and
through doors.

2.2.3 Tradeofs in Portable MRI Design
The requirements for high SNR and CNR mean we want as strong a B0 ield as possible.
However, the impracticality of using cryogens precludes the use of superconducting magnets,
requiring the use of a permanent magnet or resistive magnet design. This, in turn, greatly
limits the maximum allowable B0 to typically below 0.2� for human head- or body-sized
scanner. Safety considerations and scanner footprint size also favor a lower-ield magnet.
The system mobility requirement limits the maximum size of the magnet. In some cases, we
may want a head-only design (ie a design that doesn’t reach below the patient’s shoulders),
further constraining the magnet’s size. The combination of resistive and/or permanent
magnet design and limited system size results in a crucial homogeneity-vs-ield strength
trade of that must be carefully managed [79].
The need for distortion-free images impacts the design of the spatial encoding system
and image reconstruction scheme, in that the encoding and reconstruction schemes should
together result in well-conditioned inverse problem. One is in priciple able to choose a nonisotropic or non-cartesian reconstruction image resolution, but we will assume the use of
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isotropic resolution in this work. For the textbook case of k-space encoding with perfectly
linear gradient ields, this reconstruction problem is simply the inverse DFT, which has
unity condition number. Encoding problems with non-linear encoding ields will often have
higher condition number, but can often still be solved with minor approximations [155]. In
general, it is ine to have non-linear encoding ields as long as they are suitably monotonic
along some spatial axis; the "suitability" can be assessed by reconstructing simulated data
acquired in the encoding ield of interest with added noise [119]. For readout encoding,
the encoding ield is either the readout gradient coil ield combined with the B0 ield (for
switched gradient readout encoding) or just the B0 ield (for built-in B0 encoding). Thus,
image encoding concerns play a major role in B0 magnet design.
The limited electrical supply available from a typical wall outlet and thermal management considerations constrain the design of resistive magnets, gradient coils, and RF coils.
In this work, I addressed this by using low-power gradient coils, permanent �0 magnets, and
close-itting RF coils. I typically aimed to keep peak RF power during tramsit to below 1��
and gradient coils to below ��� = 2Ω with peak current below 10�. The operation of the
switched RF and gradient coils in turn, depends on the homogeneity of the B0 ield. A less
homogeneous ield requires a higher RF Tx bandwidth to produce the same excitation; thus,
reduced B0 homogeneity adversely afects RF Tx performance. Similarly, in the case of a
switched readout gradient, a less-homogeneous B0 ield requries a stronger readout gradient
to overcome the inherent ield inhomogeneities. Thus, worse magnet homogeneity results in
both greater gradient power requirements and a reduction in voxel SNR.
Finally, all of these tradeofs have implications for the pulse sequence and encoding
used. First, SNR considerations practically require the use of RARE-type sequences given
the gross B0 inhomogeneities in these systems (>10000 ppm). Additionally, a given peak
RF power limit and a desired pulse bandwidth (in turn inluenced by the spatial B0 variation) specify a hard constraint on minimum pulse length. Magnet homogeneity determines
linewith and �2* , and thus SNR available during a readout window. Gradient peak current,
coil eiciency, and desired image resolution determine the shortest allowable gradient blip
duration. Maximizing SNR requires packing as many data acquisition windows as possible
within one repetition time. However, the available degree of temporal compression of the
sequence is limited by gradient and RF considerations, which are ultimately inluenced by
ield strength, available RF and gradient power, and - perhaps most signiicantly - B0 ield
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homogeneity.

2.3

High-Level System Design

This section describes the process of going from an idea concept to concrete design problems
for system components. Note that even though this section is ostensibly about "high-level
design", that does not mean we can ignore the details of the individual sub-systems. An
understanding of how the magnets and coils will be built is essential for developing a plausible
system-level design. This means in practice that it is valuable to have experience building
magnets and coils and a realistic idea of performance/design tradeofs involved. Furthermore,
it means that there is a lot of iteration involved in this process. Even though this section is
written going from "high-level-design" on to "component-level-design", the designer should
not unwaveringly follow this trajectory. One should be willing to prematurely dip into the
design of a system component if it’s unclear how that component impacts the high-level
design. Likewise, once a big-picture design has been decided on, it can and often should
be changed in light of insights gleaned from more detailed design later on. And lastly,
remember: it is much easier to make design changes by tweaking a parameter in CAD than
by using a Dremel tool in our physical world.
2.3.1

Conceptualizing the System

We irst need to have an idea of how the system will interact with the patient: how will
the patient be positioned in the device (or the device positioned on the patient)? How
much space should there be between the patient and the most proximal part of the device?
What subset of patients will this be designed for? (What head size percentile? What
about bed-ridden patients? Patients with external monitors? etc.) These considerations
dictate some of the most fundamental aspects of system design: spatial dimensions, access
holes/openings, key mechanical considerations (eg does the system need a hinge to open up?)
and so forth. This step need not be quantitative at all - igure out what the scanner should
be like, then igure out the quantitative dimensions. Furthermore, we should think about
the ultimate imaging performance of the system at this stage (given the desired clinical
applications) and develop reasonable metrics for the component-level design process. For
instance, if we want a system that can be positioned on the head of a bed-ridden patient,
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it may need to be a single-sided device as opposed to a traditional "patient-in-bore" MRI
scanner design (for example, see Ch 6). A single-sided device will have a much less favorable
B0 strength/homogeneity tradeof compared with an "enveloping" design of comparable size,
and we must adjust our expections of magnet and imaging performance accordingly (always
keeping in mind the ultimate clinical application). These will always be room to adjust
design dimensions and parameters to play with performance tradeofs, but some things will
already be baked in even at this early stage.
2.3.2

Selecting System and ROI Geometry

The next step involves going from our concept to an initial design with numerical dimensions
(this is a key step - adjusting and tweaking dimensions is comparatively easy once you have
a starting design to play with!) At this stage, we want to create a volumetric model of the
system with dimensions, along with a corresponding coordinate system. First, we should
pick a design ROI based on our anatomical imaging region of interest. Two examples in this
work were the MR Cap, which used a 8cm lenticular ROI; and the Head-Optimized MRI,
with used a brain-shaped ROI. In both cases, a high-ield anatomical MR image was used
to help select the ROI (Fig 2-1).

Figure 2-1: a. ROI deinition for the Head-Optimized MRI scanner. The ROI was chosen to include
all of the brain anatomy as identiied on a high-ield structural scan. b. ROI deinition for the MR
Cap. This ROI was ≈ 8cm in size and lenticular in shape.

The design ROI need not precisely correspond to the anatomical region of interest, and
there may be more than one ROI for diferent aspect of system design. For example, the
design of the Head-Optimized RF coil (Sec 7.6) used two target ROIs: one where I wanted
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uniform, nonzero B1 coverage; and one where I wanted zero B1 ield to prevent signal aliasing.
The design ROI is the region in which we will evaluate system performance during desgin
and testing, be that B0 ield homogeneity, gradient ield linearity, or some other performance
metric.
I next determine quantitative values for the geometric parameters of the system. At
this stage, I personally ind it easiest to work in a CAD program - this allows you to see
an accurate rendering of your quantitative model in real time; allows you to faithfully see
un-physical model intersections; lets you see how a human body model its; and lets you
arrange the system together with the ROI. It also helps to use a high-ield MRI scan (if
available) to precisely measure the relevant anatomical distances. This can help quantify
the dimensions of your system design (Fig 2-2). It is ine to just make up dimensions as
needed: they can always be edited later.

Figure 2-2: a. The Head-Opitmized MRI target ROI dimensions were measured from a high-ield
MRI scan; the max A-P size was 21.3cm. The distance from isocenter to the shoulders was measured
on an adult person to be 18cm. This speciied the maximum extent of the system geometry below
isocenter. b. These dimensions were used to create a close-itting surface as the irst step in specifying
the system geometry. The surface diameter is greater than the ROI A-P distance; its length is less
than the head-shoulder distance. c. A prelimiary magnet design was created around the close-itting
surface. At this point, there is a design to play around with and optimize.

2.3.3

The "Bore Hierarchy"

We now have a volumetric model of the system geometry, and we can think about how the
B0 magnet, gradient coils, shims, RF coils, and other components ill that volume. They will
usually occupy concentric shells in the bore in a sequence I call the "Bore Hierarchy". There
exists a performance tradeof in determing where something should go in the bore. In general,
putting a component closer to the patient at a smaller radius provides greater ield eiciency
and less ield uniformity; being away from the patient (at a larger radius) results in less ield
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eiciency and greater ield uniformity. Other component-speciic considerations also come
into play. These constraints are diferent and generally more restrictive for a conventional
superconducting high-ield MRI scanner as compared with a low-ield, permanent magnetbased system.

Eiciency/Uniformity Tradeof
Greater eiciency is attained by being at an inner shell near the ROI: RF Tx power eiciency
��
( √��� ), B0 strength (for a given size or mass magnet), and gradient eiciency ( �·�
) will all

be higher than if positioned closer to the patient. However, increased spatial uniformity is
attained when further out in the bore: the B1+, B1-, and B0 ields will all be more uniform,
and gradient coil ields will be more linear. Though the same tradeof exists for all these
ield-generating components, the diferent components operate at diferent points on that
tradeof curve. This helps determine a "bore hierachy" in a systematic way.

B0 Magnets and �0 Shimming
This tradeof is illustrated with the relative placement of the B0 magnet and the ixed shim
magnets in a permanent magnet system. We want the B0 magnet to produce a ield of low
spatial order (either a uniform ield or a linearly-varying ield). Thus, the B0 magnet should
be placed further from the patient based on ield uniformity considerations. The shims,
however, should accurately cancel out the residual non-uniformities or non-linearities of the
B0 ield; these residual ield terms are of higher spatial order. We therefore actually want
the shim magnets to produce non-uniform, high-order ields, and should naturally place the
shims closer to the design ROI. From this one can argue that shim magnets should be placed
inside of the main B0 magnets.
However, we also want a strong �0 ield, which suggests that we should place the �0
magnet at an inner bore shell. This strength/homogeneity tradeof must be determined on a
system-by-system basis, and is bounded by the available strength (ie remanent lux density
�� ) of available permanent magnet materials.
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Component-speciic Considerations
RF Tx and Rx Coils
Operating an RF coil in Rx mode has diferent considerations from when in Tx mode. During
Rx, the primary concern is not directly ield eiciency, but SNR. A smaller coil itting closer
to the signal-generating patient anatomy provides greater SNR than a larger coil. This
provides a compelling reason to keep the RF Rx coil at the innermost part of the bore
itting closest to the patient.
Another consideration is the efect of an RF shield placed outside the RF coil in the
bore. This structure may ilter unwanted environmental and gradient-coil-fed interference,
and also helps keep coil loading (and thus tuning and matching) consistent. However, a
grounded RF shield also reduces Tx power eiciency; the closer the shield is to the coil, the
greater the efect. In our experience, we have found it helps to have ≈ 3�� between the
RF coil and the RF shield. This space requirement in turn inluences the geometric system
design.

Gradient Coils
The impacts of gradient coil switching and Ohmic heating also come into play. These are
of great concern for high-ield scanners and their rapid imaging sequences (see below), and
also have efects in permanent magnet-based scanners. Eddy currents induced in permanent
magnet material and thermal contact between the warm gradient coil windings and the
magnets will both tend to warm up the magnet. This will tend to decrease the B0 ield
and possibly change the spatial B0 ield map. The importance of this efect depends greatly
on the acquisition, encoding, and reconstruction scheme used, and it should be considered
during system design.
In this work, I created gradient coils with adequate ield eiciency on a 30cm to 40cmdiameter geometry. In those systems, there was no compelling ield eiciency argument to
put the gradient coils any closer to that patient than 30cm to 40cm. Gradient coils could
thus be placed at a relatively large bore diameter - in some cases, even outside the �0
magnet.
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Comparison with Traditional Scanners
The "bore hierarchy" for a commercial superconducting MRI scanner is shown in Fig 2-3.
The order goes (from outermost to innermost): B0 magnet, shim coils, permanent magnet
B0 shims, gradient coils, RF Tx coil, and RF Rx coil. Not shown are various RF and eddy
current shields. There are several similarities with the observations described above: The
RF coils are placed close to the patient; and the shim magnets are placed inside the main
B0 magnet.

Figure 2-3: a. The "Bore Hierarchy" of a conventional superconducting magnet places the superconducting B0 magnet on the outside, followed by the B0 shim magnets, gradient coils, RF Tx, and
lastly RF Rx coil. b. The bore ordering for the Head-Optimized magnet placed the gradient coils
outside the B0 magnet. The shims and RF coil were placed inside the B0 magnet.

That said, the bore hierarchy for a normal scanner is dominated by concerns about
cryogenic magnet operation. The necessity of putting the B0 magnet in a cryostat all
but requires it to be on the outside of the magnet. The imperative of keeping it cold
requires a substantial cryostat between the gradient coils and the superconducting windings.
Minimizing eddy currents in this cryoshield precludes putting the gradient coils outside the
magnet. Furthermore, these gradient coils are always self-shielded: the contain a counterwound set of windings that cancels the ield outside the coil at the cost of reduced ield
eiciency inside. Similar concerns about shim iron heating and stability motivate the decision
to keep the shim material outside of the gradient coils or between the primary/shielding
windings. (If the shims were placed inside the gradient coils, the eddy currents would
adversely impact imaging performance, and the heating of the iron would have deletorious
efects on ield stability and homogeneity.) The lack of many of these considerations in
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designing a resistive- or permanent magnet-based system gives the designer greater lexibility
in ordering the diferent system components in the bore.
Portable System Example: The Head-Optimized MRI

Fig 2-3b shows the bore ordering for the Head-Optimized MRI system. This system had
several similarities with a conventional scanner - the B0 shim magnets sit inside the main B0
magnet and the RF coil is at the innermost shell. However, the gradient coils were placed
outside the B0 magnet and B0 shim magnets; this was only possible because a superconducting magnet design was not used. The NdFeB magnet material can still heat up via eddy
currents or thermal conduction from the ohmicly-heated gradient coils: these concerns are
less critical than in superconducting systems and are looked at in Section 7.8.2.
2.3.4

Conceptualizing the System Components

At this stage, one will have developed an initial design speciied by a set of geometric
parameters (eg overall radius, overall length, ROI size), along with an idea for ordering the
diferent parts of the bore. It is now useful to simulate a non-optimized design for certain
system components and think about how the MRI system will be manufactured.
Preliminary Field Simulations

I ind it illustrative to run simulations on standard, non-optimized designs with the initial
dimensions I’ve selected. For example, it may be worth simulating a standard dipole magnet,
Halbach magnet, or Golay-type gradient coil with the working system dimensions to get a
handle on expected B0 magnet or gradient performace. Even though I’ll be optimizing all
these components, some aspects of performance are determined more by raw size and scale
than by how clever the design is. Mean B0 strength, for instance, will not change much as
you optimize your design.
Thus, if you simulate a boilerplate magnet design at this stage and ind a mean B0 value
that’s signiicatly lower than needed, then you may need to iterate on the overall system
design and dimensions. Running these simulations for diferent initial dimensions will also
give you a quantitative idea about the performance tradeofs of your system. Additionally,
simulating a "vanilla" design gives you a baseline with which to compare your optimized
magnets and coils later on in the design process.
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Manufacurability Considerations
It is important to consider how the system and its constituent parts will actually be built
before delving deep into the design of magnets and coils. Subsequent chapters describe in
detail the techniques I use for permanent magnet (Ch 3) and coil (Ch 4) design. However,
some universal notions of designing for manufacturability still hold. First, there obviously
can’t be self-intersections between magnets or copper wire windings, no matter how easy it
is for CAD programs to handle them. Also, when mating pieces together – whether it’s two
machined ABS pieces or bonding a magnet in a magnet former – there must always be some
mechanical tolerance for "wiggle-room". This tolerance propogates back into the design as
an efective mismatch or error source between the ideal design and the practical result to be
expected. Finally, "manufacturability" describes not just the inal constructed system, but
also every intermediate step along the way. For instance, one must have an idea not just
about how an array of permanent magnets will be held together in the ultimate prototype,
but how the magnets will, one at time, be put together.

2.4

Implications for Component-Level Design

This section describes several paradigms and rules-of-thumb used in this work for the design
of portable MRI system components. These decisions are ultimately motivated by the
requirements of designing a compact, portable MRI scanner.

2.4.1

B0 Magnet Design Principles

As previously discussed, portability precludes the use of a superconducting magnet. In this
work, I use exclusively permanent magnet-based B0 magnets. This work aims for truncated
head-only or reduced FoV magnet designs, and for a main B0 ield greater than 60 mT. The
magnets are built of either stock NdFeB magnet sizes (eg cubes) or easily-manufactured
custom magnet sizes (eg a rectangular block with only one non-stock dimension). As a
result of these choices, these magnets are highly inhomogeneous (1-6% homogeneity peakto-peak). This B0 inhomogeneity impacts gradient, RF, and sequence design.
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2.4.2

Gradient and Encoding System Design

Gradient coils are designed to be as linear as possible. It is usually possible to design a
gradient coil that produces a bijective - but not perfectly linear - encoding ield. A nonlinear gradient coil will result in imaging distortions that can in principle be ixed by using
a model-based reconstruction. The gradient coils do not need to be self-shielded and can
be placed outside the magnet. The former design choice improves coil ield eiciency; the
latter opens up new options for system design.
Built-in B0 encoding is possible in addition to switched gradient coils. In some cases (eg
with a single-sided magnet design) it is diicult to avoid a having a built-in B0 inhomogeneity.
In such cases, one may optimize the shape of this spatially-encoding inhomogeneity during
the �0 magnet design process.
Blipped, balanced phase encoding can be used for spatial encoding during RARE-type
sequences in inhomogeneous ields. The spin-echo train refocuses all ield inhomogeneities
except for that incurred by the phase-encode blips. Blipped phase encoding often produces
less distortion than readout or slice-selection encoding. The former depends only on the
gradient coil ield pattern, while the latter two both depend on the inhomogeneous B0 ield.
The properties of low-ield scanners contain several synergies. Notably, the reduced
SNR requires running lower-resolution scans. This in turn reduces the extent of k-space
that must be sampled, in turn reducing the maximum required gradient coil current. Thus,
low-power, compact gradient coils are a natural it for low-ield MRI systems. Low-ield
and compact scanners also have smaller fringe ields, making them inherently safer, easier
to site, and more portable than high-ield body systems. The lower Larmor frequency leads
to signiicantly lower SAR levels, which is beneicial when using a spin-echo train-based
sequence in an inhomogeneous magnetic ield. One should be aware of these overlaps and
exploit them during system design.

2.4.3

RF System Design

Single-channel Tx/Rx coils are used in this work, though encoding beneits can be achieved
by using multiple coils [119]. Coils in this work needed to resonate at ��� ∈ [2.5, 3.5� ��].
Covering the entire RF pulse or signal bandwidth requires a bandwidth between 50��� and
200��� ; coils were therefore designed with quality factor Q between 10 and 30. Achieving
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such a low Q was sometimes done with a series 1Ω resistor in the coil, though improved
methods are theoretically possible [156].
For a ixed pulse length and lip angle, covering a wider bandwidth requires greater RF
power. In this work pulses used up to 500 W RF peak power (for 180∘ refocusing pulses).
This in turn requires a substantial RFPA. Keeping the Tx coil close to the target ROI also
helps manage peak power requirements.
2.4.4

Sequences and Encoding Schemes

RARE-type sequences are exclusively used in this work due to the highly inhomogeneous
�0 ields of the systems developed. Field inhomogeneity results in short �2* that precludes

the use of gradient-echo sequences. Using a multi-echo train improves acquisition eiciency
(tSNR). Many common MRI contrasts can still be acquired with RARE-type sequences, including: �2 , �1 , FLAIR-�2 , difusion, and proton density. Susceptibility-weighted contrasts
are generally not practical without gradient-echo sequences, and are physically much weaker
at low �0 ields.
Signiicant pulse sequence time is taken up by high-BW frequency-swept ("chirped")
pulses - typically 1-3ms per pulse. Phase encoding gradients are typically 1ms long, and are
played in a balance fashion about each acquisition window. Finally, the use of swept pulses
means that on even echoes, diferent frequency components of the signal are refocused at
diferent times (a "spectral echo"). Acquiring this signal thus requires an acquisition window
as long as the RF pulse (1-3 ms). All of these considerations reduce the number of available
echoes per shot, thus reducing available SNR for a ixed imaging time. One often needs to
average to obtain acceptable SNR.
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Chapter 3

Design and Construction of
Permanent Magnet Arrays
3.1

Abstract

"Hard" permanent magnet materials are a mass- and volume-eicient source of magnetic
ields, and are thus suitable for use in portable MRI systems. Magnet designs based on
arrays of blocks of permanent magnet material enable designs with large numbers of degrees
of freedom. Here I describe my approach to design and construct permanent magnet arrays
for MRI main ield magnets and for static magnet shimming. I discuss the formulation of the
design optimization problem, the conversion of the resulting numerically-optimized design
into a geometric CAD model, and the construction of physical prototypes.

3.2

Advantages and Drawbacks of Permanent Magnets for
MRI

In this work, I use rare-earth NdFeB permanent magnet material to build B0 magnets and
for static B0 shimming. Permanent magnet materials provide several advantages for these
system components over resisitve coil designs. Namely: permanent magnets require no
quiescent power source; they are more a more eicient ield source (more dipole moment per
volume) than resistive magnets over length scales under 1m; and, relatedly, they can more
eiciently create high-spatial-order ield patterns. That said, permanet magnet designs also
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come with drawbacks that must be managed: the properties of many materials drift with
temperature; blocks of magnetic material have signiicant inter- and intra- batch variation
(compared with the ability to precisely control current in a resistive magnet); and the
handling and assembly of permanet magnets can be challenging.
3.2.1

Advantages

A typical N52 NdFeB permanent magnet with �� = 1.42T is a more space-eicient source of
A
magnet dipole moment than a resistive current loop operating at � = 5 mm
2 at small spatial

scales. This ultimately derives from the fact that a moving charge produces a ield proportional to
to

1
�3

1
�2

while a magnetic moment (such as an electron spin) produces a ield proportional

where � is the distance from the particle. This leads to the familiar expressions for

the magnetic moment of a current loop and a sample of magnetized material:
Current loop: ����� = � · � Magnetized volume: ���� = � · �
Where � and � are the loop current and area, and � and � are the magnetization (ie
magnetic dipole moment per volume) and the sample volume. These difering dependencies
on mangnet geometry (one depends on area, the other on volume) are of consequence for
magnet engineering. This is illustrated with the example in Fig 3-1. Shown therein are 3
dipole magnet designs with their spatial dimensions: (1) a magnet made of a disc of NdFeB
(�� = 1.42� , � = 1.13 · 106 ��2 ); (2) a current loop made of two copper rings operating at
�
� = 5 ��
2 ; (3) a "current disc" made of concentric current-carrying rings, each one carrying
�
azimuthal current density � = 5 ��
2.

Fig 3-1b lists the mass, volume, and magnetic dipole moment for these three magnet
designs. Magnetic dipole moment per volume is constant for a permanent magnet, but
equals � ·

�
3

for a solid current disc electromagnet. These expressions are equal when

� = 3 · �/� = 0.68�. Thus, at length scales smaller than this, permanent magnets

are a more eicient source of magnetic dipole moment.
The suitability of using permanent magnet material for permanent B0 shimming (improving the B0 spatial ield pattern) derives from this observation. Shimming typically
requires producing magnetic ields with high-spatial-order components, which are more eiciently produced by small magnetic sources (in this work, shim magnets are 3-13 mm in size,
1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than the linear dimension of the main magnet). Permanent
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Figure 3-1: a. Three magnet designs with the same thickness and radius are compared - a disc with
volume magnetization

�;

a copper ring of given radial thickness

a copper disc carrying tangential current density

�.

�R

carrying current density

�;

and

b. Computed physical properties for each of

the three designs.

magnet material is a good choice for such operations given this spatial scale.
3.2.2

Drawbacks

Many permanent magnet materials have magnetic properties that vary with temperature,
the most consequential being the remanent lux density �� . The �� of NdFeB magnets is
typically around −0.001 ∘1� , meaning a 1∘ C change in temperature leads to a 0.1% drop in
�� . For an NdFeB MRI magnet with a Larmor frequency of 3� �� , this corresponds to a

shift of −3��� . There exist magnet materials with signiicantly lower or negative �� (such
as SmCo), but they tend to be more expensive and to have lower �� . NMR magnets have
also been developed using multiple materials with diferent �� to create a low-ield drift
scanner [157]. In this work, temperature-induced ield drift in NdFeB magnets is accounted
for with phase navigation when needed.
Variances and tolerances in the manufacture of permanent-magnet structures can adversely afect MRI magnet performance. When using permanent magnet material, these
production errors are literally cast in stone, and can efect temporal ield drift (eg due to
temperature) and spatial ield homogeneity. In a resistive electromagnet, temporal ield
drift can be minizied with a ield measurement - electromagnet current feedback system. A
temperature-control system could in principle be used with an NdFeB permanent magnet,
but would be limited by the thermal time constant of the system. Other approaches have
been developed to manage ield errors arising from NdFeB magnet manufacturing variations,
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such as:
 Exploiting batch randomness when designing the magnet [158]
 Rejecting bad magnets that don’t meet the desired speciications
 Additional magnet shimming steps

Handling and assembling permanent magnets can be both challenging and hazardous. In
particular, the tendency of permanent magnets to extert forces and torques on other magnets
can make it diicult to position a magnet precisely. There must always be some mechanical
tolerance when designing an assembly to hold permanent magnets, and the internal torques
and forces will tend to shift the magnets around within this "tolerance space". This can
lead to errors between the designed and realized spatial positions of the magnet blocks, and
must be contended with during magnet design and construction. Fig 3-2 shows an example
of Sparse Halbach shim tray angular position error resulting from these internal torques.

Figure 3-2:

a.

The optimized Sparse Halbach magnet contained 48 shim trays with permanent

magnet material. b. The mechanical tolerance for shim tray insertion allowed the trays to rotate
due to the torque exerted on them by the B0 magnet blocks.

3.3

Permanent Magnets and Block Arrays for MR Systems

The potential for NdFeB materials in the design of MRI/NMR magnets was understood only
shortly after its initial appearance in 1984 [159]. Early system designs using this material
included a whole-body MRI concept from 1989 [112] and the NMR-MOUSE [109], and
these materials have since seen widespread use. Book chapters on the design of permanent
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magnets for compact and single-sided NMR systems have been published [160, 161]. One
design (often used in this work) is the "Halbach" cylindrical magnet design [162]. This
design produces a homogeneous ield inside a cylindrical shell and zero ield outside the
shell, making it practical for compact MR systems.
One method to design and build a permanent magnet is to make it out of multiple
smaller magnetic blocks, ie: to build a "block array". This has been explored for building
"Halbach-type" NMR magnets [163, 164]. Using this approach, one can build magnets using
a set of a small number of distinct block sizes, which simpliies and lowers the cost of the
magnet. All magnets designed in this work were based on NdFeB block arrays.

3.4

Magnet Block Field Computation

Designing a magnet requires that we be able to accurately compute the magnetic ield. The
iterative optimization procedure used here further requires fast ield computation. Here, I
describe several ways to compute the spatial B-ields produced by magnet blocks: initeelement model (FEM) techiques; block precomputation; and the multipole model.
3.4.1

Need for Fast, Accurate Field Computation

In this work, we assess magnet design performance based on the ield it produces in the target
ROI. The performance metric could be: the mean ield; encoding properties of ield; or ield
homogeneity. It is not possible to compute the ield analytically except for the simplest
magnet designs, so we need a numerical way to compute the ield. Field computation also
needs to be fast for the iterative solvers used here. A typical iterative optimization solver
works as follows:
1. We start with a design or set of designs at each iteration.
2. Several "perturbations" to that set of designs are created. For example, this could be
in order to compute gradient of the cost function (as in gradient-descent), or it could
involve quasi-random variation of the current design (as in genetic optimization).
3. The ield is then computed and the cost function evaluated for each of these "perturbed" designs.
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4. A new design set is created for the next iteration, based on the performace of the
"perturbed" designs and the speciics of the optimization procedure.
Step (3) involves the ield computation of a number of designs. Since that step is part of
one iteration of the solver, that set of ield computations must be repeated many times. In
practice, run time often limits the size of the search space. Thus, it is important to quickly
compute the ield produced by a magnet design without sacriicing accuracy.
3.4.2

Dipole Model

The simplest way to compute the ield produced by a permanent magnet block is to model
the block as a point magnetic dipole. This is a superposition-based approach: the ields from
all magnet blocks are computed separately and then added together. Like all superpositionbased approaches, it does not model block-block ield interactions. In this case, we take the
value of a block’s magnetic dipole moment to be ���� =
produced by such a dipole located at �0 is given by:
�0
�(�) =
4�

︂

︀

� ��

�� � (�). The magnetic ield

3(� − �0 )(� · (� − �0 ))
�
−
5
|� − �0 |
|� − �0 |3

︂

(3.1)

This is a linear operation in � and can be written:
�(�) = �1,�,�0 �

(3.2)

where �1,�,�0 is the 3x3 ield computation matrix (D for dipole, 1 for 1-st order multipole
model). If, in our optimization, the magnet is allowed to rotate but is translationally ixed,
then �1,�,�0 will not change. Thus, we only need to compute the dipole matrix for each
magnet and each ield compuation point once. Field computation at each iteration of the
optimization then only involves the following operation:
[�] = [�1 ][�]

(3.3)

� is a 3���� × 1 vector containing all ield components at all ROI points; � is a 3�� �� × 1

vector containing all dipole moment components of all magnet blocks; �1 is a 3���� ×3����
matrix containing the appropriate concatenation all all the 1st-order dipole matrices.
This approach results in a simple and fast ield computation. However, it implicitly
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models all magnet blocks as uniformly-magnetized spheres. It glosses over all internal details of the magnet blocks and may prove less accurate in certain situations, such as with
rectangular blocks.
3.4.3

Finite-Element Model (FEM) Computation

FEM approaches irst discretize all of space – including the magnet blocks – into a graph or
mesh. Associated with this mesh is a set of weighting functions with which one can cast the
original continuous problem as a discrete, computationally tractable problem. The solution
to this problem will give the magnetic ield at each node in the mesh. Many commercial
FEM software packages exist, including COMSOL, Ansys Maxwell, and others.
The essential operation of these solvers requires that:
 The magnetic properties of the magnet blocks (BH curve, permeability, �� , �� orientation) are all expressed as boundary conditions on the problem.
 Adjusting the magnet array geometry (ie rotating a block, shifting a block, changing
a block’s size) all require either recomputation of the mesh or adjusting the node
coordinates of the mesh.
 The computation time requried for these two overhead steps is typically longer than
the actual time required to compute the ield from the assembled problem.
This method is often too slow for use in iterative solvers given the computational overhead
required. However, I use FEM ield simulation to validate magnet designs in this work. I
also assume that FEM solvers are the most accurate of all methods listed here. This is
because each block is modeled as a distribution of magentic material and block-to-block
ield interactions are accounted fors.
3.4.4

Precomputing the Field

The fastest way to compute the ield produced by a block is to have already computed it,
and to just read it in from memory. One application of this approach is when performing
superposition-based ield computation with a inite number of possible states for each magnet
block. This has been performed in the design of a genetically-optimized Halbach magnet,
where the position, size, and orientation of each block was ixed, and each block could take
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one of three possible material grades [165]. This approach has also been used in the design
of a magnet consisting of a stack of concentric, stacked rings of difering radii. The ields
produced by the rings of blocks (not the individual blocks) were precompted for diferent ring
diameters, and the diameters of all the rings were then optimized using those precomputed
ields [166].
This approach has the beneit of being fast and generally accurate. Block-to-block (or
ring-to-ring) interactions are still not modeled, but any method of ield computation can
be used (eg FEM) since it need not run many times during optimization. However, this
technique becomes impractical when the design space is continuous (eg for continuous block
translation, rotation, or size variation).
3.4.5

Multipole Models

A spatial distribution of magnetization can be modeled as a series of multipole ield terms
localized at a single point. An accessible introduction to this approach with applications to
geomagnetism is given in [167]. This section is based on that treatment.

The Multipole Expansion
We can perform a multipole expansion of the ield produced by a bounded region of magnetization. We start with the magnetic pole density describing this magnetization distribution:
�� (� ′ ) = −∇ · � (� ′ )

(3.4)

Outside the magnetization region, we can deine a magnetic scalar potential �(�). This
potential can be approximated by an �ℓ -order multipole expansion:
�ℓ ︁
+ℓ
1
1 ︁
�ℓ,� ℓ+1 �ℓ,� (�, �)
��ℓ (�) =
4�
�

(3.5)

ℓ=0 �=−ℓ

where �ℓ,� is the real spherical harmonic of degree ℓ and order �. The �ℓ,� are the multipole
terms of the magnetization region, and are given by an integral over the magnetization
volume:
�ℓ,� =

︁

ℓ

�� ′ �� (� ′ )�′ �ℓ,� (�′ , �′ )
� ��
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(3.6)

Computing the magnetic ield requires taking the gradient of the scalar potential. From
this, we ind:

�(�) = −∇�(�)
︂
︂
︂︂
1 ︁
1
=−
�ℓ,� ∇ ℓ+1 �ℓ,� (�, �)
4�
�

(3.7)
(3.8)

ℓ,�

This can be cast as a matrix multiplication of a ield computation matrix with the vector of
multipole terms:
︀ ︀ ︀
︀︀
︀
� = ��ℓ �{ℓ},{�}

(3.9)

� is the 3 × 1 vector of ield components; �{ℓ},{�} is the (�ℓ + 1)2 × 1 vector of multipole

coeicients up to degree �ℓ ; and ��ℓ is the 3 × (�ℓ + 1)2 ield computation matrix. Note
that the 0�ℎ-degree multipole term (a magnetic monopole) is nonphysical. For magnetization distributions with symmetry/antisymmetry, one also inds that the multipole terms of
odd/even degree (respectively) are zero. Thus, one can often use fewer than all (�ℓ + 1)2
terms and obtain a correspondingly smaller matrix multiplication. Note also that the dipole
model described previously is precisely the �ℓ = 1 multipole model (ignoring the ℓ = 0
term).
The matrices ��ℓ will not change for design problems where the magnet blocks do not
undergo translation. Thus, they can be precomputed from the magnet/ROI geometry and
don’t need to be recalculated during the iterative optimization.

Computation of Multipole Terms
For simple magnetization geometries (such as a uniformly magnetized rectangular block),
the integrals Eq 3.6 can be computed analytically. However, this is not possible when the
geometry is complicated, or there are internal permeability/coercivity efects. To accuratly
compute the �ℓ,� , I irst use COMSOL to compute �� for a given region of magnetization
and then numerically compute the integrals (3.6). I have not attempted to develop a quicker
way to compute the multipole coeicients of arbitrary magnetization distributions; rather I
have focused design-speciic ways to speed up these calculations. Speciically, I have analyzed
situations where the blocks are rectangular, are translationally ixed, and may undergo
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rotations.

Multipole Terms of a Rotated Object
First, we consider applying a rotation matrix � = �(�1 , �2 , �3 ) parametrized by three angles
to a magnetization distribution with known {�ℓ,� } and computing the rotated multipole
� }. We can compute the integral Eq 3.6
terms of the transformed magnetization source {��ℓ,�

in coordinates that rotate along with the magnetization region. In this case, the integral is
unchanged except for the �ℓ,� , as they are the spherical harmonics in unrotated coordinates:
�
��ℓ,�
=

︁

ℓ

� ���

′
�� ′� · �� (� ′R )��
�ℓ,� (�� , �� )

(3.10)

� describes the multipole terms of the rotated block in the unrotated multipole
Note that ��ℓ,�

basis. Now, we exploit a useful property of spherical harmonics: under a coordinate rotation,
the basis of spherical harmonics of degree ℓ transforms by a unitary transformation matrix
parametrized by the 3 spatial rotation angles [168]:
︀

︀ ︀
︀︀
︀
�
�ℓ,{�}
= ��1 ,�2 ,�3 �ℓ,{�}

(3.11)

The inverse transformation is likewise given by the matrix � � . Subtituting the inverse form
of Eq 3.11 into Eq 3.10, we ind:

�
��ℓ,�

︁

︀ �
︀︀ �
︀
′ ℓ
�� ′� · �� (� ′R )��
��,{�′ } �ℓ,{�
′ } (�� , �� )
� ���
︂
︂︁
︀ �
︀
′
′
′ ℓ �
= ��,{�′ }
�� � · �� (� R )�� �ℓ,{�′ } (�� , �� )

=

� ���

(3.12)
(3.13)

The expression in the right brackets is the same as Eq 3.6 (except written with rotated
coordinates, a rotated magnetization distribution, and rotated spherical harmonics). Thus,
it is equal to the appropriate multipole term of the unrotated block, ie �ℓ,� . In conclusion,
rotation of magnitzation source simply transforms the unrotated multipole terms of degree
ℓ by a rotation matrix of size 2ℓ + 1:

︀

︀ ︀ �
︀︀
︀
�
��ℓ,�
= �−�3 ,−�2 ,−�1 �ℓ,�
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(3.14)

A technique for computing the matrix � for real spherical harmonics for arbitrary ℓ and
rotation is found in [168]. As an illustrative case, the matrix ��� ,ℓ=2 (a rotation about �^ by
�� ) is given by:
⎡

��� ,ℓ=2

⎢ cos(2�� )
0
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
0
cos(�� )
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
=⎢
0
0
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
0
− sin(�� )
⎢
⎢
⎣
− sin(2�� )
0

0
0
1
0
0

0

⎤

sin(2�� ) ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
sin(�� )
0
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
0
0
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
cos(�� )
0
⎥
⎥
⎦
0
cos(2�� )

(3.15)

This approach allows for fast, in-optimization compuation of the multipole terms of a rotated
object. The terms themselves are precomputed; only the rotation matrices and rotation operations must be calculated at each iteration.

Multipole Terms of a Rectangular Block
Here I will consider the special case of a rectangular magnetized block of dimensions �×�×�,
where � is ixed during magnet optimization and � is a variable/degree of freedom. For this
example (taken from the design in Chapter 7), I will assume: 0 ≤ � ≤ �, � = 1” = 25.4��,
and �ℓ = 5. I assume also that the block is centered at the origin and is aligned with
the coordinate axes (Fig 3-3a). From symmetry arguments, we ind that there are only 6
nonzero multipole terms, given by: (ℓ, �) = {(1, 1), (3, 0), (3, 2), (5, 0), (5, 2), (5, 4)}. These
six multipole terms are then computed for several blocks with � -dimension varying between 0
and � (Fig 3-3). The multipole terms for a block of arbitrary � -dimension are then calculated
by interpolating along these six curves. This can be done quickly at each optimization
iteration.
This approach was only developed for rectangular blocks of magnetization that are
parametrized by a single parameter. In principle, it could be possible to apply this approach to other single- or multi-parametric magnet block designs.
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Figure 3-3: a. A magnetized block with size

25.4 × � × 25.4��

was aligned with the z-axis. b. This

block has six nonzero multipole terms up to L=5; all are plotted against block dimension

3.4.6

�.

Tricks to Speed Up Computation

Reducing ield calculation time speeds up the optimization and allows for a larger design
space or more accurate ield computation. Various tricks can be used in many optimization
problems to reduce the computational complexity of the magnetic ield computation.

Exploiting Symmetry
We expect a symmetric ield pattern over the ROI for a symmetric magnet and ROI geometry.
In this case, computing any cost function only requires computing the ield for part of the
ROI, thereby reducing computation complexity. Furthermore, imposing symmetry on the
magnet design reduces the number of degrees of freedom. This allows compressing the ield
computation problem to use only these independent DoFs, which reduces the neccesary
computation along with the size of the design search space. As an example, Fig 3-4 shows
the MR Cap magnet design. This magnet was symmetric about the XY and XZ planes,
which mean that the whole magnet design was fully speciied by describing one quadrant of
it (Fig 3-4d).

Using a Boundary as the Design ROI
We generally design our systems to provide adequate magnet performance inside a volumetric
ROI. However, computing the cost function for that ROI may not require computing the
ield at every point in the volume. For example, many of the magnet optimization problems
framed in this work use a "min-max" cost function to evaluate the B-ield over the design
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Figure 3-4: a. The MR Cap magnet was symmetric about the XY and XZ planes. b. Diferent
degrees of freedom had positive and negative symmetry about diferent symmetry planes. c. The
MR Cap design with symmetry planes shown in the YZ plane. d. Exploiting this symmetry allows
one to specify the MR Cap design using only a subset of magnet blocks.

ROI. That is:
¯ − min (|�|)
¯
����� = max (|�|)
{���}

{���}

¯ over the ROI were generally located on
It was found in this work that the extrema of |�|

the ROI boundary. (Note that this is not always the case. For example, a "ield-free point"magnet has no ield at the origin, but does have nonzero ield everyone on a spherical surface
surrounding the origin.) Making this assumption (where justiied) allows us to only compute
the B-ield on the boundary of the volume, greatly reducing the number of ield evaluation
points and speeding up computation. This approach was used for the helmet magnet design
(Fig 3-5), which reduced the number of ield computation points from 11617 (whole volume)
to 3391 (boundary). Further exploiting magnet and ROI symmetry reduced the number of
ield computation points down to 1753.

Computing Only Necessary Components
In some optimization problems, one only needs to compute a single vector component of the
B-ield. This case arises when shimming an existing magnetic ield under the assumption that
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Figure 3-5: a. The Head-Optimized ROI used a volmetric head-shaped ROI and was symmetric
about the XZ plane. b. Using only the boundary of the target ROI reduces the number of spatial
locations at which the magnetic ield must be calculated. Exploiting magnet and ROI symmetry
reduces this number of points still further.

the shim magnets are too weak to perturb the direction of the existing B0 ield. Exploiting
this assumption reduces the number of computations required by a factor of three - one only
needs to compute the component of the shim ield aligned with the known �0 ield direction.

3.5

Designing a Magnet Array

The goal of this step is to fully describe the magnetization distribution of our magnet. This
means we must specify the shapes, sizes, material grades, positions and angular orientations
of all blocks in our array. We must irst consider the fabrication process and manufacturability concerns so that the inal magnet be practical to construct. We next must cast the
design problem in a form amenable to numerical optimization. This requires deining: a
cost function (to assess design performance); a set of degrees of freedom/design variables
and ranges of values they may take (to determine the space of possible designs); and constraints on allowable solutions. Finally, we assess the performance of the optimal design,
with particular attention given to expected manufacturing tolerances and errors.
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3.5.1

Manufacturability Considerations

Thinking about manufacturability is important at the outset of the design process. The way
in which the magnet will be built determines the set of design parameters, the optimization
constraints, and the magnet geometry.

Avoiding Block Intesections
Perhaps the most important practical consideration is that magnet blocks in a magnet array
may not physically intersect. In this work, this is never explicitly enforced as an optimization
constraint. Rather, it is implicitly "baked into the problem" so that the solution contains
no intersecting blocks.
Generally speaking, the most direct way to do this is by leaving space between individual
blocks in the geometric design of the magnet. This helps in design problems where blocks
may move (whether rotationally or translationally) by giving them wiggle room free of other
interlopers. However, we also want to pack the magnets as close together as possible in
order to maximize performance. Thus, there exists a tradeof between design simplicity and
ease of manufacture, and magnet performance.
Another way to enforce this is by judicious choice of the DoFs. For example, the magnet
array design problem framed by Cooley et al. [165] did not allow individual blocks to
translate, rotate, or vary in size (ie the geometry was ixed). Thus, as long as the initial
magnet geometry avoided self-intersections, the solution was guaranteed to as well. Another
example is the permanent magnet shim array described in Ch 5. In this case, all magnet
blocks were translationally ixed and only allowed to rotate along one axis (Fig 3-6). This
geometric design also made self-intersections impossible.
One can also avoid intersections by limiting the range of the DoFs. In the "MR Cap"
magnet described in Ch 6, magnets were allowed to translate linearly along some axis by up
to ±1��. This ensured that the solution had no self-intersections. If the solution had contained such intersections, it would have been possible to iterate by adjusting the constraints
on those speciic problematic DoFs and re-running to optimization until an acceptable solution was produced.
Finally, one can correct for self-intersections by playing with other geometric degrees
of freedom besides those used by the optimization. An example of this can be seen in
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Figure 3-6: a. The Sparse Halbach shim trays were guaranteed to have no magnet intersections. The
magnets could only rotate along one axis and could not translate, meaning intersections were impossible. b. The Head-Optimized magnet design allowed for the possibility of magnet intersections.
These could be ixed by rotating the ofending magnets about their own principle axes.

the head magnet designed in Ch 7. In this case, the optimized magnet design contained
intersecting pairs of blocks as shown in Fig 3-6b. This was addressed post-optimization by
applying a manually-speciied rotations to the blocks about their own principal axes (Fig
3-6)b. This angular degree of freedom was not included in the numerical optimization.
Furthermore, these rotations weren’t expected to signiicantly change the magnet’s ield, as
they didn’t alter the magnet blocks’ magnetic dipole moments. This assumption was veriied
by simulating the adjusted, intersection-free magnet.

Choosing the Magnet Blocks
Another key design choice is what sort of magnet blocks will be used and how those
blocks will be fabricated. In general, it is easier and less expensive to use blocks of stock
size/material combinations; or blocks in easy-to-manufacture shapes and orientations (eg a
rectangular block magnetized along one of its main axes).
The choice of the magnet blocks also determines some of the DoF ranges and/or constraints for the optimization problem. Speciically, the choice of acceptable block material
grades and block sizes constrains the max block magnetization magnitude.
It is possible to join together individual magnet blocks to create a sub-assembly of
blocks with a new shape or size. This technique can be used to create a large set of available
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magnet blocks out of a smaller number of stock sizes. This approach was used in designing
the MR Cap (Ch 6) and the Sparse Halbach shim arrays (Sec 5.4). In the MR Cap case this
technique allowed for the use of non-stock block sizes, such as the 1” × 1” × 1 83 ” block shown
in Fig 3-7b. For the Sparse Halbach shim trays, this allowed for more eicient packing of
magnetization inside of a circumcircle of given diameter than could be obtained with stock
sizes (Fig 3-7d). This technique requires individual magnets to be stuck together along their
axis of magnetization.

Figure 3-7: a. 1 × 1 × 1 38 blocks were used in the MR Cap, and consisted of three separate blocks
′′
′′
with 1′′ × 1′′ cross section and 1′′ , 14 , and 18 thickness stuck together. b. The Sparse Halbach shim
trays used a variety of magnet conigurations containing several small stock magnet sizes that were
stuck together.
′′

3.5.2

Setting up and Solving the Optimization Problem

Setting up the optimization problem involves picking a cost function to minimize, choosing
the set of design variables to optimize over, and applying the appropriate contraints. One
must also decide how to compute the cost functions and constraints, and how to solve the
optimization problem.
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Cost Function
The cost functions is some scalar metric of magnet performance within the design ROI. In
this work I use the min-max range of |�0 | over the ROI when designing a B0 magnet (see
Ch 6, 7). When shimming, I assume that the shim magnet ield is much smaller than the �0
ield, so that |�| ≈ |�0 | + �^0 · �shim . Under this approximation, the min-max uniformity
needs only to be computed on one ield component (see Sec 7.4). The cost function may also
be the �2 -norm of the residual from a linearly-varying target ield (Sec 5.4), or the min-max
range of the residual from a homogeneous target ield (Sec 7.4.
Other work has explicitly included ield gradient term in the cost function [165]. One
could conceivably use a direct metric of image encoding performace as the cost function
(eg the condition number of the reconstruction problem for a given imaging sequence and
reconstruction resolution).
Here, the min-max metric of homogeneity is often used because that metric determines
the necessary RF coil bandwidth to cover the whole ROI. Coil/pulse bandwidth is an important consideration when imaging in inhomogeneous B0 ields. A lower required bandwidth
leads to shorter pulses, reduced RF power requirements, reduced �1+ (Tx) and �1− (Rx)
artifacts, and a lower minimum readout bandwidth. These lead to faster acquisitions, fewer
image artifacts, and higher image SNR.

Design Variables
Design variables may include the magnet material grades (Ch 6), magnet block sizes (Sec
5.4, Ch 7), magnet positions (Ch 6), or magnet orientations (Sec 5.4, Ch 7) and will be
determined when deciding how to manufacture the magnet array. This choice has implications for the speciic optimization techniques available. The number of degrees of freedom
for magnets designed in this work varied from 26 for the MR Cap to 4032 for the Sparse
Halbach shim array.

Constraints
Constraints on degrees of freedom often serve to impose physical reality on the numericallycomputed solution. Examples include a maximum allowable magnet block size and maximum allowable magnet �� (determined by material grade availability). These constraints
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are used for all magnet designs in this work. Additional constraints may be used to impose
performance requirements on the magnet array. For example, the degenerate �0 (�) = 0
magnet is perfectly uniform, but utterly useless. This solution and ones like it are avoided
by constraining the mean �0 to be greater than some minimum value (����(�0 ) ≥ ���� ).
It was found for some optimization problems with continuous degrees of freedom, such
as in Ch 7, that ����(�0 ) → ���� as the solver converges to a solution. In these cases,
imposing a minimum �0 constraint efectively sets the mean �0 for the magnet.

How to Compute
We want to compute the cost function and constraints quickly and accurately enough. The
most computationally-intesive part of this is usually computing the B-ield in the target
ROI. There is a range of ways to do this, described in Sec 3.4. In this work, the dipole
model was used for shimming problems (Sec 5.4, 7.4), the multipole model was used for
continous �0 magnet design problems (Ch 7), superposition of precomputed ields was used
for discrete problems (Ch 6).

Optimization Solvers
The main consideration in choosing a solver is whether the problem is discete or continous.
Discrete problems can be solved with a genetic optimization. In this work, the Matlab ga
tool is used for some discrete problems (Ch 6, Sec 7.4) following the work in [165]. Discrete
or hybrid problems may also be solved by treating the discrete variables as continuous, using
a continuous solver, and then approximating the solution using the discrete basis (eg Sec
5.4). It should be veriied that this discretization post-processing step does not signiicantly
impair magnet performance. In this work, the Matlab fmincon tool using the interior-point
method is used for continous magnet optimizations.
Certain tricks were found to improve the optimized design found by the optimizer.
 For ga, running multiple iterations (up to several hundred). For example, Fig 3-8

shows the results of 200 iterations of the MR Cap genetic optimization. The optimized
designs had ROI ield ranges between 5.3mT and 11.9mT, implying that one needs to
run multiple iterations to be sure of adequately searching the design space. (See also
[165].)
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 Also with ga, it was found that introducting "dummy" options for discrete variables

sometimes resulted in a better solution. For example, the HM shim array (Sec 7.4)
used only two discrete options for magnet blocks: a N45 14 ” × 41 ” × 18 ” block, and a null
block (ie no magnet). Running the optimization problem with only these two options
available resulted in the "2 Block Options" design shown in Fig 3-9. This design had
an ROI ield range (ie cost function) of 1.741 mT. The same problem was also run with
a third intermediate option available: an N45 41 ” × 18 ” × 18 ” block, shown as "3 Block
Options" in Fig 3-9. This design only saw 4 out of 889 blocks use the intermediate
option and had min-max uniformity of 0.721 mT. A third design was generated by
converting these 4 intermediate blocks to "empty" magnet blocks. This design is a
valid solution to the "2 Block Options" optimization problem, but has an ROI ield
range of 0.727 mT (over 50% lower). This efect was not analyzed in detail, but is
something to try for the lazy and numerically-averse designer.
 The continous problems solved in this work with the fmincon solver were found to

converge very slowly. Often, when running an iterative solver, one sets a minimum
step size for either the cost function or the distance in design space. When running
fmincon with the min-max cost function, I set these step sizes to be as small as

possible (down to the level of numerical precision) and set the stopping criterion to
be 100 iterations with no change below that level. Using a higher minimum step size
stops the solver prematurely, when one could still see signiicant improvement in design
performance.

3.6

Physical Construction of the Magnet Array

Building a functional, physical prototype of the optimized design involves several steps.
They are listed in order, but often one will iterate through these steps multiple times (eg
the allowable performance deviation will inform how you plan to build the magnet, but the
results of the manufacturing tests may conversely determine how much tolerance - and thus,
performance deviation - you should expect).
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Figure 3-8: Magnet design mean ield plotted against relative ield range for 200 iterations of the
MR Cap genetic optimization. The chosen design is highlighted in green.
3.6.1

Design Validation and Numerical Testing

First, I do any post-processing steps needed (eg discretize design variables if needed). Next,
I compute the magnet’s ield and measure its performance using an FEM solver - this
should be more accurate than the method used in-optimization (as it accounts for blockblock interactions), and gives a "second opinion" to validate that the design works. I then
consider sources of error that might arise when building the magnet. Their efects are
estimated by adding the errors to the inal design and resimulating the ield. Such sources
of error may include:
 Position error from mating the former pieces together, leading to position error in a

large number of blocks. This is analyzed for the Helmet Magnet in Ch 7.
 Magnet �� variation - NdFeB magnets are usually have �� speciied to a range of

±1%.
 Random variations in �� , �� , and block size.
 Systematic or random error in magnet block linear dimensions. In this work, I assumed

independent uniform random distributions for all block � -dimensions and performed
Monte-Carlo simulations based on that (Ch 7).
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Figure 3-9: Simulated B0 ield maps (XZ plane) for the Head-Optimized magnet obtained using
three diferent optimized shim designs. Using only two block options in the optimization produced
signiicantly worse performance than using three designs, and eliminating the middle option as a
post-processing step.

3.6.2

Process Tests

The exact procedure for assembling pieces of the magnet former (if necessary) and for
bonding the magnets into the former should be tested beforehand. This is done by printing
a mini-former to hold a magnet (Fig 3-10). This helps determine: strong, non-corrosive
adhesive compounds for the 3D-printer material being used; tolerances needed for mating
parts together and for mating magnets to the parts; and the proper orientation of the STL
model relative to the 3D printer build platform.

Figure 3-10: a. CAD model for a test part used to calibrate magnet slot size. b. The printed test
part with a magnet satisfactorily bonded in place. c. Some adhesives were observed to attack the
3D printer model material during process testing.
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Adhesive/Epoxy Tests

One should test adhesives that one might want to use. Many compatibility guides are
available online, including guides supplied by manufacturers (both from the 3D printer and
adhesive manufacturers - eg see: [169, 170]). A good adhesive should hold the magnet in
place, but should not corrode the magnet or magnet former. For example, I found: that
Loctite A330 and/or its activator attacked Stratsys PC-10 polycarbonate material (Fig 310c); that cyanoacrylate (Loctite 414) and 2-part 5-minute epoxy (Loctite EA608) worked
well with Stratasys PC-10 and ABS-P430 materials; that Loctite 414 worked well with
Stratasys ABS; and that Loctite EA608 worked well with Formlabs Acrylic FLPPCL04
resin.
The adhesive’s work/curing time is also of importance. It was found in this work that
fast-setting adhesives (eg Loctite 414, Loctit EA608) are useful when assembling arbitrarilyoriented magnets into a former. Often, one must use one’s own two hands as clamps (given
the absence of proper parallel clamping surfaces) - a situation where a long cure time is undesirable. Conversely, a long work time epoxy (eg Loctite EA-E60) is useful for complicated,
lengthy operations, such as when joining two quadrants of the Helmet Magnet former with
dowels, magnets, and screws (Fig 3-18).
Mating Tolerances

Any mate requires a built-in tolerance. This should be tested for both mating magnets to
the former and mating multiple pieces of the former together.
In this work, magnet it tolerance was tested by printing several test pieces with magnet
slots of slightly diferent size (Fig 3-10a). The size of each magnet slot was the nominal
magnet size, plus a diferent tolerance ofset. For the example in Fig 3-10a, the tolerance
was 0.2�� at each face (the total slot size thus had twice that amount added to it). Then,
a test magnet was it into the each slots. The slot where the magnet it in snugly, but also
it all the way to the bottom of the slot without signiicant force, was chosen. This slot was
further tested by ensuring the magnet could be bonded into it with the chosen adhesive.
The same approach was taken to choose an appropriate tolerance for mating two 3Dprinted pieces together, as shown for the HM former (Fig 3-11a). A smaller "test" piece was
printed with the same mating spline in order to determine the tolerance needed (Fig 3-11b).
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In this step, the choice of tolerance was validated by measuring the nominal combined size
of 2 mated pieces, compared with the nominal CAD model size (Fig 3-11b).

Figure 3-11: a. CAD model for a part for testing the mating structure for bonding together magnet
former pieces. b. The printed test part allowed for the proper calibration of the model tolerance. c.
Head-Optimized magnet quadrant showing the spline-type mate as used on the inal part. d. Two
magnet quadrants joined using the spline mating structure.

Coniguring the 3D Printer
3D printers work by building up a part layer-by-layer. The layers are conventionally built
in the XY plane, and the layers build up along Z. A 3D printer head can typically move
with high precision in the XY plane, giving it a high XY resolution. This in-plane resolution
varies between 20�� and 50�� for diferent printers. However, z-resolution is determined
by layer thickness, which is often larger than in-plane resolution. For example, the Fortus
360mc used here was conigured with 0.2�� layer thickness (other printers with iner layer
thickness and comparable build volume are available). Many dimensions of the magnet
former should be produced with sub-mm accuracy. Thus, one should take care that crucial
dimensions do not perfectly align with the printer �^-axis.
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The placement of support material during printing is another important consideration:
it must be possible to access and remove it from the model. It may be prudent to use
a dissolvable support material (Fig 3-12) for parts that must be printed with diicult-toaccess support structures. This was done for the Sparse Halbach shim trays (Sec 5.4).
Finally, some materials/printers (such as SLA printers) use the model material for building
support structures, often resulting in the part having "nubs" where the supports attached
(Fig 3-13a). It should be checked beforehand that these can be smoothed or otherwise pose
no issue to assembling the magnet.

Figure 3-12: a. A test-print of a Sparse Halbach shim tray created with standard support material.
The support material could not easily be removed from several small, concave regions of the model.
b.

Test Sparse Halbach shim tray printed with water-soluble support material.

c.

The same test

shim tray after dissolving the support material.

3.6.3

Magnet Former CAD and Printing

The goal of this step is to go from the inal, post-processed magnet design to a printable
STL. This requires the synthesis of the inal design, manufacturing/tolerance tests, and
the system-level design. The basic process involves manually creating a magnet former in
CAD, using a numerically-generated CAD model of the magnet blocks to create slots for
the magnets to go, and preparing the model for 3D printing.
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Figure 3-13: a. SLA printers use the model material to build support structures. Undesired "nubs"
may be left on the model after removing these support structures. b. FDM printers may overextrude
material when building models. These "burrs" may need to be manually cut or iled of.

Designing the Former Base
The magnet former base must have the proper geometry to it in with the rest of the planned
system (Sec 2.3) and to hold the magnets, given their positions, sizes, and other degrees
of freedom (Sec 3.5.1). I ind it best to start with a basic shape that its the system-level
design; shown in Fig 3-14a is the basic shape for the Head-Optimized MRI magnet. The
main dimensions of this former is determined during the system-level design steps. To
this rudimentary formers are then added all the holes, standofs, bosses, and other features
needed to allow mechanical interfacing with the �0 magnet. Shown are standofs and holes
in the Helmet Magnet former for attaching gradient coils, shim trays, RF coil mechanical
components, etc. (Fig 3-14c+d). At this stage, almost is everthing included in the CAD
model besides the slots for the permanent magnets themselves. Note that some of these
features (eg hole positions) may rely on knowing the inal positions of the magnets blacks.
It may be necessary to either add some features after including slots for the magnets, or to
reiterate this step.
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Figure 3-14: a. A basic magnet former shape is created to match the requirements of the systemlevel design. b. Mechanical provisions, such as regions for structural reinforcements are then added.
c. Further features for attaching other system components are added to the model. d. Transparentmodel view showing internal holes for further structural reinforcements.

Numerically-Generated Magnet Block Models

Incorporating the magnet design with a large number of degrees of freedom is done by
automatically generating an STL, importing that into the CAD program, and performing a
sequence of binary operations between the former base and the STL model. Multiple STL
models need to be generated. These include:


Magnet Block STL

(Fig 3-15a): A model of the magnets themselves, plus the slot

tolerance described in Sec 3.6.2. This can be used to etch away the model, leaving
empty space where the magnet can be placed.


Extended Block STL (Fig 3-15b): A model of the magnets, plus the slot tolerance, that
has been swept along one axis. This axis is the direction along which the magnet will
be inserted into its box. The extended STL model is used to etch the model, leaving
a slot and clearing the space needed to insert the magnet.



Magnet Holder STL

(Fig 3-15c): A model of the magnets with all faces thickened

by a speciied dimension (usually 3�� in this work). This is used to create boxes
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that completely surrounds the magnets, and is eventually etched by another STL (eg

Insertion STL) to leave slots for the magnets.


Access Hole STL (Fig 3-15d): A set of blocks with smaller cross section, and swept the
opposite direction relative to Insertion STL. This is used to make a hole in the magnet
box, which provides mechanical access to the bottom of the magnet and provides a
pressure relief opening for epoxy when forcing the glue-covered magnets into their
slots.

The essential binary operations are: union of the former base with the
in Fig 3-16a; and the subtraction of Inserton

Block STL, shown

STL from the result (Fig 3-16b).

The Access

Hole STL may be subtracted from the magnet former model as a inal step (Fig 3-16c).

Figure 3-15: a. An automatically-generated STL of the optimized magnet block set. b. Autogenerated STL of the optimized magnet blocks, with each block swept outwards along its insertion
direction. c. Auto-generated STL of the thickened optimized magnet blocks. This is used to create
"cofers" that hold the magnet blocks. d. STL model for creating access holes in the bottom of the
magnet block "cofers".

These operations may afect some of the holes and other features added to the former
during earlier steps, and it may be necessary to re-build certain features (eg. re-bore holes).
Features that weren’t previously included in the former base because they depend on the
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Figure 3-16: a. The manually-designed magnet former and the magnet holder STL model are joined
together in CAD. b. The resulting union is then "etched" by taking the set diference with the
magnet block insertion STL model. c. Another set diference operation is performed between the
result and the access hole STL model.

positions of the magnet blocks should also be included at this stage.

Efects on the Other System Components
The binary operation of the former with

Block STL generally adds volume to the former

base; this augmented magnet former may intersect other system components (eg. gradient
coil formers). It is important to keep track of changes like this. This problem can often
be addressed by creating another STL that can be used to etch other system components,
leaving space for it to mate with the modiied �0 magnet former. In generating this STL,
it is recommended to include another tolerance/ofset to allow for a free mate between the
system parts.
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Printing the Model
The �0 magnet former model will often need to be printed in multiple pieces in order to it
in the printer’s build volume. One must consider about how structural the mating interfaces
will be when splitting up the magnet former model. For the MR Cap, this step involved
face mate with a rib, epoxy (Loctite EA608) holding the faces together, and screws/nuts
squeezing the former quadants at langes. The Helmet Magnet mating surfaces used a system
of teeth included in the CAD model; G10 dowels (bonded in holes); epoxy (Loctite EA-E60)
on the faces; and screws engaging with tapped holes in the former (Fig 3-17). Sparse Halbach
shim trays were printed in two pieces and glued together in the middle with Loctite 414.
These shim trays did not see signiicant axial or bending loads at this joint.

Figure 3-17: a. The Head-Optimized MRI magnet former shown as a monolithic part. b. The same
magnet former split into four pieces for 3D printing. In addition to just splitting the model, mating
splines and holes have been added where the pieces join together.

3.6.4

Assembling the Magnet Array

It’s inally time to assemble the magnet. First, do any necessary mechanical steps, such
as: removing support material/cure the printed parts; deburring/cutting of overextrusions;
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widening and/or tapping holes; or other things particular to your design. Next bond former
pieces together (if needed). In some cases, I bonded some magnets in during this step they can serve as alignment iducials and spacers/gauge blocks for the printed former pieces
(Fig 3-18). Be careful during this step: errors here will propogate to errors in relative block
positions.

Figure 3-18: a. CAD rendering of the split magnet former model, ready for 3D printing. b. Partiallyassembled, printed 4-part magnet former. c. Magnet blocks sometimes straddled the mating surface
between magnet former pieces. These blocks served as alignment iducials and spacers/gauge blocks
when assembling the former. d. The magnet former pieces were set together with the proper
reinforcement dowels, screws, and epoxy, and were clamped together until cured. e. Front view of
the inal, assembled Head-Optimized MRI magnet former.

Next, the magnets are bonded into place. I found it best to use clamps if possible (Fig
3-18). Be sure to clamp/hold the magnets in for the full adhesive setting time. Sometimes
one can add magnets in an order where the magnetostatic force on a working magnet tends
to pull it into its slot (thereby clamping it); this is preferable to the partially-assembled
magnet array tending to push out the working magnet block. Consider the example of a
ring of blocks in a Halbach orientation (Fig 3-19). The equatorial magnets should irst be
glued in place. Next, the magnets immediately above and below that magnet should be
added. The orientation of the blocks means that these magnets will be pulled into their
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boxes. This procedure can be continued several rungs up the ring.
When clamping with your hands, take breaks as needed to rest your thumbs.

Figure 3-19:

a.

Transverse section schematic of a discretized Halbach magnet.

equator are mutually attractive.

Blocks near the

Blocks near the poles may tend to repelled by other blocks and

pushed out of the magnet former. b. When populating a Halbach-type magnet, it is easiest to start
with the mutually-attractive blocks near the equator.

c.

Blocks can then be added moving out

towards the poles. This ensures that blocks will always be pulled into the magnet as they’re added
in.
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Chapter 4
Design and Construction of Gradient
and Low-Frequency RF Coils

4.1

Abstract

RF Coils are used by all MRI scanners for signal excitation and detection. Most scanners,
including those in this work, also use gradient coils for image encoding. Both RF coils
and gradient coils are operated quasi-statically in low-ield (�0 ≤ 0.2� ) MRI scanners.
This simpliies coil ield computation and design, and streamlines the design of numerically
optimized gradient and RF coils. Here I describe my approach to target-ield Boundary
Element Method (BEM) computation quasi-static coil design for portable MRI systems. I
then describe techniques for constructing physical versions of these numerical designs.

4.2

Prior MRI Coil Design Work

This work builds on prior work designing surface current patterns using current stream
functions [171]. Much of the technical implementation is based on code from the toolbox
in [172]. Target ield and current stream function approaches have been used to design
resistive MRI magnets [173], high-ield system gradien coils [81, 174], and shim coils on
non-cylindrical geometries [175]. It can also be used to design RF coils at suiciently low
frequency (such as for head-sized coils at 3MHz).
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4.3

Quasi-static Coil Overview

The quasi-static method is a way to solve for E- and B- ields is slowly-varying systems
where EM wave behavior is minimized. This is the case for low-ield (�0 ≤ 0.2� RF coils
and for gradient coils. This assumption allows us to use Ampere’s law to compute B-ields for
electric current distributions, simplifying the design of coils by enabling Boundary Element
Method (BEM) ield computation in a stream function target ield approach.
4.3.1

The Quasi-static Approximation

Maxwell’s equations describe the behavior of E- and B-ields given charge density, current
density, magnetic permeability and dielectric permittivity. Countless texts describe this
physics []. In the quasi-static case, we neglect some of the time derivative terms in Maxwell’s
equations. When designing coils for MRI, we are generally interested in computing the Bield, so we start with the following equation:
︁

� · �ℓ =
�

︁︁

�� · �� +
�

︁︁

��
�

�
� · ��
��

(4.1)

Ignoring the second term in Eq 4.1 gives:
︁

� · �ℓ =
�

︁︁

(4.2)

�� · ��
�

which is just the Ampere’s Law / the Biot-Savart Law. This approximation incurs a fractional error in the computed magnetic ield proportional to ��� 2 �2 =

︀ � ︀2
�

where � is the

ield angular frequency, � is the wavelength in a medium with permittivity � and permeability �, and � is the length scale over which we integrate (ie the characteristic length of our
system). This approximation is therefore valid when � ≪ �.
We are designing coils that generate and detect ields inside the human body. In the
anatomical medium, �� ≈ 50 and �� ≈ 1. Assume for head imaging that � = 30��. The
equality � = � then occurs when � = 141.4� �� . This is the Larmor frequency when
�0 = 3.32� and is well above typical gradient switching frequencies. Thus, for low-ield

(�0 ≤ 0.2� ) scanners, we are safely in the quasi-static regime for both gradient and RF
coils. In this work, we also ignore eddy current efects when optimizing coils. (Note that
the quasi-static aproximation does not itself ignore eddy current efects; these perturb the
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magnetic ield via Lenz’s law (∇ × � = − �B
�� ) and Ohm’s law (� = �� ) and not through
time-varying electric ields.)
This approximation was numerically veriied for an RF transmit/receive coil operating
in a narrow band about � = 3.385� �� . The coil ield was simulated using the Biot-Savart
law (using the Biot-Savart software package) and using a full-wave ield solver that made
no approximations (HFSS). The simulated quasi-static and full-wave ields are shown in Fig
4-1. This approximation encapsulates another simplifying assumption: unlike in high-ield
RF coils, the coil spatial ield patterns at this frequency are subject-independent. The efect
of a human in the scanner is primarily to change the dielectric permittivity distribution
�(�), which plays no role in quasi-static B-ield computation.

Figure 4-1: a. A full-wave ield simulation was performed using a tuned 21-turn RF coil (� =
3.385� �� ), a human body model, and an RF shield using HFSS. b. The simulated �1,xy ield map
in the XZ plane. c. The simulated magnetostatic/DC ield produced by the same RF coil model.

4.3.2

The Current Stream Function

The diferential form of Eq 4.2 is given by a form of the Biot-Savart Law:
(4.3)

∇ × � = ��

Under this quasi-static approximation, we can ignore E-ields, and therefore charge density (which only plays a role in the now-unimportant equation ∇ · � =

��
� ).

The charge

conservation equation is given by:
∇·� +

���
=0
��
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(4.4)

Since we can assume �� (�) = 0, this means ∇ · � = 0, implying we can specify � as the curl
of a vector potential.
Furthermore, when designing coils, we typically solve for an optimal surface current density localized to a 2D surface. In this case, vector potential must always point perpendicular
to the 2D surface, and thus has only one non-zero component. The surface current density
is then fully described by a scalar ield � on the 2D surface, where � is the Surface Current
Stream Function [171].
4.3.3

Target Field BEM Optimization

In this work, gradient and RF coils are designed using a target ield method [172], which
aims to produce a speciied ield (the "Target Field") at a chosen set of points (the "Target
ROI"). Fig 4-2 illustrates such an ROI and target ield pattern. The method uses a cost
function of the form: ����� = ����(����� (�({�i }) − ������� ({�i })). We then solve for the
stream function � at the points {�i } located on a surface, from which we can then get
the surface current density (Fig 4-2). The surface is represented as a mesh; {�i } are the
mesh nodes. Associated with each node is a basis function (as in BEM/FEM problems) and
a normal vector; these allow us to quickly compute the ield produced by a given stream
function. This computation is simply a matrix multiplication given by the stream function
[Ψ] left-multiplied by a precomputed geometry-dependent matrix [���� ].

Figure 4-2: a. The geometry of a target ield stream function optimization problem. Shown are the
target ROI (with target ield) and the coil design surface mesh. b. The target ield and ROI are
represented by a set of ROI points, and a set of target ield values at those points. c. The coil design
surface is described by a set of points, a normal vector at each point, and at BEM basis function at
each point for ield computation.
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Other objective functions (eg coil inductance, coil resistance, stream function regularization) can be added to the optimization problem []. In this work, coil inductance and coil
resistance were not included in the optimization. It was found by experience that inductance was not a major concern for unshielded coils of this size. Coil resistance was a design
consideration, but was included in the design process in a diferent way (see Sec 4.4.1).
This work use target ield BEM stream function optimization code based on the published
toolbox [172]. All coil optimization problems incorporated �2 regularization of the stream
function and the boundary condition �(�b ) = 0 for �b ∈ �Ω (with �Ω as the boundary of
the mesh).

4.4

Coil Design

In this work, gradient coils are made by winding enameled magnet wire onto a former; RF
coils use Litz wire wound on a former. The details of how the coils are built afect how they
may be used in sequences and what ampliiers may be used to control them. In designing
a coil, these contraints need to properly incorporated into the numerical design process.
After this, the numerical optimization problem can be solved to generate an optimized
stream function. The stream function is then post-processed (incorporating some of the
aforementioned physical constraints) to generate a set of wire windings that fully describes
the coil.
4.4.1

Physical Constraints and Process Tests

Gradient Coils
A major physical constraint when designing truncated coils (as in this work) is packing wires
near the truncated end. This is illustrated in the single-sided gradient coils in Fig 4-3, where
adjacent windings have clearance everywhere in the coil except near the top (truncation)
edge. This impacts several design choices, including the number of layers of windings and
the thickness of the wire used. Another consideration is DC resistance. In this work, we
want coils to have ��� ≤ 2Ω. This allows them to play arbitrary current waveforms with
high idelity using commercial GPAs that plug into standard wall outlets. It also enables
the use of low-cost, compact "tabletop" gradient ampliiers [], as used for the MR Cap (Sec
6.5.2). This constrains coil length and wire diameter.
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Figure 4-3: Close-up of the MR Cap gradient coils showing the truncation boundary of the surface.
The windings are densest near the truncation edge, and have ample space away from it.

In this work, in-plane phase encode and readout encode coils were designed to produce
��
at least 5 ��
� at � = 10�. This constrains coil ield eiciency such that �� � ≥ 0.5 �·� . A

coil with this eiciency enables 2�� PE resolution with a rectangular 1�� gradient blip
at a peak current of 3.74�. Also, each gradient coil described here contains two layers of
windings (directly on top of each other). For � ≈ 1�� wire, the coil is still quite thin.
This doubles eiciency and DC resistance and quadruples inductance. Peak power is halved
compared with keeping the same windings but doubling the current. This was found by
experience to produce coils with acceptable DC resistance, eiciency over the design ROI,
and inductance, all in an adequate geometrical form factor.
Adding winding layers also allows for design lexibility, especially in cases where inductance is not a major concern. For example, consider the case in Fig 4-4: adding layers of
windings and using thicker wire increases eiciency and decreases DC resistance, at the cost
of increased bore space (greater thickness) and increased inductance. These design choices
can be imposed during post-processing steps. Wire spacing (and thus minimum permissible
wire size) can be increased by smoothing the computed stream function, and the addition
of a wire layer can be implemented by doubling the set of windings derived from it.

RF Coils
In this work, RF coils have a higher minimum wire spacing than gradient coils to prevent
arcing. These coils are generally tuned to resonate a speciic frequency with quality factor
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Figure 4-4: a. Scaling relations for electromagnetic properties of a solenoid coil with varying wire
diameter and number of winding layers. Values of thickness, resistance, ield eiciency, and inductance are calculated for: b. a single-layer coil with wire diameter of 1mm; c. a two-layer coil with
wire diameter of 1.5mm; and d. a four-layer coil with wire diameter of 2.25mm.
� ≈ 10 (such as for the Head-Optimized MRI coil). The Head-Optimized MRI coil consisted
of 4 distributed tuning capacitors. Thus, during RF transmission at ��� = 3.09� �� and
peak power (���� = 423� ), the coil must store energy ����� =

������ �
2����

≈ 0.22�� . This is

distributed over the 4 tuning capacitors, and corresponds to a peak capacitor voltage given
︁
2�����
by ��,�� =
4� . With � = 350�� , this gives � �, �� = 560� . This internal voltage
�
and the dielectric breakdown ield of dry air of ���� ≈ 3 · 106 �
together give a critical

"breakdown gap" of 0.2��. In practice, it is wise to increase this limit by a safety factor
(for the Helmet Magnet RF coil, a minimum gap of 1�� was used). Arcing considerations
also mean multi-layer RF coils are not used in this work.

Process Testing
The coils are next constructed by press-itting wire into grooves in a 3D printed former.
It is important to get the wire it to be correct – not too tight, but not too loose. This
calibrated groove width is required for CAD model generation (Sec 4.4.4). The proper it
can be determined by test-itting a wire into a set of grooves with slightly diferent widths.
Fig 4-5 shows this being done for AWG18 wire (nominal diameter = 1.024��). Here, 11
grooves were printed with widths from 0.824�� to 1.324�� in 0.05�� increments, and
the 1.074��-groove worked best. This dimension was used to generate the CAD model to
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make the wire grooves. Note that near the ends of the truncated gradient coils, the wires
are so close together that there will generally not be grooves to hold each winding in place
(Fig 4-3).

Figure 4-5: Test-print piece for calibrating the optimal groove width for press-itting AWG18 enamled
wire. Grooves were printed between 0.824mm and 1.324mm in 0.05mm increments. The nominal
copper diameter for AWG18 wire is 1.024mm. The 1.074mm groove was found to give the best it.

4.4.2

Generating a Surface Mesh

A 2D stream function surface is needed for BEM optimization. Volumetric aspects of coil
(thickness, using actual wire, etc) come about during post-processing. Ideally, the design
surface should be at the mid-level of where the current will be lowing in the physical,
volumetric coil. The surface size, position, etc are determined by the system-level design.
We next need to turn the surface into a mesh. If the surface is parametrized, then the
mesh can be created directly from the parametrization. This was done here for piecewise
cylindrical, spherical, and planar coils (Fig 4-6). It is also possible to export surfaces to
STLs in many CAD programs, such as Inventor (as used here). However, the meshes may
contain facets with vastly diferent aspect ratio and size, and nodes connected to diferent
numbers of other nodes. This efectively preconditions the optimization – in particular the
regularization term – in an undesired way and can lead to numerical artifacts in the solution.
This can be avoided by combining the proper surface geometry from CAD with a parametric
mesh for a diferent surface to produce a well-conditioned mesh of an arbitrary surface. In
the MR Cap example (Fig 4-7), this is done by itting the spherical angular coorindates
for the parametric mesh onto the CAD-generated surface mesh by interpolating the radial
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coordinate values.

Figure 4-6: Parametrized meshes used to design the Sparse Halbach Gz gradient coil and the three
Head-Optimized MRI gradient coils. The mesh coordinates were generated directly from the cylinder, annulus, and sphere surface parametrizations.

4.4.3

Setting Up and Running the Optimization

The details of the optimization implementation are described in [172]. In this work, I used
the objective function:
� (Ψ) = ||���� Ψ − ����� ||22 + �� ||Ψ||22

(4.5)

The regularization parameter �� was often just set to �� = 4 · 10−6 . In some cases however,
the optimization was solved with multiple values of �� . The solutions were then analyzed
for ield performance (ie the ield target cost function) and for ease of construction (eg wire
spacing, wire bend radii). A single solution was then manually chosen from this set of
possibilities.
The ield target varied depending on the system and the type of coil being designed. For
gradient coils, the standard target is for the �0 -aligned ield component to vary linearly
with a spatial coordinate. This was used for the Sparse Halbach and Helmet Magnet coils.
The MR Cap gradient coils incorporated additional 2nd-order spatial ield terms in the ield
target. This had the efect of countering the tendency of these single-sided gradient coils to
naturally vary in ield strength in the �-direction (See Fig 6-9). The MR Cap RF coil used a
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Figure 4-7: A uniform mesh can be generated for a non-parametrized (ie arbitrary) surface. A uniform, parametrized mesh for a diferent surface provides the triangles, but not the node coordinates.
A non-uniform mesh with the correct node coordinates (such as that produced autmomatically by a
CAD program) provides the surface geometry. The uniform mesh nodes are interpolated onto that
surface, producing a uniform mesh with the correct surface geometry.

uniform ield target for one ield component oriented transverse to �0 . The Helmet Magnet
RF coil optimization used a uniform ield target within the imaging ROI, along with a null
ield target (ie no ield produced) just inferior to the neck ROI. The aim was to localize coil
sensitivity to the region of interest, and to explicitly not be sensitive outside that ROI (See
Sec 7.6.1).
The set of target ield points can also be freely-chosen. The natural irst choice is
the system-level design ROI. However, RF coils may it so close to the target ROI that
the discretization of the surface mesh and the target ROI can cause unwanted numerical
artifacts in the resulting optimized stream function (Fig 4-8). In this situation, one can use
a smaller target ROI with greater clearance from the design surface.

4.4.4

Creating a Coil CAD Model

After solving for the optimized stream function, we convert it into a set of 1D paths (for
magnetostatic ield simulation) and a space-illing 3D model (for use in coil former CAD
design).
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Figure 4-8: A target ROI that is too close to the stream function design surface can result in
numerical artifacts. a. The close-itting Brain-Optimized MRI RF coil design surface intersects the
brain-shaped target ROI. b. This results in numerical artifacts in the optimized stream function.

Generating 1D Winding Paths

A surface stream function is approximated by a discrete set of current paths by taking
equally-spaced level sets of the stream function. Each level set/isocontour deines a 1D path
representing a wire carrying current, and all paths carry the same current. In this work,
this is done by projecting the 2D stream function from the coil design surface onto a lat
2D surface (Fig 4-9b). This is shown for a cylindrical example (the Sparse Halbach Gx
coil) and a spherical example (the Head-Optimized MRI Gy coil). Level sets/winding paths
are then computed on the lat surface (Fig 4-9c) and projected back onto the 3D surface
(Fig 4-9d). In going between surface geometries, the distance metric between points in the
mesh is altered. This efect was not accounted for in the level set calculation or smoothing
operations.
In this work, the stream function is smoothed with a Gaussian ilter prior to discretizing
it as a set of isocontours. This smooths over meshing artifacts and softens out sharp edges
in the stream function. The latter efect is beneicial if one needs to increase the distance
between adjacent windings (See Sec 4.4.1). The number of level sets chosen determines the
number of windings and indirectly afects wire spacing. In this work, the number of level
sets used ranged from 20-40 for gradient coils to 4-20 for RF coils.
After designing the winding paths, one may want to smooth them to increase bending
radii and reduce kinks. Decimating and/or interpolating the winding paths was found to
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Figure 4-9: a. Stream functions may be designed on surfaces with cylindrical or spherical geometry.
In both cases, the surface can be parametrized by two variables. b. The stream functions are next
projected onto lat surfaces parametrized by these two variables. c. Isocontours/winding paths are
computed on the lattened stream function. d. These windings paths are then projected back onto
the original 3D surfaces.

sometimes help with generating a 3D volume model of the wires. In some cases, one may
wish to build the coil on a diferent surface from what was used for design. For example, the
Sparse Halbach gradient coils were designed on a largely cylindrical surface, but the actual
coils were built on a 16-sided prism (approximating a cylinder). Implementing this requires
itting the winding path coordinates to the desired surface. The re-it set of windings should
be simulated again to ensure that performance has not sufered.
It is also good to measure the total length of the coil during this step. This number was
in the 10’s of meters for the coils here, and tells you the minimum continuous length of wire
that you need to build the coil.
Generating a 3D Volume Model

Finally, we need to turn the 1D windings into 3D volumes that represent the grooves to be
etched into a CAD model for holding wire. This procedure involves creating 4 sets of paths
with the appropriate ofsets from the 1D level sets. These points on these paths will be the
vertices of the coil winding STL volume. (Fig 4-10)
Depending on procedure used, one may need to smooth the 1D paths again to prevent
mesh errors (eg intersecting faces). The desired wire groove width (including it tolerance)
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Figure 4-10: A set of computed coil winding paths is a set of 1D curves. These curves are "thickened"
into 3D volume models that correspond to the desired wire press-it grooves.

must be accounted for at this stage (Sec 4.4.1). Note that even though the wire typically
has a circular cross-section, there is no problem making a lat bottomed groove. Doing so
simpliies this mesh creation step.
On issue that may arise pertains to the closely-spaced wires near the truncated end
of the coil. Some of these windings may only be spaced by the critical separation, and
their winding groove volumes may therefore intersect. This is not a physical problem as
long as the critical separation rule is still obeyed. However, it can cause numerical issues
if the mesh volumes intersect. One workaround involves creating separate meshes for each
winding, saving them as separate STL iles, and merging them as solid bodies in the CAD
program used (Inventor). In any case, the inished mesh should be saved as one or more
STL iles (or another mesh ile format) for the next step.

4.5

Coil Construction

4.5.1

Coil Former Base

The irst step is to make a CAD model for the coil former. This process has much in common
with desiging a permanent magnet array former (Sec 3.6.3). In this work, I used both a
"1-piece" or "2-piece" approach:
 "1-piece": The wires go directly in the model you design. This paradigm has fewer

parts, but the same piece must be structural and hold the wires. Fig 4-11 shows the
MR Cap RF coil and the Sparse Halbach gradient coils - two examples of this type of
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design.
 "2-piece": The former consists of 2 parts - a set of tiles that actually hold the wires,

and a scafold that holds the tiles in place. This decouples the electromagnetic design
considerations from mechanical mating/structural considerations. (Fig 4-12) shows
two examples of this approach: the Brain-Optimized MRI RF coil and the MR Cap
gradient coils.

Figure 4-11:

a.

The MR Cap RF coil was printed in a single piece, which contained both wire

winding grooves and mechanical interfacing elements.

b.

The Sparse Halbach gradient coils were

printed in several pieces, which were then assembled into a self-supporting coil former. Each printed
piece included both wire winding grooves and holes for mechanical interconnections.

In designing a former, I start with the basic geometry of what is needed based on
the volumetric model from the system-level design process (Sec 2.3). Fig 4-13a shows the
example of the Helmet Magnet gradient coils. The coil former base is more than thick enough
to accommodate all layers of wire windings. Next, I add in any provisions needed for mating
with the rest of the system, such as screw holes (Fig 4-13b). If needed, I then apply binary
operations with magnet block STLs or other system parts to ensure a non-intersecting mate
(see also Sec 3.6.3). This last step is shown for the Helmet Magnet in Fig 4-13c.
Gradient coils generally cannot be printed in one piece (with the exception of planar or
almost-planar coils). It is important that the wire grooves be very precise in width so the
wire can be press-it in, which requires putting the grooves in the printer’s XY plane (and
eliminating slice resolution efects). Additionally, it would be nasty to have to pick support
material out of a ton of ≈ 1�� grooves, as would be necessary if the grooves were oriented
vertically. Printing in-plane allows all precise features to self-support, obviating the need for
support material. Splitting the coil into multiple sections for 3D printing accomplishes this.
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Figure 4-12: a. The Head-Optimized MRI RF coil consisted of several printed "tiles", each of which
contained wire winding grooves. These were then bonded to a separate coil former scafold, which
dealt with all mechanical interconnections. b. The MR Cap gradient coils were printed as sets of
tiles with winding grooves, which were then glued onto a separate structural former.

This will have already been done if using a "2-step" tile design (eg the MR Cap gradient
coils) or a self-supporting split design (eg the Sparse Halbach Gradient Coils). Otherwise,
it will need to done now, as with the Helmet Magnet gradient coils (Fig 4-14a).

4.5.2

Etching the Coil Wire Grooves

The coil former base can now be etched with the imported 3D volume model of the winding
grooves (Sec 4.4.4). This is done analagously to the magnet slot etching step for permanent
magnet arrays (Sec 3.6.3). The process involves set subtraction of the wire groove model
from the coil former base (Fig 4-14d). CAD program binary operation issues during this
step, in my experience, mean that your STL has errors (often a self-intersection somewhere).
This operation can be extremely memory- and CPU cycle-intensive; be patient.
One also needs to think about how the wires will be wound and will cross from one
winding to the next. I ind it easier to include a gap in the former design (Fig 4-15) than to
to modify to the 3D winding mesh models. Gaps between coil former sections can also serve
as conduits for crossing wires between windings. After this, the diferent etched sections of
the coil can be separated and oriented into the proper coniguration for 3D printing.
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Figure 4-13:

a.

The Head-Optimized MRI gradient coil former began as a simple parametrized

volume that met the system-level geometric constraints.

b.

To this former template were then

added screw holes and other features for mechanical interfacing with the

�0

magnet former.

c.

A binary operation was then performed to subtract away parts of the gradient coil former that
intersected the

4.5.3

�0

magnet former.

Assembling the Coil

The printed coil former sections are irst assembled into the proper coniguration, and the
wires are pressed into the grooves (Fig 4-16). During this process, make sure the winding
direction is correct – no one wants their �-gradient coil to come out as a 2nd-order �� coil.
Also, make sure your copper wire is long enough for the whole coil. Use a blunt tool (eg
a sanded down piece of G10 PCB stock as in Fig 4-17) to press the wires all the way into
the grooves. Be careful not to tear into the insulation on the magnet wire: discovering a
short after winding an entire coil would not be fun. Tape can be used while winding to keep
troublesome wires in place, such as wires that aren’t staying in their grooves (Fig 4-17).
Once the coil is wound, check its inductance and resistance on an LCR meter. Knowing
these numbers helps with GPA compensation and RF coil tuning (Sec 4.5.4). Also, a signiicant mismatch between the simulated and measured � or � is an indication of a short
somewhere in the coil.
After inishing the coil, it may be necessary to epoxy down some of the windings. This
is often needed near the truncation end of a gradient coil where wires are bunched together
and not held nicely in grooves. In this work, Loctite EA608 was used to hold down windings
on the Sparse Halbach and Helmet Magnet gradient coils.
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Figure 4-14: a. The gradient coil former is split into pieces in preparation for 3D printing. b.
The split gradient coil former. c. The wire groove STL model for the Head-Optimized Gy coil. d.
The split former model and the wire groove model are combined using the "set diference" binary
operation to create a coil former model with the numerically-derived wire winding grooves.

4.5.4 Coil and Ampliier Tuning
Gradient coils are usually operated in current control (CC) mode, which requires properly compensating the GPA for the reactive gradient coil load. RF coils need to be tuned
and matched to the correct frequency. Commercial ampliiers may come with a guide to
compensation for a user-provided load and bandwidth.
RF coils are tuned by splitting the coil winding at a number of tuning points (between 1
for the MR Cap coil to 4 for the Helmet Magnet RF coil) and inserting a tuning capacitor.
The number of tuning points chosen afects the peak capacitor voltage in the coil (see Sec
4.4.1). More tuning capacitors tends to increase the required capacitance and decrease the
peak voltage. When tuning a large coil with multiple windings, one will see many resonant
modes of the coil on the VNA. These generally have diferent spatial ield proiles. When
tuning the coil to the Larmor frequency, care must be taken to tune the correct spatial
mode. This can be tested by using a snifer loop and measuring the �21 through that loop
at diferent points in the coil. For example, in the common case of a mode with uniform �1 ,
there should be no spatial nodes where the ield drops to zero and the phase changes across
it. This can be veriied using the snifer probe.
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Figure 4-15: a. The MR Cap gradient coils (Gz coil visible). b. Close-up of the Gz coil showing the
wire crossing from one winding to the next in a gap between the gradient former tiles.

Figure 4-16: a. The CAD model of the Head-Optimized Gy coil. b. 3D-printed and assembled
gradient coil former for the Head-Optimized Gx, Gy, and Gz coils. c. The completed, wound
Head-Optimized Gx, Gy, and Gz coils.

Figure 4-17: a. A precision-engineered wire-pressing tool was created from a sanded-down piece of
scrap FR-4 PCB substrate. b. Tape was sometimes used to hold down gradient coil windings before
the inal epoxying step.
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Chapter 5

Gradient and Shimming Hardware for
a Portable Brain Scanner
5.1

Abstract

In this section, I describe the design and construction of gradient coils and a permanent
magnet shim array to improve the imaging capabilities of a previously-published portable
brain MRI scanner [165]. This scanner uses a permanent magnet-based B0 magnet, has a
mean ield of 80 mT, and contains a readout encoding gradient built into the B0 ield. I
designed and demonstrated a pair of gradient coils for partition and in-plane phase encoding
along the other two spatial axis. This enabled Fourier-type encoding schemes and reduced
image distortion. I then designed and constructed a permanent magnet shim set to improve
the linearity of the built-in B0 encoding ield. This work has lead to

in vivo

imaging with

this portable brain scanner.

5.2

Introduction

This work builds on an existing portable, head-only scanner with a permanent readout encoding gradient built into the �0 ield [165]. The magnet for this system was designed to
use the inhomogeneous �0 ield as a built-in encoding ield. To acquire an image, the magnet would be mechanically rotated in steps; a spin-echo acquisition would be acquired at
each step (using the �0 ield as the readout-encoding ield); and these "generalized projections" would be reconstructed as an image using a generalized (non-Fourier) reconstruction
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scheme [119]. The combination of rotation + generalized projection provides two dimensions of spatial encoding. The 2D imaging capabilities of this approach had previously been
demonstrated [165].
This system still required a way to perform partition encoding along the third spatial
axis. In addition, the generalized projection/reconstruction approach was found to result in
artifacts when imaging a large, head-sized object. Overcoming this would require improvements to the encoding scheme, the magnet (�0 spatial ield), and/or the reconstruction.
In this work, I designed hardware to enable a new imaging approach with this system. In
this approach, the �0 magnet would not need to be mechanically rotated - its inhomogeneous
ield would instead serve as a ixed readout encoding ield along one spatial axis. I designed a
pair of gradient coils for blipped phase encoding along the other two spatial axes, giving 3Dimaging capabilities. I also designed a set of shim trays to improve the encoding properties
of the built-in encoding ield. This work has ultimately enabled the acquisition of

in vivo

brain images using this scanner.

5.3

Gradient Coils

A pair of gradient coils was designed for two dimensions of phase encoding, with the magnet
itself providing readout encoding along the third dimension. The coils were designed using
the BEM target ield approach (Sec 4.4) and were built by pressing wire into a 3D-printed
former (Sec 4.5). The coils were ield-mapped and found to be adequate for 3D imaging.
5.3.1

Motivation and Introduction

Phase encoding with gradient coils a good choice for imaging in a portable scanner with an
inhomogeneous �0 ield. Such gradient coils can have:
 Reasonable power consumption
 Reasonable weight
 Ease of design and construction compared with RF encoding approaches, such as

TRASE [176]
 The ability to work in inhomogeneous ields using balanced phase encode gradient

moments
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 Unshielded designs, given that eddy currents in the magnet are not a deal-breaker as

they are with superconducting systems
 The property of enabling Fourier-type (k-space-ish) encoding

The last point in particular provides robustness to absolute ield ofsets and shifts in a way
that projection-type imaging does not. Artifacts in Fourier imaging are also well-understood
and generally localised to regions with non-bijective or lat encoding ields. Distortions
are similarly localized and easy to diagnose. Gradient coils therefore enable new ways of
acquiring images in this portable scanner, while not precluding the use of rotating-magnet
or generalized-projection schemes [119].
5.3.2

System-Level and Gradient Coil Geometry Considerations

The gradient coils were designed to it inside of an existing magnet [165], as shown in Fig
5-1. The irst design task was to choose a design surface and an allowable amount of bore
thickness for the coils to occupy. This was done by irst making test �� coil designs on
diferent surfaces and looking at their expected encoding performace. In this geometry, the
�� coil is the hardest to make, as it must generate its maximum ield at a point along its

center axis near the truncated end (Fig 5-1). However, the coil physically ends at this point
and is thus naturally not very ield-eicient there.
The test coils were designed on two surfaces:
1. A cylinder that it along the boundary of region � in Fig 5-1
2. The same cylinder with an extra "top-hat" surface that it in region � (Fig 5-1)
Fig 5-2 shows the two surfaces and designed coils. The design optimization (described in
Sec 5.3.3) used target ields which were linear over a � = 21�� sphere. Fig 5-3 shows the
ield produced by the two coils with � = 1� along two diferent axes. Labeled are the mean
gradient eiciency (in

��
�·� )

and the extent over which the ield is bijective. The latter metric

is used as a measure of encoding performance. The cylinder + annulus/entry cylinder coil
had a higher eiciency and a larger bijective region than the cylinder coil. That surface was
chosen as the Gx design surface, even though it was more complex to build and required
space in the already-tight "B" region of the magnet (Fig 5-1d).
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Figure 5-1: a. The constructed optimized Halbach magnet from [165]. Shown is the patient end
(ie the end that the patient’s head goes in). b. The magnet contained 24 rungs of magnets in 3
concentric layers and was optimized for performance in a D=20cm DSV. c. Back view of the magnet
showing dimeters of diferent parts of the bore. d. Cutaway (XY plane) view of the magnet showing
the internal bore dimensions. Labeled are (A) the large-diameter main bore and (B) the narrower
“entry” region of the bore.

A similar analysis found that using the "top-hat" region for the �� coil did not justify
the increased bore space required. A "cylinder+annulus" design (Fig 5-4) was thus used for
Gz coil design.
The back (−^�) end of the magnet bore had an opening with the full large cylinder
diameter. The gradient coils were inserted in this opening, and gradient feed lines entered
through it.
The gradient coils were also designed for an RF coil and RF shield to slide inside. This
was incorporated in the gradient coil design as a trio of 3D-printed scafolding rings with
built-in "slots" (Fig 5-5). The RF shield had "rails" attached to it that allowed it to slide in
the gradient coil along these "slots" (Fig 5-5c). The �� and �� coils were both constructed
on the same former using 2 layers of AWG18 wire windings. The total thickness of the
gradient coil set was 7�� in region A (Fig 5-1) where both coils were wound, and 3.5��
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Figure 5-2: Two Gx coil designs were created for comparison on two diferent surfaces.

a.

The

cylindrical surface. b. The cylindrical surface coil design. c. The cylindrical + “top hat” surface. d.
The cylindrical + top hat surface coil design.

along region B, where only the �� coil was wound. This was an acceptable amount of bore
space to take up.

5.3.3

Coil Design

The coil design surfaces were piecewise cylinder/annulus structures and were easily parametrized.
The meshes for BEM ield computation were generated directly from this parametrization
(see Sec 4.4.2). The coils were then designed using the target ield stream function optimization procedure described in Sec 4.4, which incorporated the numerical optimization
procedure in [172]. The target ROI was a � = 21�� sphere for both the �� and �� coils.
The ield target was for the �^-aligned ield component to vary linearly along � or � for
the �� or �� coil, respectively. The �^- and �^-aligned components did not factor in. The
optimization used �2 regularization with � = 4 · 10− 6 (see Sec 4.4.3).
The optimized stream functions were projected and up-sampled onto a planar grid. The
projected stream function was smoothed and where windings were computed from � = 30
level sets (Sec 4.4.4). The smoothing parameter was adjusted so that windings were spaced
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Figure 5-3: a. Simulated ield map at � = 1� for the cylindrical surface design. b. Cylindrical
surface coil ield plotted along Z=0 and Z=8cm showing bijective range. c. Simulated ield map at
� = 1� for the cylindrical + top hat coil. d. Field plots along Z=0 and Z=8cm showing bijective
range.

by at least the minimum spacing (see Sec 4.4.1). The optimized coils are shown in Fig
5-6 along with simulated ield maps in Fig 5-7. The simulations show mean eiciencies of
��
��
0.577 �·�
and 1.103 �·�
for the �� and �� coils.

These windings were unfolded onto the constituent subsurfaces of the piecewise-smooth
design surface. Fig 5-8 shows the unfolding of the �� coil. The "top-hat" cylinder section
has been unfolded into a planar surface; the annular windings have been separated; and the
main cylinder windings have been unfolded.
The coil former base consisted of a set of 16 planar panels for the main cylinder section,
a monolithic annular ring, and a set of 32 panels for the top-hat cylinder section (Fig 5-9).
An additional structural ring mounted to the +^
� end of the 16 main cylinder panels. The
pieces were designed to be connected with screws and/or epoxy (Loctite EA608). Next,
the CAD models of the former base pieces were etched with the �� and �� wire grooves
as described in Sec 4.5.2. The �� coil it was etched on the outside of the former; the ��
coil was etched on the inside. The etched coil former pieces were inally printed in PC-10
material on a Fortus 360mc printer.
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Figure 5-4: The Gz coil design surface consisted of a cylinder joined with an annulus.

Figure 5-5: a.

The gradient coil former incorporated several slots for inserting an RF shield.

b.

Close-up view of the RF shield rail slots. c. The RF shield used rails that allowed it to slide cleanly
into the gradient coils.

5.3.4

Coil Construction and Testing

The coil former pieces were next assembled according to the design. The coils were then
wound with AWG18 wire pressed into the grooves and subsequently glued down with Loctite
EA608 epoxy. The �� and �� coils used � = 87.2� and � = 57.1� of wire, respectively.
It was then veriied that the coil actually it in the magnet. The irst coil it in most
of the way, but could not be removed without destructive methods as the it tolerance was
not loose enough (Fig 5-10). This was remedied by making a second coil pair with all linear
dimensions scaled down by 1%. (This operation was performed directly on the 3D printer
STL iles.) This was assumed to not afect wire groove or screw clearance hole tolerances
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Figure 5-6: Winding patterns for the Gx and Gz coils obtained from the optimized stream functions.

(eg a 1% change was less than the precision of the wire tolerance tests in Fig 4-5). This
second coil it in the magnet.
Table 5.1 shows the measured resistance and inductance for each coil. These values
enabled using a commercial GPA (Techron 7224) in current-mode operation with the builtin compensation network and ���� > 10�. The coils were next quickly ield-mapped by
scanning a � = 24�� spherical phantom in a 1.5� superconducting MRI system (Fig 5-11).
The phantom was placed inside the coils, which were energized with � = ±100��. These
experiments veriied that the coils had approximately the expected spatial patterns and ield
eiciencies.
The coils were then mapped with greater accuracy and over a larger ROI using a 3-axis
Hall probe (THM1176, Metrolab, Geneva, Switzerland) stepped by a 3-axis robot. Fig 5-12
shows gradient ield maps at � = 1� measured with the Hall probe. The mean eiciencies
��
��
were 0.575 �·�
and 0.815 �·�
for the �� and �� coils.
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Figure 5-7: Simulated ield maps for the Gx and Gz coils.
Table 5.1: Gx and Gz coil parameters and performance metrics

Wire Length
Inductance
Resistance
Isocenter Eiciency
5.4

5.4.1

Target Field

B0

Gx Coil

Gz Coil

87.2 m

57.1 m

510��

335��

1.85Ω

1.21Ω

��
0.575 �·�

��
0.815 �·�

Shimming

System-Level and Geometric Considerations

An array of shim magnets was designed to it inside shim tray slots that had been included
in the initial construction of the �0 magnet (Fig 5-13a). The magnet contained � = 48
shim tray slots arranged in two rings at �1 = �� and �2 = ��. The slots had length
� = 48.3��, extended 19�� towards the patient end from isocenter, and had octagonal

cross-section with incircle diameter � = 17.78�� (Fig 5-13b). This volume speciied the
maximum extent of magnetic material in the shim trays. These slots were used primarily
for convenience, as placing the shim trays at approximately the same radii as the main �0
magnets was not expected to be optimal from a magnet performance perspective (see Sec
2.3.3).
Each shim tray was discretized into

3 ′′
8

= 9.525��-deep cells with a 2�� gap in be-

tween. Each cell represented a single magnet in the design. This resulted in � = 42 magnets
in each shim tray for a total of 2016 in the whole array. Each magnet was allowed to vary
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Figure 5-8: a. The optimization produces a stream function on the design surface. b. The stream
function is projected onto a lat 2D surface. c. The lattened stream function is then discretized into
a set of level sets/isocontours. d. The level sets are projected back onto the original design surface
for simulation. e. The lattened 2D isocontours are used to generate the lattened CAD models for
the 3D-printed coil pieces.

in size and to rotate about the longitudinal axis of the shim tray. This gave 2 DoFs for each
magnet (� = 4032 DoFs total).
Individual shim magnets were constructed out of between 1 and 5 stock magnet blocks
stuck together. The maximum-size magnet that could it within one cell contained: one
1 ′′
2

×

3 ′′
8

×

3 ′′
8

N42 magnet, two

3 ′′
8

×

3 ′′
8

×

1 ′′
16

N42 magnets, and two

1 ′′
4

×

3 ′′
8

×

1 ′′
16

N42

magnets (Fig 5-14) and had a dipole moment of ���� = 1.662� · �2 . Table 5.2 lists the
27 magnet conigurations were used, ranging from an empty slot (�� = 0) to this max
value. All conigurations were symmetric so that they contained no ℓ = 2 multipole terms
(Sec 3.4.5). The shim optimization assumed each component of each magnetization vector
could vary continuously, even though there were 27 discrete block options. The resulting
continuous-space design was discretized as a post-processing step.
The shim magnets were modeled as point dipole sources, as they were small (≤ 13��
in size), far from the target ROI (≥ 10�� away, and contained no � = 2 multipole terms.
The choice of 2 degrees of freedom per shim was compared with the hypothetical 3-DoF
case where each magnet could vary in size and rotate with 2 spherical angles (Fig 5-15a).
The 3-DoF case would be impractical to build, but was used as a best-case scenario for
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Figure 5-9: a. The combined Gx/Gz coil former base consisted of: b. 32 rectangular panels for he
bore opening section; c. A one-piece annular section; d. A structural ring was also used at the back
of the former; and e. 16 rectangular panels that approximated the main cylinder section. Sections
were screwed and/or bonded together.

comparison. The shim conigurations were optimized for both cases using the optimization
procedure described here. The same number of magnets with the same max magnetization
constraint was used for each optimization. Fig 5-15 shows ield map residuals for the two
cases. The SSE was 0.66 · 10−2 for the 3-DoF case and 0.80 · 10−2 for the 2-DoF case.
5.4.2

Shim Array Design

The shim optimization used a target-ield optimization with and �2 -norm cost function:
����� = ||�� � − ��,���� ||22

(5.1)

Here, �� is the ield computation matrix for the �^-component assuming the magnetic dipole
model; � is the vector of magnetic dipole moment vector components for all shim blocks;
and ��,���� is the ield target. Fig 5-16 shows the ield target ��,���� , which is the diferent
between the measured �0 map and the ideal linear encoding ield. The ield was optimized
over a � = 20�� sphere. No symmetry was imposed on allowable shim array designs, as the
target ield was not symmetric. The cost function was computed over a � = 20�� sphere.
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Figure 5-10: Coils that do not it in the magnet may require drastic measures for removal.

The magnitude of each shim block’s magnetic dipole moment was constrained to be ≤ ����
(Sec 5.4). The optimzation was performed using an interior-point optimization with the
Matlab fmincon tool.
The initial guess was supplied by the solution to the "softened" L2-regularized problem:
︀
︀
{�� } = ������{� } ||�� � − ��,���� ||22 + �||� ||22

(5.2)

with the regularization parameter � tuned such that the solution just met the hard constraints on max magnet size.
Fig 5-17 shows the optimized shim design as dipole moment vectors and as a set of
magnet blocks. Each block in this optimized solution was rounded to the closest of the 27
allowable magnet conigurations.
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Figure 5-11: A coil can be quickly ield-mapped using a large phantom and a high-ield scanner.
Using a ield mapping sequence with low readout bandwidth reduces coupling to the gradient coil
under test, but increases the distortion of the acquired ield map.
5.4.3

Shim Tray Construction and Testing

Process tests were performed to igure out what printer, material, tolerance, and part orientation to use (see also Sec 3.6.2). It was found that vertically-oriented shim trays with
dissolvable support material in ABS on Stratasys Dimension printer worked best. With this
process, the angular position of the block was speciied by high-precision XY-plane printer
head movements. Loctite 414 cyanoacrylate adhesive worked well for bonding magnets in
slots. Its 5-second work time was also a practical beneit, as � = 2016 magnet conigurations would need to be glued in sequence, and using even 5-minute epoxy would have taken
a very, very long time.
Next, STL models for shim tray slots were generated for CAD modeling of the shim
trays themselves (see Sec 3.6.3). Fig 5-18 shows the STL model for one set of shim tray
slots. The shim tray formers were designed to be printed in two parts in order to it in the
printer build volume. Identiication numbers 01 through 48 were printed in the ends of the
shim trays so they could be distinguished. The models were then etched with the shim tray
slot STL models (see Sec 3.6.3). All shim tray halves were then printed.
The 2016 shim magnet conigurations were then preassembled from � = 6536 individual
stock magnets (suppliers: K+J magnets; Applied Magnets). They were then glued into
the shim trays (Fig 5-18b). Once inished, the shim trays were inserted into the magnet.
This was done carefully by supporting both ends of the shim tray as it was slid in (lest the
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Figure 5-12: Gx and Gz coil ield maps as measured with a 3-axis Hall probe stepped by a 3-axis
positioning robot. Measurements were taken on the surface of a D=20cm sphere and it to at
12th-order spherical harmonic expansion.
shim tray break inside the magnet and necessitate surgical removal – we learned our lesson).
Fig 5-19 shows the magnet with all 48 shim trays inserted. Also illustrated is the angular
misalignment of the shim trays due to the it tolerance and the torques exerted by the main

�0 magnets.
The magnet was then re-mapped with the 3-axis Hall probe. The measured shimmed
ield is shown in Fig 5-20 along with the unshimmed �0 ield. The shimmed ield looks more
linear, and the residual non-linear RMSE was reduced by over 50%.

5.5

5.5.1

Imaging Experiments

Sequences and Experimental Protocols

All experiments used RARE-type sequences (Fig 5-21) with broadband swept WURST
pulses [177] to cover the whole spin bandwidth. Sequence parameters for diferent experiments are listed in Table 5.3. Partition encoding was performed down the spin echo train;
in-plane encoding was performed shot-to-shot. Imaging experiments all used:
 A spiral volume helmet coil (Fig 5-22)
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Figure 5-13: a. The magnet contained 48 shim tray slots distributed in between the main �0 magnet
rungs. b. Each shim tray slot had an octagonal cross-section with inner dimension 17.78mm.

Figure 5-14: a. The maximum-sized magnet that could it in a shim location was found by stacking
stock magnet sizes inside the incircle of the octagonal shim tray cross-section. b. The maximal
1
1
magnet contained: one 12 ȷ × 83 ȷ × 38 ȷ N42 block; two 83 ȷ × 38 ȷ × 16
ȷ N42 blocks; and two 81 ȷ × 83 ȷ × 16
ȷ
N42 blocks.


A passive lumped-element T/R switch



A MITEQ AU-1583 preamp



A Tecmag Apollo (phantom experiments) or Bluestone console (
for waveform generation and signal detection

in vivo



A Tomco model # BTO2000-AlphaS-3MHz RFPA



Techron 7224 GPAs for the Gx and Gz gradient coils
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experiments)

Figure 5-15: a. Shim arrays were designed allowing for in-plane “circular” magnet rotation and 2angle “spherical” magnet rotation. b. Simulated residual error maps for the “circular” and “spherical”
−2
optimized designs. The summed squared error (SSE) was 0.8 · 10
for the “circular” design and
−2
0.663 · 10 for the “spherical” case.

Phantom Imaging

Phantom experiments were performed using an anthropomorphic "red head" phantom illed
with agarose gel and spheres containing solutions with diferent �1 and �2 relaxation times.
Acquisitions used the built-in �� encoding ield as a readout gradient and the switched
�� and �� coils for partition and in-plane phase encoding. Images were acquired in the

unshimmed magnet and the shimmed magnet, and all images were acquired in an unshielded
environment.
in vivo

in vivo

Imaging

images were acquired of a healthy female adult subject. These

in vivo

acquisitions

were performed on the shimmed and unshimmed magnet in an unshielded environment as
a preliminary assessment of image distortion.
5.5.2

Reconstruction Methods

Reconstructions were performed using Fourier reconstruction and using a generalized projection reconstruction approach [119]. The generalized projection reconstruction approach
incorporates the nonlinear readout and in-plane phase encoding ields in a forward encoding
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Figure 5-16: The shim optimization target was the diferent between the ideal linear encoding ield
and the measured magnet �0 ield.

Figure 5-17: a. Shim optimization solution show as a vector plot (each vector represents a shim
block magnetic dipole moment); the design ROI is also shown. b. Shim optimization solution shown
as a block model. Blue and red faces signify the south and north poles of a magnet, respectively.
model.

This encoding model better approximates this scanner and acquisition than ideal

Fourier encoding.

5.5.3

3D Imaging Results

Phantom Experiments
Fig 5-23 shows the red head images acquired using:

the unshimmed magnet and Fourier

reconstruction; the shimmed magnet and Fourier reconstruction; and the shimmed magnet
and generalized reconstruction.

The Fourier reconstructed, shimmed magnet images have

less distortion than the unshimmed magnet images.
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The shimmed magnet generalized re-

Figure 5-18: a. Shim tray CAD design used automatically-generated STLs for the shim magnet slots
and 2-piece shim tray former base. b. Shim magnet conigurations were pressed and glued into the
3D-printed shim tray formers.

Figure 5-19: a. All 48 shim trays were inserted in the back end of the magnet. b. Some shim trays
were angularly misaligned due to the mechanical tolerance and the torques exerted by the main �0
magnets.

construction images have less distortion than the shimmed magnet Fourier reconstruction
images. All images nonetheless contain distortions and hyperintense regions.

in vivo

Experiments

Fig 5-24 shows initial in vivo images acquired using the shimmed and unshimmed magnets
and reconstructed with FFT. Distortion is reduced in the shimmed magnet images relative
to the unshimmed magnet images.
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Figure 5-20: a. The measured shimmed ield maps appeared more linear and monotonic than the
unshimmed ield maps. b. Error maps of the unshimmed and shimmed magnetic ields (relative to
an ideal linear ield). The shim array reduced the residual error by more than 50%.

5.5.4

Subsequent in vivo Imaging

Fig 5-25 shows later in vivo images acquired with this scanner. This work relects subsequent
improvement of the imaging sequences, RF coils, and reconstruction procedure [59]. These
images were acquired of a healthy adult subject (male; age=63y). Shown are both �1 and �2 -weighted images. The �1 sequence used an inversion pulse at � � = 400��. Total
acquisition times for these images were 19m24s and 11m46s, respectively. Table 5.4 gives
the sequence and pulse parameters for these acquisitions.

5.6

Discussion and Future Work

Here, I have demonstrated improved spatial encoding and image reconstruction using a
portable, 80mT scanner by using target ield shimming and close-itting blipped gradient
coils. This work, in conjunction with subsequent developments, has demonstrating the
vivo

in

imaging capabilities of this scanner.s The chief remaining challenges for in vivo imaging

are reducing RF interference and improving Rx coil performance. Reducing interference
requires improved patient shielding and/or interference cancellation, while improving Rx
coil performance requires non-resistive Q-lowering strategies.
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Figure 5-21: The RARE-type sequence for imaging experiments used spin-echo train with phase
cycling; the built-in

�x

gradient for readout encoding; blipped partition (x) phase encoding down

the echo train; and in-plane (z) phase encoding from shot-to-shot.

5.6.1

System Performance

The shimmed Sparse Halbach �0 ield was 80mT, compared with 1.5−3T for a conventional
scanner (a factor of 188 to 375 greater). This diference leads to inferior SNR with the Sparse
Halbach as compared with a high-ield MRI. A direct comparison of ield homogeneity is
not particularly useful, as the Sparse Halbach uses an intentionally-inhomogeneous ield for
readout encoding. A more useful comparison is between the homogeneity of a standard magnet and the nonlinear residual component of the shimmed Sparse Halbach �0 ield. For the
Sparse Halbach, this residual is 130�T (RMS) for a corresponding Larmor frequency variation of 5.1kHz; a conventional magnet has approximately 1�T [14, 13] (over a � = 40cm
sphere), giving ≈ 40Hz. These metrics suggest that greater image distortions will be seen
when using Fourier encoding from the Sparse Halbach than from a high-ield superconducting system. For example, the Sparse Halbach acquisitions use a readout bandwidth of
Hz
. This bandwidth would be expected to lead to spatial distortions on
approximately 500 mm

the order of 1cm in the reconstructed images, while they would generate distortions under
0.1mm on a conventional system. This emphasizes the importance of using a model-based
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Figure 5-22: A spiral helmet RF coil was used for transmit and receive for all acquisitions. The coil
�1 ield was linearly polarized along x.

image reconstruction approach that accounts for these geometric artifacts.
Additionally, the Sparse Halbach performance was evaluated over a � = 20cm sphere
(for head imaging). The homogeneity of a conventional magnet is better still over an ROI
of this size.
Field homogeneity also determines the RF pulse and spin excitation requirements. The
Sparse Halbach has a total ROI ield range (peak-peak) of ≈ 2.5mT, which covers a total
spin bandwidth of ≈ 106kHz. Thus, 100��� -pulses were used for RF excitation. Exciting
all spins within this range while still meeting peak RF power limits (500W peak) required
the use of chirped pulses of 1.5ms to 3ms duration. A conventional scanner can utilize
reduced-bandwidth pulses because of the improved ield homogeneity, helping to control
RF power consumption. For example, the reduced spin bandwdith in highly-homogeneous
high-ield scanners enables the use of short (≈ 100�s) "hard" pulses. This is an example of
the reduced sequence lexibility generally available in portable, low-ield MRI systems.
Gradient power consumption during Sparse Halbach sequences was at most 121W on the
Gz channel (��� = 1.21Ω, ���� = 10A). This produced a ield gradient of 8.15 mT
m (eiciency
mT
). For comparison, the Prisma gradient coils produce 80 mT
= 0.815 m·A
m ield gradients with
mT
900A of current, giving an eiciency of 0.089 m·A
- a factor of 10 lower. This improvement

in eiciency stems from two sources: the unshielded design used for the Sparse Halbach
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Figure 5-23: Phantom images acquired with the shimmed and unshimmed magnet, and reconstructed
using FFT and the generalized reconstruction.

gradient coils, and their smaller bore diameter.
The Sparse Halbach system is under 60cm in linear size; its on a cart that can be wheeled
through a building; and weights 123 kg (unshimmed magnet weight). This contrasts with
a ≈ 2m, 10-ton conventional scanner located in a dedicated suite. Note that the Sparse
Halbach images shown here were acquired in a shield room, efectively increasing the size of
the total system. However, work continues on ways to eliminate the need for a shielded room
(see Section 5.6.2). The estimated material cost for the Sparse Halbach magnet is $5000
(USD), with an estimated total system parts cost of $20000 (USD). A new high-ield body
scanner typically costs over $1 million (USD). These igures are not directly comparable
(one is a parts cost, one is a sale price). However, the two estimates difer by a factor of
50, suggesting that the Sparse Halbach would be signiicantly cheaper than a typical MRI
scanner.

5.6.2

The

Future Work

in vivo

images present relect the subsequent work by others. This work continues,

and speciically includes: improvements to the sequences and reconstructions; scanning
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Figure 5-24: a. Early in vivo images acquired on the shimmed magnet and reconstructed using FFT.
b. In vivo test image acquired on the unshimmed magnet and reconstructed using FFT.

additional human subjects, including non-healthy subjects; and RF interference cancellation
[178]. RF interference cancellation for NMR/MRI has previously been explored [179, 180],
and in this case will enable in

vivo

scanning outside a shielded environment.

Reducing geometric distortion in the reconstructed images could involve reshimming
the magnet to further improve the spatially-encoding �0 ield. This could be done by
re-optimizing and replacing the shim trays designed in this work. However, it may be
preferable to use a closer-itting shim set (ie, to place shims closer to the volume of interest),
as described in Section 2.3.3. Another option is to use a "shim array insert" (such as with
[181, 61]). This may ofer complementary performance gains by being located at an inner
part of the bore, and would not require removing the already-inserted shim trays.
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Figure 5-25: In vivo images acquired on the shimmed magnet after subsequent improvements to the
RF coil, acquisition, and reconstruction. a.

�2 -weighted

ing an inversion-prep module in the sequence.
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images. b.

�1 -weighted

images incorporat-

Table 5.2: Allowable shim options included 27 diferent magnet conigurations. Conigurations used
between zero (the “empty” option) and ive magnet blocks.

All conigurations it in the incircle

depicted in Fig 5-14.
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Table 5.3: Imaging sequence parameters used for the phantom PD and in vivo PD acquisitions

Phantom PD
TE

In vivo

10 ms

FOV

PD

10 ms

410 × 26.4 × 39��

cm

410 × 26.4 × 39��

cm

Resolution

0.8 × 2.4 × 7.5��

0.8 × 2.4 × 7.5��

Matrix Size

512 × 101 × 52

512 × 101 × 52

Averages

4

8

TA

7m

14m

TR

1.0s

1.0s

Table 5.4: Imaging sequence parameters used to acquire the images shown in Fig 5-25

Phantom PD

In vivo

PD

TE

14 ms

167 ms

TI

400 ms

N/A

FOV

18 × 20 × 16

cm

18 × 20 × 16

cm

Resolution

2 × 2 × 7��

2 × 2 × 7��

Averages

2

4

TA

11m46s

19m24s

TR

1.8s

3.0s

Peak Gx/Gz Current

4.5/9.0 A

4.5/9.0 A
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Chapter 6
The MR Cap: A Single-sided MRI
Device for Point-of-Care Applications

6.1

Abstract

Conventional MRI systems are typically heavy, costly, and immobile, and are usually sited
in a dedicated suite within a hospital. This operational paradigm is amenable to generalpurpose, whole-body imaging where the patient is transported to the MR imaging suite, but
precludes the use of MRI in a monitoring or point-of-care (PoC) setting. To address this,
I developed the "MR Cap" – a lightweight (<10kg), portable MRI system for imaging over
a reduced ield-of-view (FOV) in the adult brain. This scanner is the size of bicycle helmet
and can be positioned around the head for imaging over ∼ 8 × 8 × 3��3 of brain.
The MR Cap used a numerically-optimized magnet design that produced a 64mT �0
ield with 4mT variation across the FOV. The gradient and RF hardware was also numerically optimized for imaging performance with the design ROI. System performance was
demonstrated with 1D object projections and with 3D imaging in the ROI.
This work demonstrates the feasibility of a low-cost, lightweight MRI system potentially
amenable to PoC applications. Potential applications, limitations, and technical challenges
of this work are discussed. Much of this work has previously been published as a conference
paper [182] and as a journal paper [183].
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6.2

6.2.1

Introduction

Design Goals

Fig 6-1 illustrates the concept of the MR cap. We wanted system that could be supported
by an articulating arm and positioned by hand, and that could image with 2mm in-plane
resolution over an ∼ 8 × 8 × 3��3 region of an adult brain. The system should a mean �0
ield between 50 and 100 mT, should be homogeneous to within 10% (ideally, 5%) over the
sensitive ROI, and should have low material cost.

Figure 6-1: a. The concept for an MRI scanner than can be hand-positioned to image an arbitrary
region of the brain. b. The scanner’s sensitive ROI should overlap with the patient’s skull, meninges,
and cerebral cortex.

6.2.2

System description

The system is shown in Fig 6-2. The princpal hardware components are the �0 magnet
(with built-in �� ield gradient), gradient coils along the � - and � -axes, and the RF Tx/Rx
coil. Such single-sided magnets generally have highly inhomogeneous �0 ields, meaning
that we’d be limited to using spin echo train-type sequences. The system was designed for
imaging in an ∼ 8×8×3��3 lenticular ROI. This region corresponds to the volume bounded
by 2 �1 isochromats. This was chosen because the relation between signal available during
a TSE-type sequence and �1 strength has a sharp transition [184]. Thus, it was expected
that the spatial �1 proile would be the main determinant of imaging FoV.
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Figure 6-2: The MR Cap system with principal components labeled

6.3

B0

Magnet

The magnet was designed by optimizing the positions and compositions of a set of magnet blocks arranged on a "cap-shaped" surface and was constructed using the procedures
described in detail in Sec 3.6. It was then measured and assessed using several metrics of
performance.
6.3.1

Magnet Design

The magnet was designed from NdFeB magnet block array with the magnets arranged in
a cap-shaped coniguration to it about an ROI in the head. This design was expected
to inherently contain a strong x-gradient. It was designed for a transverse �0 (oriented
along �^). The design began as a section of a Halbach Sphere magnet [185]. It was then
discretized into blocks (for ease of manufacture), which were optimized by varying their
sizes, compositions, and positions (Fig 6-3). The angular orientation of each block was ixed
based on the analytical Halbach Sphere design and the block’s initial position.
Optimization of the block array used a discrete set of possible blocks, given in Table
6.1. Blocks were purchased from Applied Magnets (Plano, Tx, USA) and had tolerances
speciied in Table 6.2. The optimization also allowed all blocks to move along �, and for six
blocks were allowed to move along � as well (Fig 6-4). Blocks could move up to ±1�� in
1�� increments. The use of a discrete design space (given the inite sets of block options

and block positions) made it natural to use a genetic optimization (here, Matlab’s ga tool).
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Figure 6-3: a: Magnet volume geometry and target ROI in relation to an adult head. b: Preliminary magnet design showing transverse-aligned �0 ield (yellow) and magnetization ield (red). c:
Preliminary magnet design discretized into 37 blocks. d: Optimized magnet design. Blocks have
diferent positions and sizes relative to the unoptimized design.

The ields for all possible block options were precomputed in Comsol, and they were
superimposed during optimization to computed the block array ield. This was used because
of the discrete design space. Fields were precomputed on a 1�� isotropic grid, matching
the allowable motion increment of the blocks. Thus, computing the ield of a shifted block
only required shifting the entries of the precomputed ield maps.
The optimizaion used the cost function �� =

max(�0 )−min(�0 )
.
����(�0 )

This corresponds to

1
�

for

an RF coil with enough bandwidth to cover the whole ROI (see Sec 3.5.2). Minimum mean
�0 was constrained so that ����(�0 ) ≥ 50�� . The initial guess for the optimization initial

was the unperturbed, discretized Halbach Sphere coniguration. Symmetry about the XZ
and XY planes was required on allowable magnet designs. This reduced the number of optimization degrees of freedom to 24, and the appropriate choice of symmetry/antisymmetry
ensured that the �0 ield pointed along �^. 20 iterations of the genetic optimization were run
and the design with the lowest cost function was chosen.
The optimized design is shown in Fig 6-5 and contained four diferent block options.
The optmized design was pinched together near poles compared with the starting guess (Fig
6-5). Simulated ield maps (Fig 6-8) show a mean ield of 67.5 mT with an expected range of
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Table 6.1: Block design options available to the optimization

Option
Number

NdFeB
Material
Grade

1

Block Dimensions

Efective
�� if 1"
Cube (T)

SI Units (��3 )

Mfgr. Spec.

Empty

Empty

Empty

0

2

N45

25.4 × 25.4 × 9.525��3

1×1×0.375��3

0.51

3

N42

25.4 × 25.4 × 19.05��3

1 × 1 × 0.75��3

0.97

4

N42

25.4×25.4×22.225��3

1×1×0.875��3

1.13

5

N42

25.4 × 25.4 × 25.4��3

1 × 1 × 1��3

1.29

6

N52

25.4 × 25.4 × 25.4��3

1 × 1 × 1��3

1.46

7

N52

25.4×25.4×28.575��3

1×1×1.125��3

1.64

8

N52

25.4 × 25.4 × 31.75��3

1 × 1 × 1.25��3

1.83

9

N52

25.4×25.4×34.925��3

1×1×1.375��3

2.01

4.77 mT over the target ROI. Covering this bandwidth would require a coil with � = 14.2.
The cost of the magnets needed to realize this design was under $450 USD (in year 2017).
6.3.2

Magnet Construction

The magnet former was 3D printed in 4 segments out of an acrylic resin (model # FLGPCL04)
on a Form 2 SLA printer (Formlabs, Somerville, MA). The former contained several holes
and standofs for attaching RF coils, gradient coils, and mounting hardware. After printing
the former was glued together (Loctite EA608 epoxy) and fastened together with screws.
The magnets were next glued in with Loctite EA608 5-minute epoxy. They were irst added
at the center of the array, and subsequently by working out towards the pole ends (Fig 6-6).
6.3.3

Magnet Measurement and Performance Assessment

The magnet �0 ield was mapped with a 3-axis Hall efect probe (model # THM1176;
Metrolab, Geneva, Switzerland) stepped by a 3-axis CNC robot. The ield was measured at
a resolution of 2.5 × 5 × 5��3 . The �-resolution was higher because of the expected steeper
ield gradient along that axis. Fig 6-7 shows the raw measured ield and the measured
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Table 6.2: Manufacturer-supplied tolerances for magnet block linear dimensions and remanent lux
density

Speciication/Tolerance
(mfgr. spec in parentheses)
Block Linear Dimension
Material ��

±51�� (±2���)

N42

1.29-1.32 T

N45

1.35-1.38 T

N52

1.46-1.48 T

data it to a 12th-order spatial polynomial. Fig 6-8 shows the polynomial-it measured ield
map together with the simulated ield maps. Table 6.3 shows several metrics of magnet
performance. The mean ield was measured to be 63.6 mT (�� = 2.71�� ) with an ROI
range of 4.4 mT (�� = 187�� ), requiring a coil with � = 14.5. The built-in ield gradient
was oriented along �^ and 117 ��
� in strength. The constructed magnet weighed 6.3�� and
had linear dimensions of 11.3 × 25.5 × 21.8��. Prior to designing other system components,
1D NMR depth proiles were acquired using the built-in �� gradient for readout encoding.
This is described in Sec 6.6.1.

Table 6.3: �0 magnet size, weight, cost, and performance metrics

Magnet Parameters
Size (along x)

11.3 cm

Size (along y)

25.5 cm

Size (along z)

21.8 cm

Weight (magnets+former)

6.3 kg

Cost (magnets)

$450 USD

Mean

�0 (at ctr.

of ROI

range)

63.6 mT

�0 Range over ROI

4.4 mT

Built-in

117 ��
�

�0 gradient
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Figure 6-4: Degrees of freedom and allowable ranges thereof available to the magnet design optimizer.
Diferent design options were available to diferent blocks.
6.4

Gradient Coils

Two gradient coils were constructed for blipped phase encoding along the y and z axes on
a surface that it outside the �0 magnet (Fig 6-2). It was found that eddy currents and
Ohmic heating did not appreciably afect the �0 ield or impair system performance. These
coils wer designed using the BEM stream function approach in Sec 4.4 and were built using
the fabrication process in Sec 4.5.
6.4.1

Gradient Coil Design

The coils were designed on a bowl-shaped surface that it outside the �0 magnet (Fig 62). The surface extended 2.5�� beyond the top lat surface of the magnet array in order to
better encircle the imaging ROI. This change was implemented after an earlier coil prototype
– designed on a surface without this extra extension – did not have adequate linearity or
imaging performance in the target ROI. It slightly increased the size of the scanner, but did
not make it more likely to intersect the patient anatomy.
The coil optimization used the BEM stream function target ield approach with reg133

Figure 6-5: The optimized B0 magnet design used 4 diferent block size/material options.

ularization. Each coil contained 2 layers of windings and was made with AWG20 wire
(�� = 0.812��). This diameter determined the minimum wire spacing. The stream
function regularization parameter was ixed during optimization. Smoothing was performed
with a Gaussian ilter on the computed stream function (see Sec 4.4.4).
We ultimately wanted both coils to produce pure 1st-order spatial ields in the imaging
ROI. However, the optimizer’s target ield pattern contained the desired 1st-order gradient
term along with a 2nd-order term (XY for the y-gradient coil, XZ for the z-gradient coil).
This was done to counter the tendency of a single-sided coil to naturally fall of in eiciency as
one moves away from its surface (in this case, along �^. For example, two �� coils designed
using irst-order (Z) and irst+second-order (Z + XZ) ield targets are shown in Fig 6-9,
along with data summarizing the performance of the two designs. The 1st + 2nd-order
coil shows much better uniformity of linearity within the target ROI compared to the pure
1st-order target ield coil. The relative weighting of the 1st- and 2nd-order ield terms was
chosen from the result of the 1st-order target ield optimization. The amplitude of the 2ndorder residual ield term in this coil’s ield map was used as the 2nd-order target term for
the hybrid 1st+2nd order target ield optimization. The design ROI was the same as for the
�0 magnet.
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Figure 6-6: Construction of the B0 magnet.
the array at the bottom of the “bowl”.

b.

a.

Magnets were attached starting in the middle of

They were then added working outwards along y.

c.

The completed magnet shown from below. d. Completed magnet shown from above. e. Completed
magnet show in an isometric view.

The optimized stream function was then smoothed and discretized into 1D paths (see
Sec 4.4.4). This step used � = 20 level sets for the �� and �� coils. Fig 6-10 shows the
resulting Gy and Gz coils. These coils were constructed by gluing a set of lat triangular
and rectangular tiles onto a coil former. The tiles contained etched grooves for holding the
windings. The surface and windings were unfolded onto a polyhedral net so that the set
of tiles could be printed as a single lat part (Fig 6-11). Note that while this may satiate
your inner geometry nerd, it is a more cumbersome process than the CAD pipeline used
for the Head-Optimized MRI gradient coils (Sec 7.5.3): iguring out the transformations to
"unfold" the windings paths takes a fair amount of manual work. It is easier to not unfold
the windings, to etch the coil former in its appropriate geometry, and to then reorient the
etched coil former pieces for printing. The windings were projected onto this piecewise
planar surface and the result was simulated (Biot-Savard software, Ripplon).
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Figure 6-7: Measured, uniltered B0 maps and measured B0 maps it to a 12th-order 3D polynomial
6.4.2

Gradient Coil Construction

Each of the gradient coils was built from AWG20 enameled wire press-it into a set of grooves.
The grooves were etched into two sets of tiles (one for the �� coil and one for the �� coil)
which were 3D printed in PC-10 polycarbonate material (Fortus 360mc printer; Stratasys,
Eden Prairie, MN). The �� tiles were irst epoxied (Loctite EA608) onto a 2��-thick
former. The wire was then pressed into the grooves to wind the coil. Next, the �� were
epoxied on top of the completed �� coil, and the �� coil was wound. The total thickness of
both coils was 7��. The coils weighed under 2�� . Fig 6-12 shows the wound coils.
6.4.3

Coil Measurement and Assessment

The gradient coil ields were measured with the THM1176 3-axis hall probe stepped by a
3-axis robot (Fig 6-13), measured at 5�� isotropic resolution. The ield was measured with
the coil at � = 0� and at � = 2�, taking the diference between them game the ield with
background ofsets removed. The raw data were noisy, and were it to 5th-order polynomials
with the appropriate symmetry constraints in order to estimate eiciency and linearity. Fig
6-14 shows these polynomial-it ield maps. The �� and �� coils were measured to have
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Figure 6-8: Simulated and measured �0 ield maps; note that the simulated and measured ield
maps have diferent color scaling. a. Simulated - YZ (transverse) plane. b. Simulated, XZ plane. c.
Simulated, XY plane. d. Measured, YZ plane. e. Measured, XZ plane. f. Measured, XY plane.
��
��
/33.3% (along �^) and 1.019 �·�
/27.8% (along �^).
mean eiciencies/linearities of 1.117 �·�
��
��
The eiciences varied from 0.979 to 1.348 �·�
and 0.845 to 1.03 �·�
over the design ROI, for

�� and �� , respectively.

6.5
6.5.1

Radiofrequency (RF) Coils and Imaging Setup
RF Coils

Two RF coils were used in experiments: a "volumetric" RF coil for imaging over the whole
sensitive ROI, and a "narrow" coil for initial experiments on a narrow phantom.

Volume Imaging RF Coil
The volumetric RF coil was designed on a saucer-shaped and -sized surface itting insider
the �0 magnet (Fig 6-15) using the stream function target ield approach (Sec 4.4). This coil
was designed for imaging over the entire sensitive volume, and coil design used the same ROI
as the �0 magnet and gradient coils. The ield target was for a uniform �-aligned �1 ield,
with the � -component equal to zero. The optimized coil stream function was discretized into
4 windings (Fig 6-16). It was then constructed by press-itting Litz wire into a 3D-printed
polycarbonate former (PC-10 material; Fortus 360mc printer). The coil was next tuned to
� = 2.67� �� and matched to 50Ω. Its Q-factor was decreased by adding a 1Ω-resistor.
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Figure 6-9: Gz coils designed with and without a 2nd-order spatial target ield term, along with
simulated ield maps. The table shows the measured gradient strength at three points in the imaging
ROI. The simulated ield was more linear when using the additional 2nd-order target ield term and
the eiciency was only reduced by 3%.

Figure 6-10: Optimized gradient coil designs. a. The gradient design surface (red) shown outside
the B0 magnet. b. Gy coil design. c. Gz coil design

This raised its 3dB-BW from 72��� to 157��� .

Narrow RF Coil for 1D Proiling
Initial 1D proiling experiments used a smaller coil that it closely around a 1D test phantom
(Fig 6-16). This coil contained 5 turns of AWG22 wire, was � = 3�� long and � = 1.8��
wide. The coil was tuned to � = 2.67� �� , was matched to 50Ω and had a bandwidth of
138��� .
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Figure 6-11:
surface.

c.

a.

Smooth gradient design surface.

b.

Discretized piecewise-linear gradient design

Unfolded quadrant of the piece-wise linear surface.

d.

Optimized Gy coil windings

designed on the smooth design surface. e. One quadrant of Gy windings unfolded onto the unfolded,
discretized surface. f. Final design of one Gy coil former quadrant. Shown are the etched wire paths
and features for interfacing with other parts of the system.

6.5.2 Imaging Console and Ampliiers
All experiments used an Apollo console (Tecmag, Houston, TX, USA) for gradient and RF
pulse generation and signal recording. The RF system used a passive crossed-diode T/R
switch with 2 quarter wave elements and two sets of series crossed diodes in the transmit
path. A wideband 50Ω-input MITEQ AU-1583 (MITEQ, Hauppauge, NY, USA) preampliier was used for receive. RF pulse trasmit used a 2.5�� , 2.5� �� -4.5� �� RFPA (Tomco
model BTO2000-AlphaS-3MHz, Stepney, SA, Australia). The gradient coils used home-built
current-mode ampliiers incorporating a push-pull pair of linear op-amps (OPA549, Texas
Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA) [186]. Each ampliier was capable of driving ±10� at a
voltage of ±15� at a bandwidth of 20��� . All experiments were performed in a shielded
box (Fig 6-17).

6.5.3 Imaging Phantoms
All phantoms used in this work are shown in Fig 6-18. All were illed with an aqueous
phantom solution consisting of 0.9% NaCl and 0.2% Gd-DPTA, and dyed with blue food
coloring. The phantoms were constructed out of various plastics, including PC-10 polycarbonate, ABS, acrylic, and Formlabs acrylic FLGPCL04 resin.
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Figure 6-12: Constructed gradient coil set. a. The coil was built from AWG20 wire press-it into
3D-printed tiles. b. Isometric view of the coils itting outside the B0 magnet. c. The Gy coil was
built irst, and the Gz coil was then built atop it.

Figure 6-13: Field-mapping the Gy gradient coil

Narrow 1D Proiling Phantom
Fig 6-18a shows the 1D phantom used for initial depth proiling experiments. The phantom had an �� = 10�� circular cross-section and contained three 5��-thick regions of
phantom solution spaced 5�� apart. This phantom was 3D printed in an acrylic resin on a
Form 2 printer. The narrow RF coil was wound tightly around the phantom (see Sec 6.5.1).

Full-FoV 1D Proiling Phantom
Fig 6-18b shows the 1D phantom used for initial depth proiling experiments within a 3D
volume. The phantom had a �� = 63�� circular cross-section and contained three 5��thick regions of phantom solution spaced 5�� apart. This phantom was built with an ABS
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Figure 6-14: Field maps of the gradient coils at I=1A. a. Gy coil ield, YZ plane. b. Gy coil ield,
XY plane. c. Gz coil ield, YZ plane. d. Gz coil ield, XZ plane.

Figure 6-15: a. RF coil design surface (red) shown inside the �0 magnet former. b. Numericallyoptimized 4-winding RF coil. c. Model of the inished RF coil shown inside the �0 magnet former.

structure placed in a plastic bottle.

3D Volume Imaging Phantom

Fig 6-18c shows the 3D phantom used for multislice imaging. The phantom had �� = 63��
circular cross-section and contained four layers between 6�� and 10�� thick. The diferent
layers contained diferet structure, shown in Fig 6-18c. The phantom was built from a
machined ABS/acrylic object placed in a plastic bottle that was illed with phantom solution.
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Figure 6-16: a. Volumetric RF coil for imaging over the whole ROI. b. Narrow RF coil for initial
phantom experiments.

6.6

Sequences and Imaging

Both high-resolution 1D "Depth Proiling" acquisitions and lower-resolution multislice 2D
imaging acquisitions were performed on phantoms with the MR Cap. Fig 6-19 shows the
basic CPMG sequence used for all acquisitions, and Table 6.4 shows the sequence parameters
used for the diferent experiments.

6.6.1 Depth Proiling
1D depth proiling used a RARE-type sequence with data acquired at each echo with the
built-in �0 gradient providing readout encoding. Data from diferent echoes in the spin
echo train were averaged together. Diferent experiments were performing using diferent
coils/phantoms, and with/without YZ-plane phase encoding.
Narrow 1D Phantom/Coil Experiments

Hard pulses were used for experiments with the narrow 1D phantom (Sec 6.5.3) and narrow
RF coil (Sec 6.5.1). No phase encoding was used. The 90∘ and 180∘ pulses were of durations
� = 2�� and � = 4�� and powers 125� and 500� , respectively. 64 averages were used
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Figure 6-17: System coniguration for imaging experiments showing all components except the
console and interfacing PC

and the total acquisition time 60s. The readout window was truncated from 512 points
to 128 points during reconstruction, giving an efective resolution of 0.25 mm and readout
bandwidth of 1221 ��
��.
Fig 6-20 shows the inverse-DFT reconstructed frequency spectrum/1D depth proile.
The reconstructed proile matches the geometry of the phantom. However, the spectrum is
geometrically distorted near the ends of the phantom, corresponding to regions of steeper
�� ield gradient.

Volume Phantom/Coil 1D Experiments

Volume coil experiments used frequency-swepth WURST pulses [177] with �90/180 = 3��
and �� = 200��� . Peak pulse power was 32� . A hard pulse would have required an
impractically-high power level to cover the spin bandwidth of the sample. This choice of
pulses resulted in all echoes being "spectral"-type echoes with diferent frequencies being
refocused at diferent times. These spectral echoes were retrospectively converted in to FIDtype echoes by subtracting out the quadratic phase proile of the RF pulse [177]. The data
were then truncated in the time-domain to produce an efective resolution of 0.9�� and
bandwidth of 4464 ��
� � . 64 averages were used, and the acquisition time was 30s.
Fig 6-21 (purple trace) shows the 1D depth proile obtained from this experiment. The
proile shows three peaks, but they overlap signiicantly. This was postulated to be due to
the layers of the phantom being perfectly lat, while the isocontours of the �0 ield curve
away from the YZ plane (Fig 6-8).
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Figure 6-18: a. Narrow 3-disc phantom used for initial depth proiling experiments. b. 3-layer
phantom for volumetric depth proiling experiments. c. Volumetric phantom with internal structure
used for 3D imaging experiments.

Volume Phantom/Coil 3D Experiments

These experiments used the same sequence and pulses as the 1D volume coil/phantom
experiments with the addition of in-plane (YZ) phase encoding. The phase encoding was
applied in a balanced manner about each readout window (Fig 6-19). Each shot used the
same phase encoding for all echoes; the phase encode was varied from shot-to-shot. Phase
encoding used trapezoidal gradient blips with � = 1�� and max current of � = 0.62�.
In-plane resolution was 14 × 14��2 and a �� × �� = 5 × 5 grid was acquired. 64 averages
were acquired, giving an acquisition time of 11m.
Fig 6-21 (blue traces) show the 3D depth proiles acquired at three phase encode pixels.
These depth proiles show three peaks with better deinition than the 1D depth proile.
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Figure 6-19: Pulse sequence used for MR Cap imaging experiments. Gy and Gz – when used – were
iterated over from shot to shot. Pulse, gradient moments, and sequence timing were diferent for
diferent experiments.

6.6.2

2D Multislice Imaging

Multislice imaging experiments used the 3D volume imaging phantom (Sec 6.5.3) and
the volume RF coil. Y-axis phase encoding was performed down the echo train; z-axis
encoding is performed shot-to-shot. Peak gradient current was � = 4.62� with trapezoidal � = 1�� pulses. The in-plane matrix size was 31 × 31 and the nominal resolution
was 2 × 2��. The RF pulses were Tukey-windowed sinc pulses with �� = 30��� ,
� = 110��, and peak power 315� .

Six interleaved slices were acquired with ��� =

{2.60, 2.63, 2.66, 2.69, 2.72, 2.75� ��}. The built-in �0 gradient was used as a slice-select

gradient. The gradient strength gave slices with thickness between 4�� and 8��. � = 24
averages were acquired, giving � � = 12�40�. Only the center one or three points of each
spin echo were used; ie there was no readout encoding. This was done to increase image
SNR. Reconstruction was performed with Fourier reconstruction and exponential-window
apodization along the � -encoding dimension (the shot-to-shot dimension).
Figure 6-22 shows the acquired images. The diferent slices of the phantom can be seen,
along with diferent structures within each slice. However, several types of imaging artifact
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Table 6.4: Sequence parameters and details for the three imaging experiments performed.
* - Efective parameter after retrospective down-sampling.

Narrow
Proiling

1D Volume
Proiling

Depth Volume
Imaging

3D

�� �

6

2

32

�����

128*

56*

64

����

64

64

24

Readout BW

1211 ��
��

TR

923 ms

500 ms

1.0 s

TE/

3.5/3.5 ms

10/10 ms

3/3 ms

TA

60s

30s (1D)/11m (3D)

12m40s

Pulse Type

Hard Pulse

Chirped Pulse

Windowed Sinc

90/180 Pulse BW

500/250 kHz

200 kHz

30 kHz

2/4 ��

3/3 ms

110/110 ��

500 W

32 W

315 W

N/A
N/A
N/A

5×5

31 × 31

14 × 14��2

2 × 2��2

0.62 A

4.62 A

ΔTE

90/180 Pulse

�

RF Peak Pow.
PE Matrix
PE Resolution
Gradient

����

*

4464 ��
��

*

1739 ��
��

are present.

6.7

Discussion and Next Steps

The system demonstrated the ability of a point-of-care system to acquire 1D and 3D images
over a reduced FOV sensitive region. As desired, the system is lightweight (under 10kg) and
can be attached to a posable arm. The cost of system components is low (magnet material
under $450 USD and gradient driver parts cost $100 USD per channel.) In short, the
prototype MR Cap satisies our design objective to create a 3D brain imaging device that
is lightweight, portable, and low-cost. However, several limitations exist in the presented
system.
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Figure 6-20: Narrow 1D imaging phantom and measured NMR frequency spectrum.

Figure 6-21: Volumetric depth proiling phantom and depth proiles. Depth proiles were measured
with no in-plane encoding (purple) and at three phase-encoded pixels in the YZ plane (blue).

6.7.1 Depth Proiling
The measured depth proiles in Fig 6-21 do not precisely match the structure of the phantom.
This is especially apparent for the depth proile measured without YZ-plane phase encoding:
in this measurement, three peaks are visible, but they overlap and their boundaries are
blurred. This is likely a consequence of the misalignment between the imaging phantom
structure and the isochromats of the �0 /readout encoding ield whereby phantom structures
are spread out over a large number of readout frequencies. This is in contrast to traditional
NMR depth proiling with highly-planar isochromats matching a sample with planar, laminar
structure. Precise alignment of the magnetic ield and sample enables the acquisition of highresolution depth proiles [124]. This approach has been used to measure artwork composition
[130, 129], to assess surface degradation of materials [126], and for biomedical applications
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Figure 6-22: Volumetric imaging phantom and reconstructed 2D multislice images.

[124] such as skin proiling [144]. Successful extension to depth proiles 1-2cm into the human
brain could potentially to assess pathologies of the dura and detect subdural hematomas.
However, the acquisition of high-resolution in vivo cerebral depth proiles will be challenging
given human anatomical variation and the diiculty of aligning the anatomy of interest with
the magnetic ield isochromats. In this work, we found that a 3D acquisition with lowresolution in-plane phase encoding produced higher-quality depth proiles of a phantom
than a true 1D depth acquisition. This suggests that such an approach may also help in
vivo.
6.7.2

Image Artifacts

The z-dimension of the sensitive ROI was truncated by approximately 4cm less than the
design target in several imaging slices (Fig 6-23a. This likely results from the highlyinhomogeneous �0 ield in that region – i.e. the static gradient in that location is steeper.
One efect of this is a reduction in slice thickness and an associated reduction in signal
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level. Additional issues that may arise are �2 signal losses due to difusion efects and a
shortening of the local �2* . �2* decay is largely refocused at the center of each spin echo, but
we averaged together the center three points of each spin echo during image reconstruction,
introducing a dependence on local �2* . Mitigation of this efect (restoration of this lost FOV)
would require either the application of shimming capability to the existing magnet or a new
design where the optimization more explicitly penalized peak ("min-max") inhomogeneities.
Furthermore, until more experience is gained with such systems, the clinical implication of
the reduced FOV is not clear. In fact, reducing the FOV is sometimes desired in MRI to
focus on an anatomical region of interest or to reduce the image encoding burden required
to avoid aliasing [187, 188]. The MR Cap, by design, is such a "zoomed" acquisition device.
Fig 6-23b shows another image artifact: hyperintense regions in the fc = 2.72 MHz slice
of the 3D acquisition. These likely result from the non-uniform slice thickness arising from
the B0 ield and the ixed BW RF pulses. The RF pulses were designed to have uniform
frequency content in a 30 kHz bandwidth (in this case, between 2.705 MHz and 2.735 MHz).
However, given the curving shape and changing gradient within the �0 map, the excited
slice varies in thickness throughout the imaging volume (Fig 6-23b). The lattened region
of �0 variation results in the two peaks in the slice thickness at the edge of the z FOV, as
shown in the computed plot of slice thickness as a function of z location (Fig 6-23b). This
artifact could be supericially addressed with an image normalization procedure.
Because of the Gy gradient strength non-linearity, the fc = 2.72 MHz and fc = 2.60 MHz
slices were observed to have diferent ields-of-view along the y-axis (FOVy). The phantom
(D=63mm) extended 31 pixels and 25 pixels in the two slices, corresponding to an FOVy
of 63mm (fc = 2.72 MHz slice) and 78mm (fc = 2.60 MHz slice) (Fig 6-23c). Using the
measured Gy coil ield at z=0 in these two slices in combination with the known acquisition
parameters, the expected FOVys are 59mm (fc = 2.72 MHz slice) and 75mm (fc = 2.60 MHz
slice). These are 6.3% and 3.9% lower than the respective image-derived FOVys, but explain
the observed trend. These gradient non-linearity efects could be mitigated by reining the
coil design or compensated for in the sequence by adjusting the encoded FOV for each
slice. Other options include post-processing approaches which apply a gradient nonlinearity
correction [189, 190] or generalized image reconstruction [155] approach.
The image SNR in Fig 6-23 varies from slice to slice. There are likely three reasons for
this: (1) a progressive reduction in slice thickness resulting from the steeper �0 gradient
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Figure 6-23: a. Signal dropout in multislice images corresponds to regions of high ield inhomogeneity
and thin slice thickness. b. Hyperintense regions in some images align with thicker regions of
the excitation slab. c. Image distortion artifacts correspond to non-uniform gradient strength
throughout the ROI.

(i.e., slice-select gradient) at deeper locations; (2) the RF coil provides progressively reduced
Rx and Tx capabilities for pixels regions more distant from the RF coil/magnet assembly;
and (3) the resonance frequency for the deeper slices begin to exceed the RF coil bandwidth.
As described above, control of the built-in �0 gradient is critical to providing equal
amounts of signal per unit bandwidth at diferent positions in the ROI. An improved magnet design with higher linearity (but limited gradient stength) would mitigate artifacts.
Additionally an RF coil with increased spatial uniformity and coverage would improve images. This would likely involve either a physically larger RF coil or an RF coil with more
windings. Adding windings of increasing size boosts the inductance of the coil more quickly
than the resistance. Unfortunately, this in turn would increase the Q of the coil and decrease
its bandwidth, exacerbating the coil BW issue. Resolving issues stemming from narrow coil
bandwidth can be approached by shaping the spectral resonance response of the coil. Several
approaches have been proposed for efectively creating a coil with a more uniform frequency
response than the typical simple LC circuit without using a series resistor, as we did. These
include quasi-transmission line coils [191], coupled resonant structures [192], use of a lowimpedance preampliier [117], and inductively coupled negative feedback mechanisms [193].
However, it must be veriied that any employed Q-broadening technique not only creates a
wide-bandwidth receive chain, but actually does so in a loss-less way and thus improves the
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SNR across that bandwidth.
While spatially non-uniform sensitivity can be problematic, it is routinely encountered
and managed in modern high-ield MRI scanners using multi-channel Rx arrays [118]. Practitioners have come to appreciate that it is more important to achieve acceptable image SNR
over the desired ield of view. In summary, this could be done either with improved system
hardware or with more general image reconstruction or post-processing schemes.
6.7.3

SNR

The MR-Cap, like other low ield MR approaches, has intrinsic SNR limitations. A stronger
�0 magnet in the same form factor is likely achievable by allowing for a higher density

of magnetic material or perhaps by adding a second layer or otherwise increasing the cap
thickness. A more uniform magnet could likely be realized by more thoroughly exploring
the parameter space of possible magnet designs or the use of �0 shim coils or shim material.
An improved RF coil would also increase SNR. Adding the 1Ω resistor increased the coil
3dB BW from 72kHz to 157kHz, corresponding to an increase in the series resistance of the
coil from 0.85Ω to 1.85Ω. This causes a 48% increase in noise standard deviation and thus a
32% drop in SNR. Removing this resistor and increasing the BW with more sophisticated,
lossless approaches would improve performance. This coil has intrinsic resistance of 0.85Ω
(measured from the unloaded Q) and a measured inductance of 3.5�� . Theoretically, the
Fano theory of matching networks suggests that a lossless matching network could achieve
a lat, -5.9dB match across 180kHz BW for this coil [156]. It is not clear how to obtain this
in practice and the noise igure of the practical network would need to be assessed.
Acquisition improvements could also increase image SNR. Weighting the sampling density to the center of k-space or utilizing sparsity priors such as compressed-sensing type
acquisitions or denoising approaches have been used to boost SNR in other low-ield systems [194]. A lipback pulse after each RARE train may assist with longitudinal Mz recovery
and increase available signal [195]. The spin echoes in the 3D acquisition are temporally
very narrow (due to ield inhomogeneity), and the acquisition window length could be signiicantly shortened. This would free up sequence time for more echoes, allowing averaging
down the echo train. Such an approach may be impractical at high ield due to safety limits
on the RF speciic absorption rate (SAR), but at 64mT the SAR for such an acquisition is
negligible.
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6.7.4 Difusion Efects
The MR Cap �0 ield contains a large built-in Gx gradient (Gx=117 mT/m), which leads
to difusion-induced signal attenuation for the irst echo the RARE characterized by the b
1 2 2
value: �� ���� = ( 12
� � � · (� �)3 . For the irst echo of the multislice sequence (TE=3ms),
�
�� ���� = 2.2 ��
2 for the TE = 3ms used resulting in a negligible ( 0.5%) signal loss to

difusion for the center of k-space for this sequence. For the nth echo of a RARE sequence,
� = �� ���� * � (58) and larger difusion weightings can be obtained by either increasing the

echospacing or re-ordering kspace to sample k=0 at a later echo. Thus, using a RARE
readout train allows one to vary difusion weighting independently of TE [196], and has
been explored as a way to obtain difusion-weighted images in inhomogeneous ields [197].

6.7.5 Practical Considerations
There are several practical requirements to overcome before the MR Cap could be deployed
for point-of-care clinical care. First, the multislice phantom images were acquired in a
shielded box and thus did not demonstrate in vivo imaging in unshielded environment.
Practical point-of-care use would require either a passive shielding approach such as draped
conductive cloth, or an active interference cancellation system [179, 180] . Permanent magnet
systems are notorious for temperature induced drift in �0 . While this was not controlled
here, standard approaches include either a feedback system controlling a heater to stabilize
the temperature, use of a combination of rare-earth materials with difering temperature
coeicients [157], or the use of a ield probe to measure �0 drift for incorporation into a
model-based image reconstruction algorithm (13). Finally, performance of the MR Cap for
scanning a head-sized object that is larger than the target FOV must be assessed.
Additionally, while the MR Cap itself, T/R switch, GPAs, and preampliier are all highly
compact and cost efective, several high-cost, laboratory grade instruments were used. For
example, the RF power ampliier (cost $15000 USD) and console ( $35000 USD) used in
these experiments were not optimized for cost or portability. The 2 kW RF ampliier used was
larger than needed and could also likely be reduced in size by using a narrow-band and lower
power design. For example, it could potentially be replaced by a previously published lowcost LDMOS ampliier capable of achieving 1.4kW at a cost of $1500 USD [198]. Likewise,
there has been recent efort towards compact, low-cost MRI consoles [199, 200, 201, 202, 203]
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that could be a great cost-savings, such as the $500 FPGA based open-source system [200].
A total bill of materials cost using these two low-cost options is provided in Table 6.5,
detailing a potential total system parts cost of $3350 USD.
Table 6.5: Estimated system cost (References go with MR Cap paper citations)
Component

Cost

NdFeB Material

$450

RFPA (63)

$1500

GPAs (39)

$300

Console (65)

$500

Gradient Coils

$200

RF Coil

$100

Preamp

$300

TOTAL:

$3350

The MR Cap was designed to be highly portable and lightweight capable of use with
minimal patient movement or transport. Realizing such a light-weight device required a
reduced imaging FoV and a highly-inhomogeneous main magnetic ield. In contrast, a headsized cylindrical magnet could achieve a larger imaging FoV and greater ield homogeneity,
and would potentially have greater imaging capabilities. However, our previous work (13,34)
suggests that this approach results in a heavier magnet (roughly 10x). Additionally, like
conventional systems, it would require moving the patient’s head into the bore. We do not
attempt to break this trade-of, but simply demonstrate a system at the extreme edge of
this spectrum. Ultimately, if the full spectrum of scanner tradeofs is available, each usage
setting and clinical application will decide the appropriate scanner for the job.
6.7.6

Potential Applications

Possible clinical applications for the MR Cap include point-of-care assessment of cerebral
hemorrhage such as subdural hematomas in trauma [7] or post-surgery [8]. In the latter, we
envision potentially using the device as a monitoring instrument during post-surgical recovery in a neuro-ICU to provide early warning of hemorrhage. Also it would be nice if a PoC
system could rule out hemorrhage in potential stroke, allowing earlier rTPA administration
(i.e. by EMT prior to transport to a hospital). This latter application will require a clinical
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trial to make sure we can see hemorrhages, especially deep pathology without T2* contrast
(which is diicult at low ield.) Other areas where a PoC MR device might be useful is in
the neonatal ICU, where transport out of the facility is undesired. While small-footprint
scanners that can be sited in the neonatal ICU are on the market, it might be beneicial to
have a device that can provide diagnostic information such cerebral hemorrhage assessment
without removing the neonate from the isolette.
In addition to extending MRI applications to PoC sites, signiicantly reducing the equipment and siting costs of an MRI scanner might extend the impact of MRI diagnostic techniques, even if the scanner had a narrow clinical focus. As discussed in the Introduction,
there is precedent for this in other imaging modalities, and there are large sections of the
Global South and Global North with relatively sparse access to MRI (6).
From a physics point of view, many of these clinical applications would require further
reinement, including a PoC usable, lexible, conductive fabric shielding or active RF interference cancellation systems. Sequence requirements include the ability to obtain T2,
FLAIR T2, proton density and possibly difusion contrast, all of which are accessible to a
RARE sequence. Certain types of sequences are not well suited to the built-in gradient of
the system, including most of the gradient-echo class of sequences (further handicapping
T2* imaging). These "RARE sequence accessible" contrasts can also, of course, be obtained
with reduced image encoding, such as depth proile imaging. Here, reduced image information is traded for PoC simplicity and speed to answer a simple "yes/no" clinical question in
the ield, such as: "does the accident victim have a bleed?"
Finally, the built-in B0 gradient ield of 117mT/m is larger than the gradient amplitudes achievable on existing clinical scanners. Nonetheless, the RARE echo train can be
arranged to reduce difusion weighting, and the porous media community has developed
pulse sequences to probe difusion contrast even in the presence of strong static ield gradients by modulating the RARE acquisition [204] . This method was recently evaluated for
applicability to in vivo brain imaging [197].
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Chapter 7

The "Head-Optimized MRI" System
for Whole-brain Imaging
7.1

Abstract

This chapter describes the design of a "Head-Optimized" MRI scanner - a portable MRI
system for imaging the whole head. The system was designed on a "head-shaped" hybrid
cylinder/sphere geometry to best contour to the shape of the human head. System components (magnets, coils) were optimized for performance within an explicitly head-shaped ROI.
It included a magnet optimized for ield homogeneity, three gradient coils (one for readout
encoding, two for phase encoding), and a transverse-polarized RF Tx/Rx coil. This allowed
for increased lexibility in sequence and image encoding scheme design. The constructed
Head-Optimized MRI prototype is under 40cm in size along linear dimensions (including
magnet, gradient coils, shims, and RF coil), weighs under 50 kg, has a mean �0 of 72.5mT.
Phantom images are presented which demonstrate the ability of the Head-Optimized MRI
to image a head-sized and -shaped object in reasonable time.

7.2

System-Level Design

The Head-Optimized MRI is a portable MRI system for whole-brain imaging of adults.
During a scan, the patient lies on a bed with their head resting in the RF coil. Then, the
rest of the system - including the �0 magnet, RF shield, and gradient coils - is slid over the
coil and patient. The patient’s head is now aligned with the imaging region of the scanner,
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and anatomical images can be acquired. Fig 7-1 shows the evolution of this system from
initial concept to completed, working prototype.

Figure 7-1: a. The concept for the Head-Optimized MRI, showing the essential system components.
The patient lies with their head in the RF coil, which the scanner then slides over (analogously
to close-itting high-ield transmit RF coils). b. The constructed prototype, showing the essential
components.

7.2.1

Imaging ROI

The Head-Optimized MRI was designed for imaging performance speciically within a headshaped ROI, as determined from a high-ield scan of an adult head (Fig 7-2). The ROI was
irst demarcated by a line running from the eyeballs to the caudal end of the medulla. It
was then padded in the foot (+^
�) direction by 14�� to account for patients with shorter
necks.

Figure 7-2: a. The target ROI was determined from a high-ield scan on an adult brain, and overlaid
all anatomy above a plane running approximately from the eyeballs to the caudal medulla. b. The
magnet was designed on a spliced sphere+cylinder surface.
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7.2.2

System Geometry

The distance from the foot-directed (+^
�) limit of the magnet to isocenter was chosen to
be 18�� based on the high-ield anatomical scan. This determined the maximum extent of
the magnet arrays and coils in the system. The system geometry was based on a symmetic
hybrid sphere+cylinder form (Fig 7-3) [205] to match the bulbar shape the human head and
neck. The system extended inward near the +^
� and −^
� limits of the bore to allow more space
for "booster" �0 magnets; the RF coil similarly was narrower along its � -axis than along
its � -axis (Fig 7-3). This choice was possible because the human head is generally narrower
along the LR axis than the AP axis (aligned with the scanner �^ and �^ axes, respectively).
Linear scanner dimensions are also shown in Fig 7-3; the bore opening measures 22.4cm by
27.2cm; the outer cylindrical and spherical diameters are 37.6 and 38.6cm; the length overall
(LOA) is 38.7cm.

Figure 7-3: a. Isometric view of the scanner with overall length labeled. b. Front view of the scanner
showing the major (z) and minor (y) bore diamters and the overall system outer diameter.

The order of system compenents in the bore (see also Sec 2.3.3) went, from innermost
to outermost:
 (innermost) RF Tx/Rx coil
 �0 shim magnets
 RF shield
 The main �0 magnet
 (outermost) gradient coils
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The system had 3 gradient coils for encoding along the �^, �^, and �^ axes. During imaging
acquisitions, one would be used as a readout gradient while the other two would perform
phase encoding. The gradient coils were placed outside the �0 magnet, as with the MR Cap
(Ch 6). The use of three switched gradients provides greater image encoding lexibility than
using a ixed readout gradient.

7.2.3

Performance Goals

The Helmet MRI was designed to keep the total spin bandwidth across the imaging ROI as
low as possible. Reducing total spin bandwidth allows for: shorter or lower-power RF pulses;
less image distortion/better-conditioned reconstruction problems; and greater lexibility in
image encoding (see also Sec 2.2.3). It also enables the use of higher-Q RF coils. Based on
prior experience, a min-max ield homogeneity of 1% was the design target (allowing for a
� = 100 RF coil).

7.2.4

Mechanical Design

Fig 7-4 shows the mechanical design for the Helmet MRI. Emphasized are aspects of the
design that deal with the interfacing/mating of diferent system components. The system
contains a G10 iberglass ring for structural reinforcement that screws direcly into the �0
former. The gradient coil former attaches directly to the outside of the �0 former with
screws. Shim trays with the RF shield on the outside are similarly are screwed into the
inside of the �0 former. The whole system is mounted on a "cradle" that allows it to slide
of a pair of G10 tubes which serve as rails. The G10 rails are mounted to a 3D-printed ixed
base, which also holds the RF coil. The magnet+gradient+shim assembly slides underneath
the RF coil, as a bearing assembling using G10 tubes as rails supports the RF coil. The
RF coil can itself slide on these G10 rails, allowing the exact position of the RF coil to be
adjusted independent of the base or the magnet/gradient assembly.
Wire feeds are needed for: the RF coil, the RF shield (for grounding), and the gradient
coils. The gradient coil lines feed the coils at the back of the magnet, while the RF and
RF shield lines run through a hole in the gradient coils, magnet, and shim trays to access
the coil/shield. A cart was designed to hold the whole system and to make with an existing
patient table [59], enabling human subjects to be scanned.
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Figure 7-4: a.

(Top center) Overall view of the constructed Brain-Optimized MRI scanner with

mechanical elements labeled. b. A termanal block provided strain relief for gradient and RF feed
lines. c. The gradient coil former screwed into the
it inside the

�0

�0

�0

former with M4-0.7 screws. d. The shim trays

magnet and attached with M3-0.5 screws. e. A machined ABS cradle supported the

magnet assembly and allowed it to slide on a pair of OD=1.25” G10 tubes. f. The RF coil slides

on two 7/16” G10 tubes, which are attached to the main system base. These G10 tubes also slide
atop the inside of the

�0

former, allowing the magnet and RF coil to be independently positioned.

g. A machined t=3/8” G10 ring provides structural reinforcement at the bore opening of the

�0

former.

7.3

7.3.1

B0

Magnet

Magnet Design

The �0 magnet was designed for homogeneity over the head-shaped ROI. The design was
based on the "test-tube" hybrid Halbach cylinder/sphere design and prior work on closeitting helmet-shaped RF and shim coils [175], consisted of � = 326 discrete blocks. Of
these, the "main" blocks numbered 296 and could have a max size of 1′′ × 1′′ × 1′′ =
25.4 × 25.4 × 25.4��, while the other 30 "booster" blocks were placed near the patient
′′

opening and could have a max size of 1′′ × 12 ×1′′ (Fig 7-5). The initial magnet coniguration
followed the "test-tube" design, whereby all blocks were pointed in the "Halbach" orientation
and the cylinder magnets had

4
3

times the size of the sphere section magnets [205]. This

number of magnets was a chosen to pack magnetization densely in the available volume
while still making it possible to avoid block self-intersections (see Sec 3.5.1).
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Figure 7-5: a. Dipole vector model of the starting magnet design shown with the target ROI. b.
Block model of the starting magnet design.

The design approach allowed all 326 blocks vary in size and angular position. All magnets
were N52-NdFeB rectangular blocks magnetized alogn �^ with size parametrized by their � dimension (the � and � dimensions were both always equal to 1′′ ). Angular position was
described with two rotation angles. In total, this allowed the dipole moment of each block
to vary freely in three dimensions (subject to max block size constraints) but ixed the third
Euler angle of each block to be zero. This choice of magnet block design and parametrization
was chosen to simplify their manufacturing. The magnet optimization assumed block size
and position angle could vary continuously; block sizes would be rounded to a discrete set
as a post-processing step, with the choice of that set to be determined at that time. All
block translational positions were ixed.
The continuous-design-space magnet optimization was performed using the interior-point
method with the Matlab fmincon tool. The optimization used a min-max ield homogeneity
cost function and constrained ����(�0 ) ≥ 70�� . The magnetic ield computation modeled
the blocks as ℓ = 5 multipole sources and used the ield computation procedure described
in Sec 3.4.5. The inal desgin was simulated in Comsol and was found to match the inoptimization ield computation. Fig 7-6 shows the optimized magnet design. The block sizes
were then rounded to the closest of 13 diferent discrete block sizes to simplify purchasing
the magnet material. Fig 7-7a shows the distribution of magnet blocks over these 13 discrete
sizes. Fig 7-7b shows the cumulative sum of this distribution, along with the cumulative
sum of the continuous-space magnet design. The discretization step incurred an RMS block
size error of 0.30mm.
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Fig 7-8 shows the ield maps for the discrete and continuous-space magnet designs as
simulated in Comsol. The discrete magnet had a mean �0 of 70.0 mT with a range of 1.02
mT across the ROI (1.46% homogeneity). The continuous-space magnet had mean �0 of
69.9 mT with an ROI range of 0.76�� (1.09%).

Figure 7-6: a. Isometric block model rendering of the numerically-optimized magnet design. b. Side
view (XZ plane view) of the optimized magnet design.

Figure 7-7: a. Bar plot showing the distribution of magnet blocks with all available y-dimensions.
b. Cumulative sums of the distribution in a and the continuous-space design distribution. The RMS
block size error between the two was 0.30mm.

7.3.2

Systematic and Random Design Error Simulations

This design was then analyzed with added perturbations to simulate the efects of systematic manufacturing errors and tolerances. Simulations were performed looking at global
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Figure 7-8: Simulated �0 ields in the XZ plane for the continuous-space and discrete-space magnet
designs.

increases and decreases in �0 and �� , and with magnet position errors arising from tolerances in the magnet quadrant mates (see Sec 7.3.3). Simulations were performed with �� =
{1.40�, 1.44� }, with �� = {1.04, 1.06}, and with mate ofset errors of {−0.4��, +0.4��}.

The unperturbed design used �� = 1.42� , �� = 1.05, and no mate ofset error. Fig 7-9
shows simulated the simulated ield maps for all cases along with the computed mean ield
and ield range over the ROI. The mean �0 varied between 69.0 mT and 71.0 mT across all
perturbed designs; the ROI �0 range varied between 1.04 mT and 1.13 mT (compared with
70.0 mT and 1.02 mT, respectively, for the unperturbed design).
Monte-Carlo simulations were also performed to measure the efect of random errors in
block size on ield performance. Note that block size errors, �� errors, and �� errors all
afect the block dipole moment, which is the primary determinant of the spatial ield map.
Thus, it was expected that this Monte-Carlo simulation could serve as proxy for any source
of random error from block to block. To perform the tests, a random error for each block’s
� -dimension was chosen from a uniform distribution on [−1��, +1��]. Fig 7-10 shows

the unperturbed ield map along with the ield map from a design with random block errors.
The mean ield in this case did not signiicantly change (70.0 mT vs. 70.1 mT), but the ROI
range increased from 1.02 mT to 2.18 mT. This design was used as a test case to assess the
performance of the �0 shimming procedure prior to constructing the �0 magnet (Sec 7.4.3).
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Figure 7-9: Simulated �0 ield maps (XZ plane) for perturbed magnet designs with diferent �r , �r ,
and magnet quadrant gap size. On the right is the unperturbed design ield map for comparison.
7.3.3

Magnet Construction

The magnet former was 3D-printed in four quadrants out of PC-10 polycarbonate material
on a Fortus 360mc printer. The pieces were deburred and about 500 holes (for shim tray and
gradient coil attachment) were widened and threaded. The joints between the quadrants had
a spline-type mate, contained reinforment elements, screwed together, and were bonded with
Loctite EA-E60 epoxy. The reinforcement iberglass front ring (see Fig 7-4) was screwed in
place prior to populating the former with magnets (Fig 7-11).
The magnet former was then populated with magnets. The booster magnets were glued
in irst, as shown in Fig 7-12. Magnets were then glued into the main outer portion of the
magnet former (Fig 7-13). Fig 7-14 shows the completed magnet.

7.3.4

Magnet Field Mapping

The assembled magnet was the mapped with a 3-axis Hall probe (Metrolab THM1176)
stepped by a CNC robot. The ield map was acquired with an isotropic 7�� resolution.
Figure 7-15 shows the measured ield maps. Note that the design of the robot arm did not
allow for every point in the design ROI to be measured - in particular, the occipetal region of
the head could not be reached. The measured ield was therefore linearly extrapolated into
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Figure 7-10: Simulated �0 ield maps (XZ plane) for the unperturbed design and a Monte-Carloperturbed design.

these points in order to enable comparison with simulation. The measured, extrapolated �0
had a mean of 71.6 mT and ROI range of 3.08 mT, compared with 70.0 mT and 1.02 mT
for the ideal simulated magnet. The constructed magnet ield errors were positive near the
anterior and posterior poles of the head ROI, and negative near the left and right ends of
the ROI.

7.4

7.4.1

B0

Shimming

Magnet Shim Array Design

A set of shim magnets was designed to it inside the main �0 magnet and to improve
ield homogeneity over the target ROI. The shim array design allowed for up to � = 889
individual magnets distributed over 14 horseshoe-shaped arcs situated inside the magnet
(Fig 7-16). The distance between the centers of adjacent shim magnets was 10 mm - this
allowed for a

1 ′′
4 -deep

magnet at each position with a 3.65 mm gap on each side. The shim

magnets were about 4cm closer to the imaging ROI than the main magnet blocks (Fig 7-16).
The exact positions of the shims were chosen as a compromise between maximizing interior
bore space while avoiding intersections with the �0 magnets, and were only be determined
with certainty once the �0 magnet had been optimized and all its blocks ixed.
Once the positions were ixed, the shim blocks were not allowed to move either translationally or rotationally. The angular orientation of each block was speciied by the Halbach
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Figure 7-11: The magnet former consisted of four 3D-printed quadrants. These were bonded together
with G10 dowels as structural reinforcements. The G10 reinforcement ring was screwed into place
in the bore opening prior to populating the former with magnets.

magnet relation [162] ���� = 2 * ���� , where ���� is the polar angle describing block orientation and ���� is the polar angle describing block position. Each shim location could
take one of two block options: it could be empty (no magnetization); or it could contain
a

1
4

×

1
4

×

1 ′′
8

N45-grade NdFeB block. This block option was chosen because our magnet

supplier (Applied Magnets) had it in stock, and it met all geometric requirements.

7.4.2

Shim Magnet Optimization

The set of shim blocks was optimized using a genetic optimization (Matlab ga toolbox)
on account of the discrete design space. The optimization allowed for three block options:
′′

empty/no magnetization; a 14 × 14 × 18 N45-grade NdFeB block; and an intermediate 14 × 81 × 81

′′

N45-grade NdFeB block. The half-sized block option was not used in the inal design, only
as an optimization trick (see Sec 3.5.2). The optimization cost function was the absolute
ield homogeneity over the ROI for the sum of the shim magnet ield and the measured,
extrapolated �0 ield:
����� = max(�1 ��ℎ + �0,��� ) − min(�1 ��ℎ + �0,��� )
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(7.1)

Figure 7-12: a. The booster magnets were the irst ones glued into place. Clamps were used where
possible. b. Set of 15 booster magnets (ie one side’s worth) bonded into the former.
�1 is the ield computation matrix; ��ℎ is the set of shim magnetic dipole moments; and
�0,��� is the measured, extrapolated �0 ield. The shim magnets were modeled as point

dipole sources since they were small (linear dimension = 6.35��). The optimization used no
constraints: the constraints on magnet size were implicit in the set of block options available
to the genetic optimization, and it was assumed that the shims would not appreciably afect
the mean �0 ield strength. 25 iterations of the ga optimization were performed and solution
with the lowest cost function among them was chosen as the inal design.
7.4.3

Shim Design Procedure Tests

The aforementioned design and optimization procedure was tested on simulated �0 magnet
designs prior to actually constructing the main �0 magnet. A shim magnet array was
designed for the simulated �0 ield produced by the optimized magnet with random MonteCarlo block size errors (Sec 7.3.2). Fig 7-17 shows the shimmed and unshimmed Montecarlo-magnet ield maps along with the optimized shim array. The shim array reduced ield
variation over the ROI from 2.18 mT to 0.667 mT, while mean �0 increased from 70.1 mT
to 72.1 mT. This provided evidence that the proposed shimming paradigm would in fact
work as designed.
7.4.4

The Optimized Shim Array

A shim array was designed for the actual �0 magnet once it had been constructed and ield
mapped. In simulation, the shim array decreased ROI ield inhomogeneity from 3.08 mT to
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Figure 7-13: a. Magnets were populated into the outer surface of the former starting at the bore
opening. Clamps were used when mechanical access allowed. b. Magnets were then added to the
remainder of the surface, generally using ingers and thumbs as clamping elements.

0.72 mT and increased the mean ield from 71.6 mT to 72.9 mT (Fig 7-17). The optimized
′′

design contained 527 empty slots and 363 14 × 14 × 18 magnets. The empty slot count includes
4 locations to which the optimization assigned the third "ictitious" block option, and which
were converted to empty slots.

7.4.5

Shim Array Construction

The shim array was then constructed and inserted in the �0 magnet. The shim array former
consisted of 8 shim plates that contained the magnets and screwed into the main magnet
former (Fig 7-18). During CAD design, an STL of the �0 magnet block boxes was used to
etch spaces in the shim trays that allowed them to mate with the �0 magnet (see Fig 7-18).
The shim trays were 3D-printed in ABS or PC-10 polycarbonate on a Dimension or Fortus
360mc printer. The magnets were then inserted and glued in with "instant" cyanoacrylate
adhesive (Loctite 414).
The RF shield was added to the outside of the shim trays after magnet assembly. The
RF shield used 6 coats of spray-on MG Chemicals silvered-copper-bead EMI shield. The
spray-on substance itself reeks of blue cheese for about a day after being applied and should
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Figure 7-14: a. Isometric view of the completed magnet. b. Diagonal view. c. Top (XY plane)
view.

only be used in a facility properly equipped for spraypainting. Six coats were also sprayed on
a test piece of 3D-printed ABS plastic to test how well it attenuate the coupling between a
pair of untuned loops. The test piece measured 20 × 20�� and the untuned multi-turn loops
had � = 5�� and were placed 15�� apart. The grounded sprayed-on shield attenuated the
coupling by 5.5�� . For comparison, a grounded copper mesh sheet of the same size gave
7.0�� attenuation. The spray was applied to the entire outer surface and to a 1cm-thick

edge on the inside of all 8 shim trays (Fig 7-19).
The shim trays were then inserted into the magnet and screwed in place. Copper tape
was applied on the conductive, 1cm-thick edges of adjacent shim trays to connect the
segments of the RF shield (Fig 7-20). A wire was soldered to an accessible portion of the
RF shield and fed through the cable feed port in the back of the magnet (Fig 7-4) to serve
as a grounding connection.

7.4.6

Shimmed Magnet Field Mapping

The shimmed magnet was ield mapped using the same procedure as used for the unshimmed
magnet (Sec 7.3.4). Fig 7-17 shows measured the shimmed magnet ield, the simulated
shimmed ield map, and the measured unshimmed magnet ield. The shimmed magnet had
an ROI ield range of 1.02 mT and a mean of 72.5 mT, compared with 3.08 mT and 71.6 mT
for the unshimmed magnet. The constructed shimmed magnet achieved a 67% improvement
in ield homogeneity, compared with the simulated 77% improvement.
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Figure 7-15: Measured �0 ield of the constructed magnet. The top row ("Measured") shows the
ield at all measured spatial location. The second row ("Measured + Extrapolated (ROI)") shows the
ield over the ROI with linear extrapolation used in the occipetal pole. The third row ("Simulated")
shows the ideal simulated ield.
7.5

7.5.1

Gradient Coils

Gradient Coil Geometry

Three gradient coils were designed to it in a volume outside the �0 magnet and to provide
phase or readout encoding along x, y, and z. The three gradient coils were made with
AWG18 enameled wire and sat on top of each other in the order (from in to out) x-y-z.
The design surface for the y and z coils was the outer cylindrical+spherical surface of the
�0 magnet; the design surface for the x coil used same surface, plus an additional annulus

on the patient-side face of the magnet (Fig 7-21). This design was compared with an x-coil
designed without the extra annular lange (Fig 7-22), and was found to increase the ield
eiciency along the x-axis by 10% and provide the same bijective encoding range.

7.5.2

Gradient Coil Optimization

The three coils were optimized using the target ield approach described in Sec 4.4. The
target ROI for all optimizations was the imaging target ROI (Sec 7.2.1) and the target
ields varied linearly in strength along the each coil’s respective spatial encoding coordinate.
The optimization used the regularization parameter of � = 1.0 · 10−6 . Smoothing was also
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Figure 7-16: a. Isometric view of the available shim locations in relation to the

�0

magnet former.

b. Front view (YZ plane).

performed on the stream function to obtain an acceptable wire spacing. The x, y, and z
coils all used � = 30 level sets to generate windings from the stream functions. Fig 7-23
shows the optimized winding patterns and stream functions for the x, y, and z coils. Figure
7-24 shows the simulated coil ield maps. The simulated eiciencies for the x, y, and z coils
��
��
��
, 0.946 �·�
, and 1.081 �·�
, respectively.
were: 0.488 �·�

7.5.3

Gradient Coil Construction

A single coil former base was designed in CAD to hold all three coils (Fig 7-25). The former
attached to the �0 magnet with screws that mated with tapped holes in the magnet former.
The former was split into 17 pieces in order to be printed: 16 pieces for the sphere+cylinder
portion, and 1 for the front ring portion (Fig 7-25). The wire paths were converted into
STLs, which were then etched into the gradient former in CAD (see Sec 4.5.2). The �0
former was also etched into the gradient former to ensure a non-intersecting mate, as was
done with the shim trays (Sec 7.4.5). The pieces were printed in PC-10 polycarbonate
material on a Fortus 360mc printer. The wire was then press-it into the grooves (Fig 7-26).
Thinned-down adhesive (Loctite EA608 thinned with isopropanol) was painted over wires
that weren’t held fast in grooves, such as near the patient end of the coils (Fig 7-26). The
x, y, and z coils required 84.7, 84.6, and 91.1 meters of wire, respectively.
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Figure 7-17: a. Simulated ield maps (XZ plane) of the shimmed Monte-Carlo magnet design and
the unshimmed Monte-Carlo magnet design. b. Block model rendering of the optimized set of shim
magnets.
7.5.4

Gradient Coil Measurement and Testing

The coils were mapped using the same setup as the shimmed and unshimmed �0 magnet.
However, the coils were built directly on the �0 magnet, which made mapping the coils
alone impossible. Thus, the ield was mapped with current in each coil (� = 3� for the y
and z coils; � = 4� for the x coil) and with � = 0� for all coils. The background (� = 0�)
ield was subtracted from the ield maps with the diferent gradient coils energized to obtain
ield maps for the coils.
Fig 7-27 shows the measured ield maps thus obtained. The inaccessible points of the
ROI were extrapolated using the same procedure as for the �0 magnet ield maps. Table 7.1
shows the measured inductances, resistances, mean eiciencies, and eiciency ROI ranges
for the three coils.
Table 7.1: Gradient coil parameters and performance metrics

Wire Length
Inductance
Resistance
Isocenter Eiciency

Gx Coil

Gy Coil

Gz Coil

84.7 m

84.6 m

91.1 m

566��

837��

959��

1.693Ω

1.816Ω

1.816Ω

��
0.275 �·�

��
0.939 �·�

��
1.078 �·�
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Figure 7-18: a. CAD rendering of the 8-piece shim tray former. b. The 8 3D-printed shim trays. c.
The front 4 3D-printed shim trays arranged in their approximate in-bore coniguration. d. Close-up
of one shim tray showing the shim magnet slots.
7.6

7.6.1

RF Coil and Shielding

Coil Geometry

The RF coil was designed for transmit and receive on a helmet-shaped surface that it close
to the patient’s head (Fig 7-28). The coil design optimization used a diferent target ROI
from the magnet and gradient coils. Speciically, the ROI was reduced in size so as to avoid
numerical artifacts resulting from the proximity of the target ROI and the stream function
surface (see Sec 4.4.3). The ROI also extended further into the patient’s neck and was split
in to two sub-regions. A uniform �1 ield was desired in the irst region (the "Uniform
ROI"), while zero ield was desired in the second region (the "Null ROI"). Fig 7-28b shows
these two ROIs. This was done to reduce the coil sensitivity in the poorly-encoded neck
region, thereby reducing the available signal that could alias into the image.
The coil had y-axis linear polarization, resulting in a design that was inherently balanced
about the center feed point. The y-polarized design was compared with an x-polarized design
produced with the same optimization, stream function surface, and target ROI/ield. Fig 729 shows: the x- and y-polarized coils; their normalized simulated x-y component ield maps
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Figure 7-19: a. Inner surface of shim tray (no RF shield). b. Outer surface of shim tray with
sprayed-on RF shield.

Figure 7-20: a. Isometric view of the bore interior showing the inserted shim trays. b. Front view
of the bore interior showing the copper tape seams that connect the sections of the RF shield.

(�1,�� = 1 at isocenter for each coil); and histograms showing the ield in the "uniform"
and "null" ROIs. The y-polarized coil ield had a mean eiciency of 49.4 ��
� and a standard
��
deviation of 7.35 ��
� (14.9%) within the "uniform" ROI, and produced 8.20 � (17%) in the

null ROI. The x-polarized coil had a mean eiciency of 33.7 ��
� and a standard deviation of
��
12.8 ��
� (38%) within the "uniform" ROI, and produced 6.62 � (20%) in the null ROI. The

y-polarized design thus has a higher ield eiciency, better uniform ROI ield homogeneity,
and a lower mean null ROI ield.
7.6.2

Coil Design Optimization

Coil optimization used the prodecure described in Sec 4.4. The regularization parameter for
the stream function optimization was tuned such that the resulting stream function looked
smooth, and had >1mm wire spacing when discretized with � = 14 level sets. Figure 7-30
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Figure 7-21: a. Side view (XZ plane) of the gradient design surface (red). b. Isometric view of the
gradient design surface showing the annular portion used for Gx coil design.

Figure 7-22: a. Gx coil designs created both with and without the extra "annular" section. b.
Simulated coil ield maps for the two designs. c. Field eiciency plotted along the x-axis for the two
designs.
shows the optimized coil stream function and windings.

7.6.3

Coil Construction

The RF coil former used "tiles" with etched grooves as shown in Fig 7-31. The tiles were
etched in CAD, 3D-printed in PC-10 (Fortus 360mc), and epoxied onto a helmet-shaped
former. AWG36-strand Litz wire was then pressed into the grooves. The coil had a routed
circuit board in back for a coaxial cable feed and for tuning/matching circuits (Fig 7-31f).
The wound coil inductance was measured at � = 31�� at � = 1��� prior to tuning the
coil. The coil winding was then split with four distributed tuning capacitors � ≈ 360�� in a
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Figure 7-23: Optimized coil winding and stream function designs for the Gx (partion phase encode),
Gy (readout), and Gz (in-plane phase encode) coils.

balanced fashion. The coil was then tuned and matched on the feed board to � = 3.09� ��
and 50Ω. The coil was initially tuned and matched in free space for ield mapping, and was
then tuned and matched inside the magnet+RF shield.
7.6.4

Coil Field Mapping

The x- and y-componendts of �1 ield was measured by using a pair of x- and y- polarized
snifer loops stepped through the imaging ROI inside the RF coil. A VNA measured S21 using
the snifer loop with a narrow-band stimulus applied to the tuned RF coil. Note that this was
technically a

��
��

measurement and not a � -ield measurement; however, the narrow-band

measurement makes this derivative measurement approximately proportional to the ield
itself. The measurement setup was not calibrated for absolute ield measurements. Separate
measurements were made for the x and y ield components, from which was derived the total
transverse ield component �1,�� .
Fig 7-32 shows the simulated, free space measured, and in-bore (shielded) measured
�1,�� ield maps. Note that the free space and in-bore measurements share the same color

scale, even though neither is in physically-meaningful units. The ield maps have the same
spatial shape, but coil ield eiciency drops by a factor of 4 in the bore compared with in
free space.
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Figure 7-24: Simulated ield eiciency (ie mT/A) maps for the Gx, Gy, and Gz coil designs.

Figure 7-25: a. Gradient coil former CAD model. b. The gradient coil former, having been split
into 17 separate pieces. c. The CAD model of one of the 17 pieces showing the wire winding paths
that are "etched" into it.

Fig 7-33 shows the �21 parameters (magnitude and phase) for the tuned coil inside the
shielded bore. The �21 parameter was measured by stimulating the coil and recording with
an untuned snifer loop normal to the y-axis at isocenter. The 3dB bandwidth was 433 kHz
and the center frequency was 3.105 MHz. The measurement did not actually cover the whole
3dB-BW. The full-width BW was estimate by doubling the measured half-width 3dB-BW.

7.6.5

RF Shielding Tests

Noise spectra were measured as recorded from the RF coil connected through a MITEQ
AU-1583 preamp. Measurements were performed outside the magnet on the bench; in the
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Figure 7-26: a. Front view of the wound gradient coils. b. Isometric view of the wound gradient
coils. c. Close-up of the gradient coils showing the wire press-it into the 3D-printed grooves.
magnet without shim trays or the RF shield; and in the magnet with shim trays and the
grounded RF shield. The coil was re-tuned between measurements as the shield altered the
tune/match of the coil, and all measurements were acquired at the coil resonant frequency.
Fig 7-34 shows the acquired spectra under all three conditions, along with the 50 kHz
bandwidth over which total noise was integrated. The noise levels were −75.46��� and

−63.98��� for the in bore shielded and unshield cases, respectively. The shield thus lowered
the noise loor by a factor of 11.48�� but decreased eiciency by ≈ 12�� . This speciically
looked at environmental interference, and did not assess how well it shielded noise coupling
in on the gradient coils.

7.7

7.7.1

Imaging Sequences and Protocols

Sequences

Imaging tests used a RARE-type sequence with frequency-swept WURST pulses. Two
gradient channels were used for phase encoding and the third was used for balanced readout
encoding. The irst two pairs of spin echos in the sequence did not have any gradient
encoding – this allowed them to be used as navigators for phase correction down the echo
train for each shot. Fig 7-35 shows this sequence with y selected as the readout direction,
and x and z as phase encode axes.
Table 7.2 lists the sequence parameters used for this sequence during the various acquired
acquisitions. All sequences used an even number of averages with the shot-to-shot phase
cycling scheme shown in Fig 7-35. With this phase cycling scheme, the 180-degree RF
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Figure 7-27: Measured gradient coil ield eiciency maps (mt/A).
pulses and refocused signals are alternately in phase and out of phase on successive shots.
Appropriate averaging thus enables the residual ringdown of the transmit pulse to be mostly
cancelled out.

7.7.2

System Setup and Components

All experiments used: a passive, lumped-element T/R switch; two preamps – a MITEQ AU1583 as the irst stage, and a Mini-Circuits ZFL-500LN+ as the second stage; a 12� lantern
battery for preamp power; a Tomco BTO2000-AlphaS-3MHz RFPA; a Tecmag Bluestone
console for waveform generation and signal detection; two Techron 7224 and one Techron
7548 ampliiers as GPAs; and a shielded room with Schafner FN 7513-16-M4 100nF capacitor feed throughs for the gradient coil lines.

7.7.3

Imaging Phantoms

In cryptæ

images were acquired using an undead "mummy" phantom (aka "King Tut") and

a smaller "Red Head" phantom (Fig 7-36a+c). Fig 7-36b+d show 3 T axial �2 -weighted
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Figure 7-28: a. RF coil design surface shown in relation to the head-shaped ROI. Some ROI points
sit outside of the RF coil design surface. b. The RF coil design surface shown with the modiied
"uniform" and "null" ROIs.

MRI images of both phantoms. The A-P phantom dimensions as measured from these 3T
acquisitions were: 192mm (King Tut) and 171mm (Red Head).

7.7.4

Imaging Protocols

Phantom: Vary Reaout Direction

Phantom images were acquired using this sequence with diferent readout directions. Acquisitions were performed using +� , −� , +� , and −� as the readout direction and the
parameters shown in Table 7.2. Acquisitions were reconstructed individually with FFT.
k-space data were cropped along the readout direction to 256 points (��� ) and 506 points
(��� ).

Phantom: Vary Readout Strength

Phantom images were acquired with +� as the readout axis, and with readout gradient
strengths of 8.9, 14.2, 17.8, and 21.4

��
� .

Sequence parameters are shown in Table 7.2.

Acquisitions were reconstructed individually with FFT. k-space data were cropped along
the readout axis to N=128 points. Partial k-space was used along the partition phase
encode direction (�� � = 25 acq/35 recon).
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Figure 7-29: a. Optimized RF coil designs that produce x-polarized and y-polarized �1 ields. b.
Simulated spatial map of the transverse (�1,xy ) ield component for the two coils. c. Field histograms
for the "Uniform" and "Null" ROIs for the two coil designs.
Phantom: High-Resolution

High-resolution acquisitions used the sequence parameters shown in Table 7.2. Acquisitions
were acquired with � as the readout axis using both positive and negative polarities. Images
were reconstructed using FFT. k-space data were cropped along the readout direction to
N=128 points. Partial k-space was used along both the partition (�� � = 25 acq/35 recon)
and in-plane (�� � = 81 acq/101 recon) phase encode directions.
7.8
7.8.1

Imaging Results
Phantom Images

Fig 7-37 shows phantom images obtained using a diferent readout directions. Fig 7-38 shows
phantom images obtained using a diferent readout strengths. Fig 7-39 shows high-resolution
King Tut images obtained with two readout directions.
7.8.2

Other Observations

The gradient coils heated up after several hours of running them. Fig 7-40 shows the
scanner after a hard day’s work acquiring data. The gradients were observed to heat up
from 22∘ � (ambient) to 41∘ � . The center frequency of the magnet as measured by NMR
was � = 3.053� �� when the magnet was cold, but dropped down to � = 3.006� �� ) by
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Figure 7-30: Optimized y-polarized coil windings and stream function.

the end of the day (Fig 7-40c). This represents a 1.5% drop. Given that the remanent lux
density �� of NdFeB magnets is approximately −0.001 ∘1� , this frequency change corresponds
to a Δ� = 15∘ � temperature rise of the magnet. This is close to the observed temperature
rise of the gradient coils.

7.9

Discussion and Future Work

- Presented the design of the Head-Optimized MRI including all system components. - It is
a 40cm, 50kg system (magnet, gradient, shims, RF) with 72.5mT, head-shaped and -sized
ROI. It has 3 switched gradient coils for spatial encoding. - Demonstrated its imaging capabilities with RARE-type sequences. - Lower-SNR, lower-power, and smaller than a normal
scanner. Comparable in many ways to the Sparse Halbach system described in Chapter
5. - Future improvements are possible to the hardware, sequences and reconstruction. Applications and in
7.9.1

vivo

imaging are also a natural next step.

System Performance

The Head-Optimized MRI �0 ield was 72.5mT, comparable to the 64mT MR Cap and the
80mT Sparse Halbach, while a factor of 200 to 400 less than a 1.5−3T conventional scanner.

Based on this, the Head-Optimized MRI should have a similar "SNR ceiling" as the Sparse
Halbach system. Field homogeneity was 1.02mT (pk-pk)/99�T (RMS)/4.2kHz (RMS) for
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Figure 7-31: a. CAD rendering of the RF coil former tiles with optimized wire grooves. b. The 3Dprinted coil former tiles. c. The assembled, unwound coil. d. Assembled, wound coil (isometric view).
e. Assembled, wound coil (Size / XZ plane view). f. Assembled coil showing the tune/match/feed
board.

the Head-Optimized scanner, compared with 130�T (RMS)/5.1kHz (RMS) for the Sparse
Halbach nonlinear residual, and approximately 1�T (RMS)/40Hz (RMS) for a high-ield
system [14, 13]. The similar residuals for the Head-Optimized and Sparse Halbach systems
suggests that for acquisitions with similar readout bandwidth, the resulting geometric distortions should be comparable. Note that these metrics are computed over diferent ROIs:
the Head-Optimized scanner used a head-shaped ROI; the Sparse Halbach uses a � = 20cm
sphere, and the quoted high-ield system metrics use a � = 40cm sphere.
RF pulse and sequence constraints difer slightly for the Head-Optimized and Sparse
Halbach systems. The Sparse Halbach has a total ROI ield range (peak-peak) of ≈ 2.5mT,
which covers a total spin bandwidth of ≈ 106kHz. The Head-Optimized system has no
built-in gradient and a peak-peak ROI ield range of 1.02mT / 43kHz. This enables the
use of lower-bandwidth RF pulses, which can be shorter and/or lower-power. The HeadOptimized scanner ield is still quite inhomogeneous when compared with a high-ield system,
so many sequences and encoding schemes will likely not be practical. However, slice-selective
excitation may be possible: Suppose we want to excite a 1cm-thick slab using a 4kHz pulse.
From an RF engineering perspective, such a pulse would be within the capabilities of the
RF coil and RFPA. From a gradient perspective, one would require a slice-select gradient
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Figure 7-32: a. In-bore measured spatial �1 ield. b. Free-space (unshielded) measured coil �1 ield.
c. Simulated magnetostatic �1 ield.

Figure 7-33: �21 as measured by transmitting into the coil and receiving with an untuned toop.

of: ��� =

4kHz
�·1cm

≈ 10 mT
m . This is feasibile with the Head-Optimized gradient system, and

was exceeded during several acquisitions. Thus, slice-selective encoding schemes should be
explored with this device.
Max gradient power consumption during readout varied between 163W and 941W for
the acquisitions listed in Table 7.2. The higher end of that range is still attainable from
a wall outlet, but is higher than desired (for example, three gradient channels could not
all draw that power simulatenous). However, the max phase encoding gradient power consumption was comparable to the Sparse Halbach acquisitions performed in Chapter 5. The
mT
mT
mT
gradient coil eiciencies (0.275 m·A
to 1.078 m·A
) were comparable to the MR Cap (1.019 m·A
mT
mT
mT
to 1.117 m·A
) and Sparse Halbach gradient coil eiciencies (0.58 m·A
to 0.82 m·A
), and were
mT
signiicantly higher than those of a high-ield scanner (≈ 0.01 m·A
).
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Figure 7-34: Measured noise spectra and integrated noise (over 50 kHz BW) for the coil in free
space, in the bore without the spray-on RF shield, and in the bore with the spray-on shield.

The Head-Optimized ield-producing assembly (including �0 magnet, shims, gradient
coils, and RF coil) is under 40cm along all linear dimensions. It is slightly smaller than
the Sparse Halbach assembly (outer diameter ≈ 56cm. Like the Sparse Halbach, it its
on a cart that can be wheeled through a building. The Head-Optimized ield-producing
assembly weighs 50 kg, roughly half that of the Sparse Halbach assembly (123 kg). Both are
signiicantly smaller than a ≈ 2m, 10-ton, immobile superconducting system. The HeadOptimized acquisitions were performed in a shielded room, and the same concerns/potential
improvements exist as with the Sparse Halbach system (see Section 5.6.2).

7.9.2

Future Work

The irst step would be to incorporate the generalized reconstruction pipeline currently being
used with the Sparse Halbach system (Chapter 5). A preliminary step would involve remeasuring the spatial ield maps of the gradient coils and the �0 magnet, as the generalized
reconstruction has been observed to be sensitive to mismatches between the physical system
and the assumed encoding model. This would enable correction of the geometric distortion
observed in the acquired phantom images.
The spatial �0 ield could be further improved by redoing the shimming step. The shim
trays presented here are easy to design, build, insert, and remove. It would be relatively
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Figure 7-35: RARE-type imaging sequence used for phantom imaging experiments. Partition (x)
phase encoding was performed down the echo train; in-plane (z) phase encoding was performed
shot-to-shot. Phase cycling was used when averaging multiple shots together.

straightforward to design an improved set of shim trays. This improvement may be a
diferent design that minimizes the same peak-to-peak ield homogeneity cost function (as
used here), or it could be a design that minimizes a diferent cost function (for example, the
ield RMS over the imaging volume, as in Chapter 5).
Addition work is needed to eliminate certain image artifacts that manifest as bands
across the image (espeically apparent in Figure 7-39). These are though to result from
interference coupling in on the readout gradient coil feeds, possibly being produced by the
readout gradient GPA. Finally, healthy and clinical in vivo scans should be performed using
the Head-Optimized MRI.
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Table 7.2: RARE-type Imaging Sequence Parameters
Vary RO Direction

Vary RO Strength

High-Resolution

TE

7.85 ms

7.85 ms

7.85 ms

∆� �

7.85 ms

7.85 ms

7.85 ms

Averages

2

2

4

TR

1.3 s

1.3 s

1.3 s

TA

3m03s

3m03s

8m14s

Matrix Size (x-y-z; Recon)

25 × 256 × 61 (��� ) /
25 × 61 × 506 (��� )

35 × 128 × 61

35 × 128 × 101

Resolution (x-y-z; Recon)

12 × 2.2 × 4.0 mm
(��� ) / 12 × 4.0 × 1.9
mm (��� )

8 × 4.4 × 4.0 mm (RO
min) to 8 × 1.8 × 4.0

8 × 2.2 × 2.4 mm

280 × 562 × 242 mm
(��� ) /
280 × 203 × 939 mm
(��� )

280 × 560 × 242 mm

FoV (x-y-z)

(RO max)

(RO min) to

280 × 233 × 242 (RO

280 × 281 × 242 mm

max)

Matrix Size (x-y-z; Acq)

25 × 512 × 61 (��� ) /
25 × 61 × 512 (��� )

25 × 512 × 61

25 × 512 × 81

Readout BW (Recon)

Varies

Varies

1667 ��
��

Readout Current

9.48 A (��� ) / 4.63 A
(��� )

9.48 - 22.76 A

18.9 A

8.9 - 21.37 ��
�

17.8 ��
�

Readout Gradient

8.9 ��
(��� ) / 5.0
�
��
(��� )
�

RF Power (Peak)

423 W

423 W

423 W

Pulse Length (�90 /�180 )

3/1.1 ms

3/1.1 ms

3/1.1 ms

Pulse BW

50 kHz

50 kHz

50 kHz
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Figure 7-36: a. "King Tut" anthropomorphic head phantom. b. King Tut high-ield axial MRI
scans with anterior-posterior dimension labeled. c. "Red Head" anthropomorphic head phantom.
d. Red Head high-ield axial MRI scan with anterior-posterior dimension labeled.
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Figure 7-37: Red Head phantom images (axial plane) acquired with four diferent readout directions
(+y, -y, +z, -z).

Figure 7-38: King Tut phantom images (axial plane) acquired with four diferent readout strengths
along the +y direction.
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Figure 7-39: King Tut phantom images (axial plane) acquired with two diferent readout directions
(+y and -y).

Figure 7-40: a. Visible-light image of the Head-Optimized scanner immediately post-scan. b.
Simultaneous infrared (temperature) image of the Head-Optimized scanner. c. Change in NMR
center frequency over the course of a day. Shown are break times when no scans were run.
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